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THE CO-PRODUCTION OF PROPERTY RIGHTS: THEORY AND EVIDENCE
FROM A MIXED-RIGHT SYSTEM IN SOUTHERN MEXICO.

Abstract:

This dissertation presents a framework for explaining variation in property right institutions
as a result of interactions among decision-makers at three levels; formal government actors,
the community of right-holders and individual right-holders. It uses a simple game-theoretic
model where enforcement is the mechanism linking levels of interaction to the property
institution. Property rights are understood as a function of the value of the resource to which
a right has been assigned and the cost of enforcement. It recognizes that representatives of
formal government, including bureaucrats, regulators and various types of law enforcement
and monitoring agents do not uniformly enforce claims to property. Right-holders make
decisions about contributions to the production of a property right institution based on
expectations of external third-party enforcement, levels of peer-enforcement and their own
ability to individually enforce property claims. This combination of different types of
enforcement activities determines the structure of rights that ultimately results.

The theoretical framework is applied to the empirical case of a mixed-right system among
communities bordering a National Park in the southern Mexican state of Campeche. Data
collection incorporated a structured survey administered across a selection of twelve
communities and semi-structured interviews with public and private agency officials. The
results support the institutional economics perspective that resource value is fundamental to
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understanding property right institutions, and that enforcement activity influences the type of
right. However it provides additional evidence that it is the actions by different types of
enforcement agents; bureaucratic, community and individual, which ultimately determines
the specific structure of property rights. While the research focuses on property rights to
environmental resources, the framework is useful for understanding rights across a variety of
public policy areas.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

Properties
The use of property rights as a tool for addressing environmental problems has
greatly expanded in the past twenty years. The creation and allocation of rights to
resources has been used to tackle a wide variety of issues; from water and emission
markets, to ecological service payments, wildlife conservation, and transferable
development rights on private lands (Anderson & Hill, 1995; Challen, 2000; Lueck,
1991; Panayotou, 1994; Vandergeest, 1996). Accompanying this expansion of the use of
property rights has been the profusion of new mixed property right systems. Mixed
rights distribute the rights and responsibilities for the institutions that produce a good
partly in individuals and partly among other types of actors; either communities,
governments, or other organizations (Ostrom, 2000b, 2003). Mixed rights stand in
contrast to the idea of pure private property, where all rights and responsibilities are
vested in the individual rights holder, and public property, where everything is the
responsibility of the state.
The discussion of the role of property rights in environmental policy traditionally
meant the assignment of individually-specified private rights. Private property has long
been regarded as the single most efficient type of property right institution, and according
to classic economic theory, rights assigned to an individual right-holder allows for the
most efficient investment and allocation decisions. However empirical research over the
past couple of decades has illustrated the existence of a multitude of other forms of
property relations, from effective common property to various mixes of public/private
arrangements. Today, the use of property rights includes a wide diversity of property
1

arrangements well beyond individually-specified private property. The work examines
these new types of property arrangements and, more importantly, attempts to explain the
factors underlying their diversity.
The fieldwork conducted for this project examines the variation in property right
institutions to forest resources among communities surrounding a newly established
national park in Mexico. The Calakmul Biosphere Reserve was established in 1989 to
protect one of the few remaining extant areas of dry tropical forest. The reserve area
includes 1.7 million acres and encompasses about 1/8th of the total land area of the state
of Campeche (Figure 1). The area was established as a biosphere reserve, a status that
recognizes existing property rights as part of the newly designated conservation area.
Rather than expropriation of private and community rights, new management
responsibilities are included in accordance with the broad conservation guidelines. In
essence, what was created is a new type of property right arrangement that included
rights and responsibilities distributed among a mix of individuals, groups and government
actors. The underlying assumption is that by allowing limited productive activities
individual and common property systems can work to support the types of public goods
protected areas are established to protect.
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By explicitly recognizing a diversity of property right arrangements in the
management of natural protected areas, the policy interventions available are no longer
the assignment of simple private or public ownership, but rather a variety of mixed rights.
Effectively using property institutions for managing the production of public goods
requires a much better understanding of how the incentives of different social and
political actors influence the effectiveness of any property right arrangement. Biosphere
reserves, and the accompanying policies that support them, are often implemented with
bold assumptions about the local value of what are often national, and even international
public goods (Dixon & Sherman, 1990; Kaul, Grunberg, & Stern, 1999; Wells, 1992).
Specific to the establishment of biosphere reserves is the question of whether the
incentives of individual right-holders will align toward generating the type of public
goods provided by national parks and reserve areas.
This research seeks to explain the empirical puzzle of property rights variation in
the mixed-property right systems to forest resources among the ejido communities
surrounding the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve. While all the communities have
recognized ejido rights, and exists under similar legal and political structures, there is
dramatic variation in the specific property rights arrangements to forest resources. Why
have these mixed-property rights systems - involving public, community and private
actors - taken the particular forms they have? The project posits a theory of institutional
supply of property right institutions as a function of the enforcement activities of various
social actors; individual right-holders, the community of right-holders, and those assigned
official enforcement responsibilities, bureaucratic representatives of the state. In order to
situate the research within a broader framework, this chapter begins with a review of the
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idea of protected natural areas and property rights, discusses the role of property rights
institutions in environmental policy, and develops a general typology of mixed-right
systems.

Parks and Property: The emergence of the co-management model
National parks and protected areas have traditionally been viewed as public lands
and the domain of national government. Accordingly, research into the effectiveness of
protected areas has focused on how to value the overall social benefits of protection
(Anup, 1995; Dixon & Sherman, 1990), or the bureaucratic organizations responsible for
the management of public lands (Lowry, 1989, 1998). With the expansion of marketbased environmental policy instruments there has been a shift away from the focus on
simply expanding government capacity toward the inclusion of a greater variety of
organizations and increased flexibility in the types and variety of conservation
instruments. While the effectiveness of reserve areas was solely a question of
administrative capacity twenty years ago, it now includes the role of private firms
(Sellars, 1997), private management of reserve areas (Langholz, Lassoie, Lee et al., 2000)
and the services they provide (Bruce, 2001), and the management of private and
community land holdings within government reserve areas (Aley, 1999; Sax, 1984).
The question of how to manage the various property rights arrangements to
resources contained within natural protected areas has been particularly important in the
design of protected areas in the developing world. There are generally two management
models for the preservation of natural areas. The traditional model is that typified by
National Parks in the United States. The growth of public appreciation of wildlife and
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wilderness lead to the creation of the first national government administered protected
areas with Yellowstone in 1872, followed by Yosemite in 1890. This approach focused
on the preservation of large expanses of relatively undisturbed areas by restricting human
activity and development toward the dual purpose of providing recreation and large
mammal habitat conservation (Nash, 1970). The presence of large federally-owned
territories in the West and low population densities on the frontier, allowed the creation
of large protected areas with relatively low administrative costs and oversight.
The second model is that typified by European conservation efforts. These have
been directed toward the conservation of visual landscapes and areas of important
cultural significance, rather than wildlife and ecosystems. Conservation efforts were
targeted to relatively small land areas often with established resident populations. This
approach takes into account high population densities and relative land scarcity by
placing limits on specific land uses rather than forbidding any human activity. The
model is more similar to the American model of zoning rather than that of national parks
administration, and has correspondingly higher administrative costs (Evans, 1992). 1
The difference between the two approaches reflects the history of land use and
demography of the two continents. When the conservative of natural areas first gained
international attention the potential of the American model to preserve large areas at
relatively low administrative cost allowed it to prevail as the primary policy instrument.
As developing countries began to implement resource conservation policies the adoption
of the American model was a natural choice. It allowed the creation of reserve areas
1

There are certainly natural reserve systems other than the parks and protected area model that pre-date the
existence of nation-states. These include royal hunting reserves in Europe, Central Asia and India as well
as various types of sacred areas in Africa and Asia where resource use was forbidden. However, the
concern of this research is systems that exist in combination with the modern nation state, and that co-exist
with private resource rights.
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toward the preservation of internationally valued species, often those most highly valued
for tourism, at low direct costs to governments by simply legally restricting human
activity and development. In most case, new parks were created in areas with extant
habitat and low population density or in marginally productive land with residents with
little economic or political power. Throughout the 1960’s and 1970’s developing nations
greatly expanded the land area designated as protected (Green & Paine, 1997). However,
rarely was this accompanied by any implementation of restrictions on any but the most
disruptive development. Resident populations remained as well as extractive resource
use. These “paper parks”, as they have since been called, allowed a country to receive
international recognition for contributing toward a global public good without the
political costs of actually implementing restrictions on resource use or the administrative
costs of management.
By the 1980’s there were increasing calls for re-examining the effectiveness of
existing reserves (Bishop, Phillips, & Warren, 1995; Dudley & Stolton, 1999).
Criticisms emerged from dissatisfaction with the use of state-centered conservation
strategies and increased attention to the negative distributional consequences of
establishing reserves in areas with large resident populations (Neumann, 1998; Phillips,
2003; Wells & Brandon, 1993). Even the archetype of national parks, the U.S. National
Park Service, had begun to use a variety of approaches to mixed-use and increasingly
flexible property arrangements (Sax, 1984; U.S. Department of the Interior, 1982).
In addition to the model of large scale habitat conservation under the authority of
a government agency that restricts human activities, a wide range of new management
approaches has been added. These have taken on a variety nomenclatures; including co-
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management, adaptive management, participatory management, communitymanagement, and public-community partnerships (Aley, 1999; Buck, 2001; McNeely,
1994; Shafer, 1990). To different degrees, they share the idea that protected area
management requires reallocating the benefits and responsibilities of conservation among
a variety different organizations and individuals. What has resulted are systems of new
property rights arrangements that are neither wholly private nor public, but rather a mixed
distribution of rights and responsibilities for managing resources toward common goals
(Singleton, 1998; Suseela Meinzen-Dick, 2002). In essence, these new approaches have
created new property rights regimes that incorporate both public and private rightholders.
Much of the work on new approaches to protected area management has focused
on description, with the intent of influencing policy-making, rather than attempting to
explain their emergence or their performance. This research attempts to explain the
diversity of property rights within such a system by focusing on the variation of rights
among the communities bordering the buffer zone of a co-managed reserve. The creation
of the reserve generated a number of changes to property rights in the area. Foremost, the
re-designation from land open to settlement to a national protected area fundamentally
changed the way claims could be made to resources and the expected reaction of the state
to such claims. The environmental regulations that accompanied the implementation of
the reserve brought with it another set of expectations about the activities of
representatives of the government. Regulating resource use rather than excluding it
altogether, permitting new users or uses of resources under government protection, and
assigning new responsibilities to communities bordering reserve areas all represent
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changes to property institutions, and these new approaches to protecting natural areas can
best be understood within a property right framework.

Property and Parks in Mexico
From 1917 to 1992 Mexico undertook one of the largest land reform policies in
history. Only the Soviet Union’s land redistribution exceeded the scale of Mexico’s
agrarian reform. By the end of land redistribution efforts, almost half of the country’s
arable land and three-quarters of its forests had been redistributed to community-based
organizations, many under the organization structure known as the ejido (Alcorn &
Toledo, 1995; de Janvry, Sadoulet, Davis et al., 1996). At about the same time land
reforms efforts were being abandoned, the social value of natural resources was
changing; from natural resources valued as inputs in direct economic production, to
taking on aesthetic and ecological value. While early national parks in Mexico were
designed to preserve historic sites and areas of exceptional visual aesthetics, new areas
were created to ensure the continued production of environmental services, protect
endangered species and broadly conserve ecological habitats (Marquez, 1984). These
new land management goals often found themselves at odds with a land reform system
designed to re-distribute unproductive lands to a rural peasant population. Newly
designated protected areas often included large resident populations, overlapping lands
claims and unclear jurisdictional boundaries among public agencies.
The conservation area that is the focus of this study, the Calakmul Biosphere
Reserve, includes a mix of public, private and communal ejido lands. Only forty-years
ago the region was considered a frontier open to settlement, with a few scattered
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communities and an economy based primarily on timber extraction. Today, it is
dominated by a national reserve area containing the largest extant area of tropical forest
in the Americas besides the Amazon, composed of a complex mosaic of different
property systems and regulatory restrictions, has a population of 23,000 residents, and is
the site of a newly-created municipality designed around those communities impacted by
the reserve.
Prior to the creation of the Biosphere Reserve the region had followed the typical
pattern of frontier areas. Until the 1970’s the main economic activity in the area was a
combination of timber and chicle extraction. An active land settlement program was
undertaken in the 1970’s and continued until the mid-1980’s. With new migrants came
demands for infrastructure, and the region saw slow, but steady development. The
creation of the reserve in 1989 dramatically changed this development trajectory.
Suddenly the region was no long another frontier area moving toward an ever-increasing
expansion of agriculture and economic development, but was now explicitly responsible
for providing national; and even global, public goods in the form of biodiversity
conservation and habitat protection.

Property Rights and Environmental Resources
Garrett Hardin’s 1968 article, the “Tragedy of the Commons”, began the
discourse on the role of property rights in environmental policy. In his formulation, the
rent dissipation in the tragedy of the commons could only be adverted by either vesting
control of a resource to the state as public property, who would then manage it according
to the public good, or alternatively, by assigning private property rights, which would
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allow individuals to avoid the dissipation of rents and manage to maximize profits. In the
ensuing years, Hardin’s results have been shown to apply primarily to the case of open
access - where there is no property right assigned, rather than common property - where
rights have been assigned, but to groups rather than individuals (Feeny, Berkes, McCay et
al., 1990). Common property systems are frequently able to avoid the dissipation of rents
that occurs under open access through institutions governing the use of the resource
(Baland & Platteau, 1996; Ostrom, 1990, 1998b; Ostrom, Walker, & Gardner, 1994).
Likewise, the assignment of either state or private property as the means of
avoiding the tragedy of the commons has been shown to be overly simplistic. Vesting
ownership in the hands of a state is unlikely to solve the underlying problem of rent
dissipation, as it merely opens what was a market failure to a vast array of state failures.
Under public ownership, rather than resource rents used for productive activities, they
may be wasted on lobbying effort to secure favorable property allocations, used to secure
political support, or as private property by those who hold political positions. There is no
shortage of empirical cases to illustrate the failures of government management of natural
resources (Anderson & James, 2001; Anderson & McChesney, 2003; Ascher, 1993,
1999; Auty, 1993; Repetto & Gillis, 1988).
The idea that private property rights will necessarily lead to the most efficient
outcome has similarly been questioned. As one author states,

Private property regimes do not guarantee effective or efficient environmental
protection. The reason is not simply the absence of completely defined property
rights in all resources but the costs of coordination and exclusive under private
property regimes in some ecological, technological, and institutional
circumstances…The notion that a single, sociolegal institution - private property
is both necessary and sufficient to resolve all environmental problems is not just
highly improbable but fantastic”
(Cole 2002: 178)
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Proponents of private property as the sole solution to the variety of policy dilemmas have
often been guilty of two fundamental conceptual errors. First, there is often confusion
between open access and the various types of common property arrangements (Feeny,
Berkes, McCay et al., 1990; Ostrom, 1994). While in open access situations there are no
rules regulating access or resource use, in a common property situation such rules exist,
but rights are held by a corporate entity. There may still be failures within common
property regimes, but these are not due to a lack of rights, but rather the effectiveness of
the governing institutions. The second confusion, and one that continues in
contemporary debates over privatization, is the difference between tenure security and the
type of right. To many reformers, security is equivalent to individually-specified private
property that is completely alienable (see Shleifer, 1994b). However, property right
security does not necessarily correspond to any specific type of property right. The ability
to secure and enforce a right applies equally to private, common and even public property
(Ostrom, 2000b; Schlager & Ostrom, 1992). The bundle of rights assigned to
communities may also be incomplete, not allowing complete control over all aspect of
resource use, and leading to insecure rights. Similarly, public state property can be
insecure when there is a failure to provide adequate enforcement and monitoring.
The application of private property as the sole solution especially problematic
when applied to environmental goods. Private property rights tend toward efficient use
of resources only under very specific conditions. First, efficient private property regimes
require that a resource can be divided into meaningful units. This means that flow of
units from a resource system can feasibly be divided into individual units. In many cases,
there are not practical technical means of effectively dividing a resource (Bloomquist,
12

1992; Schlager, Bloomquist, & Tang, 1994; Tang, 1992). Second, it assumes that the
individual discount rate matches the social discount rate. Since many environmental
services have characteristics of public goods, the individual value of the resource is
unlikely to match the social value (Feeny, Berkes, McCay et al., 1990). Third, private
property may actually be less efficient than other forms of property when there are high
transaction costs in reaching contractual agreements among right-holders. Since many
environmental goods are jointly consumed, the costs of organizing private transactions to
pay for environmental services is often too high. Fourth, there may also be uncertainty
regarding the value of the resource. The entire subfield of valuation methodology within
environmental economics has been a response to the difficulty in placing a monetary
value on environmental goods and services (Cropper & Oates, 1992; Larson, 1993). The
reliance on the price mechanism as the underlying incentive structure to allocate
resources efficiently cannot be applied to environmental resources the same as other
assets (Plantico, 1992). Fifth, there may also be high levels of risk whether the value of a
good can actually be realized, favoring risk-sharing arrangements and diversification of
ownership (Baland & Platteau, 1996; Ensminger, 1996).
Another problem with private right perspective is the failure to distinguish the
harvest technology from that of the production process. While the final product of an
environmental service may be easy to value and divide into units, the process that
maintains productive resource stocks may not. For example, while a fishery authority
can assign rights to individual catch units (thus allowing the right-holder to control the
harvest levels of the resource), the production process that generates the resource remains
outside any individual right-holder’s control. Even if the final product is privatized, the
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ecological production that generates the good still remains a common or public good.
Furthermore, many of the ecological processes that generate environmental goods and
services are characterized by high degrees of uncertainty and fluctuations in the
sustainable yield of the resource, which may also favor risk-sharing arrangements.
Other authors note that there are likely to be high distributive consequences in the
assignment of private rights. Conflict over who receives rights may simply be too costly
to make private rights efficient (Alston, Lipecap, & Mueller, 1999; Libecap, 1989b;
Plantico, 1992). A number of authors also question the assumption that the process of
private property rights allocation and enforcement is removed from the same types of
rent-seeking action that public rights face. Private parties are just as likely as interest
groups to lobby for favorable treatment, subsidies and other resources from governments.
The allocation of private property rights is no more likely to prevent rent-seeking than is
the allocation of rights to public property (Baland & Platteau, 1996; Kanton, 1998;
Sened, 1997).
Finally, many of the rights to environmental goods and services are what Yandle
and Morriss (2001) term “regulatory” rights, or as Raymond (2003) recently referred to
as “licensed” property - rights created solely by administrative fiat and legal mechanisms.
The ‘technology’ that generates meaningful resource units and value is legal or
bureaucratic. Regulatory regimes are a property rights system that removes rights in
certain actions while permitting others. For example, the rule that a economic agent
cannot continue emissions of sulfur dioxide puts a restriction on the use of an
atmospheric commons, just as the granting of a grazing permit on public land gives a
property right to the use of that commons. Tradable pollution permits, transferable
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development rights, and transferable fishing quotas are all examples of regulatory
property regimes. These types of rights explicitly involve government action, and
political negotiations override the mechanisms of price and market demand in
determining their allocation (Dolšak, 2000).
The use of simple classifications of property rights as public or private has lead to
poorly conceived policy solutions as well as a general misunderstanding of the dilemma
environmental resources face. Governments often fail to protect public lands and provide
public goods even when granted the right and responsibility to do so, although they can
sometimes provide public goods very well. Likewise, private property often fails to
protect a resource from overuse, although sometimes they are very efficient, and in some
situations may even generate public goods. The importance is not in the source of the
provision of these different types of goods, but in the institutions underlying their
production and the types of incentives they create. When governments are made to be
accountable to constituents, information on the level of public good provided is available
and there are incentives for government agents to fulfilling their duties and not shirk or
rent-seek, then government can be an efficient producer of goods. When the social value
of a good diverges significantly from that of the private value, or there is asymmetry in
the discount rates of individual rights holders and society, or there is no developed
market for the good in question, then even private property rights can be very inefficient.
Researchers have begun to unravel the public/private division of property rights
systems by focusing on the specific institutional mechanisms that make rights
meaningful. Most property rights exist within complex constitutional arrangements,
national and sub-national laws, regulatory frameworks and other formal governance
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structures. Focusing on the efficiency of private property has lead many to ignore the
critical importance of public institutions. Private rights rely as much on formal
governance institutions as they do on the efficient bargaining of individual rights
claimants. Similarly, by focusing on government capacity and public property many
researchers have overlooked the impact of informal social institutions and the incentives
individual right-holders have in securing property rights without active involvement by
government actors. The focus of research has generally turned from examining the
efficiency of a single property rights regime – whether private, common or public – to the
specification of property rights systems across a variety of situations (Hanna, Folke, &
Maler, 1995).
Once a property right has been disaggregated into its various components and
examined in terms of an institution granting benefits and assigning responsibilities, the
distinction between public and private property becomes less important and the question
that remains is one of institutional supply. The increased prevalence of mixed rights
systems to produce public goods and in the co-management of natural protected areas
requires a re-examination of the precise mechanisms that produce effective rights. Who
is responsible for providing the institutional mechanisms that make a right effective?
What are the effective mechanisms of enforcement? How does it matter who is assigned
what type of right or responsibility within a given property rights regime?
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Mixed Right Systems and Property Right Diversity
A property right is defined as a bundle of various rights and responsibilities
(Bromley, 1991; North, 1990; Schlager & Ostrom, 1992). Mixed rights systems are those
that distribute the rights and responsibilities for the institutions that produce a good
among both individual right-holders as well as other types of actors, such as
communities, government agencies, or other organizations. Mixed right systems stand in
contrast to the abstract idea of pure private property, where all rights and responsibilities
are allocated to the individual, and public property, where all are reserved to government
representatives. Ejido forest property rights in Mexico are generally mixed right systems,
situated at the intersection of two types of property arrangements; that of the ejido
system, a community rights structure, and public property; allowing government
involvement in nationally significant environmental resources regardless of tenure.
Ostrom and Schlager (1996) define a property right bundle as consisting of five
primary components (Figure 2). Access rights refers to the permission to physically enter
an area. Withdrawal is the right to obtain a physical unit of the resource. Management is
the right to decide on the type of inputs and use pattern of an area. Exclusion refers to the
right to determine who may have an access right. Alienation is the right to transfer a
right via sales, leasing or other contractual arrangement.2 Ostrom and Schlager then

2

Eggertson similarly defines a property rights as, “a method of assigning to particular individuals the
‘authority’ to select, for specific goods, any use from an unprohibited class of uses…”. It is common in the
literature to distinguish three aspects of property rights. The first being the rights to use an asset, or user
rights, that define the potential legitimate uses. Second, the right to earn income from an asset and contract
over the terms with other individuals, variously called management or contract rights. Third, the right to
transfer permanently to another party ownership rights over an asset, or to alienate, destroy, or sell as asset,
or alienation rights (Eggertson 1990: 33-35). Furubotn and Pejovich (1972) define three component of a
property right. The right to use an asset (use), the right to appropriate returns from the asset (withdraw),
and the right to change the form of an asset (management). I used the Ostrom and Schlager framework
since it provides the most detailed specification.
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present a typology that defines the positions of various right-holders according to the
assignment of various components of the property bundle.

Figure 2: Component of a Property Right and Position of the Right Holder
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Type of Right:

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

Position:
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Proprietor
Claimant
Authorized user
Authorized entrant

Source: Ostrom and Schlager 1996: 133 (Modified from original)

The position of a right-holder is determined by the mix of rights and
responsibilities they are assigned. Owners maintain the full array of the various
components of a property right, with the right of alienation distinguishing the position
from other types of right-holders. Authorized users have the right to use specific
resources, while authorized entrant has the most restrictive position, the right of entry
only. The authors point out that the emphasis on the efficiency of private property rights
is typically concerned solely with the right of alienation, with any restrictions understood
as being undesirable. Other types of property rights arrangements are often left
unexamined. However, as Barzel (1989: 85) states, restrictions on the use of property are
quite widespread. From zoning to deed covenants and business hour regulations, private
restrictions exists in all property markets. While some restrictions may reduce the value
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to a property owner, there may also be self-imposed restrictions that actually serve to
increase value. For example, rights to resources may be divided among a group to limit
the risk to any single individual, restrictions can be used as means of selecting for the
right types of individuals for inclusion within a group, or as a method to reallocate
residual rights.
The typology in Figure 2 illustrates the diversity of property right relationships
that exist in natural resource management. In particular, it shows that the position of
owner - with full rights including alienation, that has typically been the focus of the
literature emphasizing private property as superior, is only one type of property right
relationship. The typology presents an important framework for understanding property
rights diversity on which to build a broader typology of the various forms of mixedproperty right systems. Figure 3 adds the identity of the entity to whom a right has been
assigned. Mixed rights systems include the assignment of some aspect of the bundle of
rights to entities other than individuals, such as organizations, groups, communities or
government agencies. Adding the additional element of the identity to whom a right has
been assigned helps illustrate the underlying institutional complexity of mixed right
systems.
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Figure 3: Property Right Component, Position, and Right-holder
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Under the traditional view of private property the right-holder is an individual,
who holds the position of owner. In the case of a property rights arrangement for
something like an oil lease on private land for example, the individual is the owner, while
a group, a private company, has been given the right of authorized user. In the case of
ejido rights, government maintains the position of owner while a group, the ejido
community, has the position of proprietor. In a traditional public property regime, such
as a National Park, government retains ownership while individuals are allowed visitor
rights. Different types of mixed property regimes can be examined according to variation
in the identity of the right-holder, their position, and the associated bundle of rights.
Examples of mixed rights can be examined at by varying the identity of the rightholder while keeping the specific component of the property right bundle constant. Since
the right of alienation is central to discussions of private property, the following typology
looks explicitly at that component. Figure 4 illustrates the variety of property rights
arrangements by varying the identity of the right-holder according to the assignment of
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the right of alienation, against the distribution of other rights and responsibilities (access,
withdrawal, management and/or exclusion). The left axis identifies the specific entity to
whom alienation rights have been assigned. Along the bottom axis are the other
components of a property right bundle including access, management, withdrawal and
exclusion. The traditional property right regimes fall among the diagonal and are
highlighted. In the lower left, the situation of open access is defined by no assignment of
either alienation rights nor any other rights or responsibilities. In the case of idealized
private property, both ownership and all other rights are vested in an individual. Under a
common property regime the rights of alienation as well as access, management,
withdrawal and exclusion are assigned to a group. Lastly there is the situation of
idealized public property, where all rights are vested in the organizations of government.
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Figure 4: Typology of Property Rights According to Distribution of Type of Rights and
Identity of Right-holder
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The utility of the typology is evident when the assignment of alienation rights is
changed according to different types of organizational entities. Along the top row are
property rights systems where government holds ownership rights, but others share
various combination of other rights and responsibilities. In the case of ejido forest rights,
government maintains final ownership of the resource, but allocates usufruct rights to
communities. Ejido communities then have the ability to limit access and otherwise
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manage the resource, but if the ejido community ever un-incorporates, forest rights revert
back to the state.
When leasing rights to public lands are given to individuals, such as the case of
Western grazing rights, offshore oil leases and mining contracts, management and
associated rights are allocated to individuals while government maintains alienation
rights. Where government has alienation rights, but all others are left unassigned, it is a
case of unenforced public lands. This is the example of government title but with no
implementation of management authority to a public agency, where public land functions
as open-access. The category of ‘paper parks’, designated national reserve areas without
active management are an example of this type of property regime.
Along the second row are property rights arrangements where a group or other
corporate entity (neighborhood, community, corporation, user group, etc.) holds
ownership rights while another entity shares other types of rights. Emission rights are the
example used here. They allocate the right to pollute, and the sales or exchange of that
permission to a group, typically a corporate entity, while the rights of access to the
resource of atmospheric commons and exclusion remain with the government entity that
allocates the right. When a group entity such as a corporation holds the right of
alienation, but management or withdrawal rights have been distributed to individuals,
then there is a shareholder system.
Squatter community rights are an example of a group having the ability to
alienate, in this case by abandonment of the claim, without any other organization or
individual necessarily having responsibility to respect or otherwise acknowledge the
community’s claim to property. Many nations that underwent national land reforms
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maintain recognition of squatter rights that allows for the occupation of non-cultivated,
unimproved land. Squatter’s rights give a group the right to occupy land not actively
used by another owner; however there are no legal requirements for the state or other
individuals to necessarily recognize that right. In some cases there is a process for
formalizing squatter claims, in many others rights and responsibilities remain unassigned.
The third row from the top includes property rights regimes where an individual
holds alienation rights and other entities have associated rights. The classic case of
attenuated private property through zoning provides an idea example. An individual
maintains ownership, while government puts restrictions on management and use. The
example of situations when restrictions on management rights are imposed by a group
entity other than government is represented by the property arrangements used in land
trusts on private land. Conservation easements or deed restrictions on private parcels
allocate some types of management and use rights to an organization, typically a land
management entity, while the owner ultimately maintains alienation rights. When an
individual has made a claim to property without the assignment or recognition of other
rights and duties it is an unrecognized claim. The individual maintains the ability to
alienate merely by walking away from the claim, but no other entity has any associated
responsibilities, nor necessarily the responsibility to recognize the claim.
The bottom row includes property rights structures where alienation rights to a
resource are unassigned, but other entities have responsibilities for exclusion or
management. The classic case of a benefit stream flowing from a resource where no
entity has alienation rights is that of entitlement programs. The definition of an
entitlement is generally understood as the “benefits to which the recipients have a legal
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right. Such benefits form part of mandatory expenditure for the government. They are
contrasted with discretionary benefits, which the donor is empowered but not compelled
to pay" (Black, 2002). These are “individual or group claims on the state, particularly
for resources…” (Calhoun, 2002). While government is required to manage and provide
inputs, no entity can alienate individual entitlement rights except by ending the program.
Specific individual rights to benefits cannot be sold or transferred.
When responsibilities for management are allocated to a group, such as a user
group or community, without associated alienation rights, it fits the condition of
stewardship. Stewardship is broadly defined as responsibility for management and use of
a resource without the right to alienate or transfer ownership. It places obligations on a
group or individual designated as stewards or agents, to provide resources toward
management over which they have control, and are ultimately owned by others.
Stewardship has recently been associated with the care of resources to preserve and
protect for future generations and is often applied to public agencies (Fuch, 2003; Souder
& Fairfax, 2000).
The best example of individual responsibilities and duties to respect the rights of
others without associated alienation rights are the duties generally assigned to citizens.
By virtue of membership in a state, individuals are assigned duties and responsibilities
that require inputs by individuals. Some of these are relatively low costs activities such
as respecting the property rights of other citizens, while others are high costs
contributions such as taxation and military service. An argument could be made that
individuals can alienate these rights by surrendering citizenship, however it is difficult for
the individual citizen to transfer or sell them to another individual. When neither
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ownership nor any other rights or responsibilities have been assigned it is the pure open
access situation represented in the lower left.
Mixed right systems occur when there is any combination of the components of a
property right with various types of right-holders. Examining property rights along the
dimension of alienation and the various organizations and individuals to whom a right
can be assigned provides a broad typology of property rights arrangements well beyond
the standard public/private dichotomy. Most complex resource management right
structures, such as co-management, typically involve the simultaneous assignment of
multiple overlapping property right components allocated to various agents. For
example, common property rights systems usually occur in conjunction with aspects of
individual ownership (Ostrom 2003: 255). Individuals may maintain control over
management decisions, but be subject to community norms regarding shared use and
exclusion. In the case examined here, government maintains alienation and some types
of management rights in terms of national and state environmental regulations on forest
use, ejido communities have limited management rights and some exclusion rights, and
individual community members maintain ultimate use rights and control over most daily
management decisions. Access rights are distributed among all three entities and agrarian
reforms now permit limited alienation rights by ejido communities. While the above
typology illustrates the diversity of property right arrangements available for the
management of a resource, it does not provide prediction when one is likely to be
prevalent or the advantages of one system over another. The discussion now turns to the
application of property rights theory as it has been applied to environmental public goods
and natural protected areas.
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Protected Areas as Mixed Right Systems
Protected areas and national parks are typically assumed to be public property
securely held by the state. Consequently, most research on national parks and protected
areas has focused on bureaucratic organization and/or interest group influence (for
example Lowry 1989, 1994, 1998; Hopkins 1995). Authors who have examined
protected areas from an institutional perspective, have primarily been concerned with
providing descriptive accounts of the complexity of institutional arrangement. For
example, both James (2001) and Beltran, James and Merino (2001) provide descriptions
of the various types of institutions that influence park management, but provide little
theory explaining the reasons for these various institutional choices. Agrawal (2000)
likewise provides a description and critique of the institutional arrangements underlying
the management of trans-boundary reserve areas. Meinzen-Dick, Knox and Gregorio
(1999) offer an expansive discussion of the relationship between property rights and
conservation, but do not provide a discussion of the benefits of one type of arrangement
over another, nor the reasons underlying the choice of different types of property rights
regimes.
The central thesis adopted here is that property rights of any kind are a response
to the costs and benefits of institutional production. Protected areas are one type of
property arrangement designed to produce specific public goods, typically recreation,
wilderness and habitat preservation. Mixed right systems involve a variety of different
social actors. It proposes that property rights institutions are not reliant on, nor can they
be explained solely by looking at formal policies. Claimants, those who do not possess a
recognized right as well as existing right-holders have greater agency in determining the
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institutional forms that dictate how resources are allocated and exchanged than do formal
rules and legal statutes. Ultimately, it is the right-holders themselves who decide whether
to respect or ignore new rights, or renegotiate property arrangements toward more
efficient solutions, regardless of the formal property arrangements.
The creation and maintenance of effective property right institutions is
fundamentally a collective action problem. There are collective gains to be made by
having a system in place that clearly delineates the rights and responsibilities individual’s
have over economically valuable resources, and there are individual incentives to defect
from existing rules and claim individual benefits at the expense of another’s claim. The
link between the collective action problem and property is especially salient in the case of
Mexico, where rural property rights exist are under a system of community ownership
know as the ejido system. Under the ejido system usufruct rights to land, forests and
water are given to members of a community rather than directly to individuals. The
effectiveness of any property arrangement ultimately dependents on the ability to monitor
and enforce a right; whether private, common or public (Gibson, Williams, & Ostrom,
2005; Ostrom, 2005).
Property rights enforcement is fundamentally a question of governance cost.
These costs are determined by incentives and decision-making at multiple levels.
Recognition by legal codes that permit or deny access to formal institutions of
government fundamentally change the costs of producing local institutions. If local
rights holders are strategic in their decisions to create and defend institutional
arrangement, part of that calculus will include an assessment of the actions of formal
representative of government. As highlighted by Ostrom (2000: 347),
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Many of these variables (affecting property rights) are, in turn, affected by the
type of larger regime in which users are embedded. If the larger regime
recognizes the legitimacy of communal systems, and is facilitative of local selforganization by providing accurate information about natural resource systems,
providing arenas in which participants can engage in discovery and conflictresolution processes, and providing mechanisms to back up local monitoring and
sanctioning efforts, the probability of participants adapting more effective rules
over time is higher than in regimes that ignore resource problems or presume that
all decisions about governance and management need to be made by central
authorities.

The broader institutional regime in which rights are allocated, negotiated and enforced
can increase or decrease the incentives an individual rights holder faces in claiming the
benefits from a resource. These institutional structures are created by numerous social
agents other than rights claimants, from politicians who are able to create new institutions
or recognize existing one, bureaucratic actors who are responsible for implementing
formal rules and laws, and informal arrangements and contracts by individual rightholders.
Property rights are only meaningful in terms of the strength of enforcement
efforts. However, enforcement activity can take many forms, from individual
enforcement by right-holder, to community enforcement, where individuals respect each
other rights and enforce the rights of others. The cost of enforcement activity can also
come from formal third-party actors such as bureaucrats, courts and law enforcement.
Although, third-party enforcement is at best a partial solution, since reliance on outside
enforcement requires overcoming a host of other problems, including rent-seeking,
accountability, principle-agent problems and high information costs. In most cases,
property rights result from a mix of enforcement activities by individual, communities
and formal government actors.
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In order to understand the nested nature of enforcement, this research adopts the
analytic principles of the Institutional Analysis and Development framework (Ostrom,
1990, 1996b) to examine the interaction across multiple levels of governance institutions.
Using institutional analysis to explain variation in property rights relationships among
communities surrounding a protected area has a number of advantages over other
approaches. First, it allows the examination of functional rules as they exist on the
ground, not merely on formal legally recognized rights. This permits both a broader
understanding of property rights, and focuses on the effective systems of rules. Second,
by using the IAD framework it explicitly adopts a polycentric approach, and understands
property rights institutions to be nested within other institutional structures.
Polycentricity is defined broadly as a system with multiple centers of decision-making
formally independent from one another (McGinnis, 1999; Ostrom, V., Tiebout, &
Warren, 1961; Tiebout, 1956; Warren, 1964, 1966). While the concept was initially
applied to structures of federalism, the framework is equally suited for examining
property rights institutions in a comparative context. Its strengths are in accounting for
the influence of multiple, tiered institutions on the behavior of individual actors, rightholders in this case. Understanding the link between these various levels of institutions,
that of formal government bodies, local rule-making structures and the incentives that
resource right-holders face, is critical to understanding both the explicit role of
government and the creation of effective rights systems.
Understanding rights as emerging from polycentric systems allows an
examination of variation as occurring from action at multiple levels of formal and
informal governance. Because of the central role of government in the ejido system, the
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proximity of communities to the reserve area and additional responsibilities imposed on
resource right-holders, as well as the political and economic organization of the rural
political economy in Mexico, resource rights represent a case of particularly high levels
of direct government intervention. However, rather than the high level of government
involvement making this case exceptional, it helps provide a broader framework for
understanding mixed rights property arrangements. Indeed, researchers are increasingly
realizing that most property rights systems are actually mixed systems, relying on various
private and government inputs to function effectively.
There is a continuing tension between the economic and political approaches to
property rights institutions. Traditional economists either predict no individual
enforcement of property right institutions when they constitute a public good, understand
rights solely as individually-specified and self-enforced, or mysteriously enforced by a
benign state. The political approach has traditionally focused on macro-level formal
government institutions and structures. However, by focusing on only a single level of
analysis – whether individual incentives or the role of government - both bodies of work
have provided overly abstract models of property rights that often miss the source of
incentives. These have been criticized by a wide range of authors as offering an
unrealistic view of the process that creates and sustains property arrangements (Kanton,
1998; Libecap, 1989a; Sened, 1997). Neither approach allows an examination of the
dynamic relationship between different levels of analysis, nor looks at the inherently
nested nature of property institutions. This project attempts to provide a more realistic
model of property rights by avoiding focusing solely on any single level of governance.
While never departing from the theoretical base that individual incentives are critical to
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understanding institutional stability, it nests these incentive systems within broader
community and political systems.

Overview of the Study
This dissertation examines the reasons for institutional diversity in property rights
arrangements to forest resources among a sample of communities bordering a national
biosphere reserve area in southern Mexico. It proposes that the answer relies on the
source of institutional supply and the costs of producing property right institutions under
a variety of social conditions. It looks at enforcement as the underlying mechanism that
make rights meaningful, but posits that the source of the enforcement activity is
fundamental to understanding the types to rights that result.
The dissertation is organized in seven chapters. This first section was intended to
provide a broad introduction to the topic and justification of the approach adopted here.
It presents a typology of mixed right system to illustrate the diversity of property rights
arrangements involving combinations of individual, group and formal government actors.
Chapter 2 reviews the property rights literature. It begins with a discussion the
importance of conceptually distinguishing a claim to a resource, a right, and a contract;
terms that are often used interchangeably in much of the literature. The discussion then
examines the property right literature across the disciplinary approaches of legal theory,
traditional economics, political science and institutional analysis. It summarizes with
critiques of each, and concludes with a justification of the institutional analysis approach
adopted here. It then reviews the current literature on the specific variables examined in
this study.
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Chapter 3 describes the field setting and provides an overview of property rights,
parks and politics in the case of the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve. It examines the
intersection of two types of political economies in rural Mexico, that of rural property
rights and the ejido system, and protected natural areas. While other chapters concentrate
on the micro-level foundations of individual incentives in understanding property rights
institutions, this chapter is devoted to understanding the influence of national and
regional politics and the political incentives underlying bureaucratic action in the field. It
also provides a short history of the politics of the Yucatán peninsula and the impact of
national government policies on the region.
Chapter 4 provides the theory and presents a framework for analyzing mixed
property right systems. It begins by focusing on the problem of institutional production
and the cost of enforcing a property right. It then presents a broad framework for
understanding property right institutions in a nested enforcement environment such as
that in the Calakmul area. It concludes by examining property rights enforcement as
nested game that accounts for multiple sources of enforcement to understanding variation
in property right institutions. The costs of property rights production is presented as a
function of three critical variables: the value of the resource, as impacted by both markets
and regulatory rules; the local costs of collective action; and the actions of bureaucratic
agents.
Chapter 5 presents the methodology. It explains the sampling strategy, the design
of the data collection instrument, and the method used for data collection. It discusses
the details of the construction of a number of numerical indices toward measuring the
individual incentive to enforce a right, the relative cost of collective action, and
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bureaucratic action in the field. Particular attention is dedicated to the development of an
index to measure community heterogeneity and community collective action. Chapter 6
is an analysis of the data and presentation of results. Empirical data is examined in terms
of both their individual effects and their interaction with other factors. Chapter 7
concludes with the relevance of the study for local policy design, implications for
understanding property rights systems in general, and application to other policy areas.
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review
As outlined in Chapter 1, how property right institutions are made effective is
critical to the design of policy to manage resources. The central question is how property
right institutions are produced and the source of institutional supply. The theory of how
rights are generated and the reasons for their different forms has evolved from separate
disciplinary perspectives. This chapter discusses the literature on the supply of property
right institutions. It provides the intellectual framework for the approach adopted in this
research. The central thesis is that enforcement is the key mechanism, and that by
looking at the source of enforcement, we can better understand the diversity of property
right arrangements.
The study of property right institutions can be categorized into two broad
approaches. The first group of theorists, typically within traditional economics,
concentrates on the incentives and types of interactions that allow autonomous actors to
define and create effective property right institutions among themselves. These scholars
focus on variables such as the value of the good and the costs to an individual in
effectively enforcing a property right. In the rare instance that they discuss the activities
of political actors, they tend to be viewed in terms of the negative effect of increased
property right insecurity from the threat of expropriation. Private, individually-specified
rights are often assumed to be the most efficient form and final outcome as rights evolve
over time.
The second group, typically within political science and legal theory, focuses on
the importance of formal institutions in determining property rights arrangements. The
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focus of this body of research has been on structural variables at a national level such as
credible commitment in the form of constitutional protections that prevent predatory
government behavior, effective rule-of-law and the presence of third-party enforcement.
Typically there is little concern for accounting for sub-national and local variation, or the
specific mechanisms that make these structural variables meaningful to individual rightholders.
Research attempting to bridge the effect of structural and national-level variables
and individual incentives primarily includes authors working within variants of the new
institutional economics framework. They focus on the full range of influences on
individual decision-makers including the impact of formal institutional structures in
explaining variation in property rights. This research contributes to this approach by
providing an analytic framework that explains property right variation in complex, nested
institutional structures where both individual action and formal governance structures
influence institutional choice. The next section reviews property rights theory across four
traditions: legal scholarship, economics, political science, and institutional analysis. The
discussion is focused on the specific institutional mechanisms that make property rights
effective. Critiques of each are presented to justifying the specific approach taken here.

Law and Property
Modern legal theory's approach to property begins with Wesley Hohfeld (1913;
1919), who defined property as a relationships between individuals that includes both
liberties (rights) and associated duties (responsibilities), rather than simply the
relationship between an individual agent and a thing. Hohfeld was contesting the legal
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scholarship of his time that viewed rights as static legal objects. According to Hohfeld,
rights consist of four types of legally-defined social relationships; a liberty to take an
action, a claim that others have a duty to respect that action, the capacity to change legal
relations, and immunity from the ability of others to change one’s legal relationship.
Hohfeld’s definition is important since it was the first discussion to operationalize what
rights meant in terms of real actions relating individual rights-holders to a resource and
their relationship to other claimants. The tradition is continued in the work of
contemporary legal scholars such as Calabresi and Melamed (1972) who view the right to
property, and subsequent protection from the claims of others, as a formal entitlement
bestowed by legal action. Similarly, Sumner (1987: 25-27) elaborates on this framework
and outlines a set of first-order relations that define property rights in terms of interrelated set of liberties, claims and duties among two or more agents. These first order
conditions are nested within a set of second-order relationships of power and immunity
that define the ability to change any first order relation among agents.
The legal literature generally understands property rights as an entitlement
stemming from the formal legal definition and recognition by government. This
perspective has a number of theoretical and empirical problems. First, there is the simple
empirical fact that property rights exist in stateless societies, so mechanisms besides
those of formal government that guarantees property must also exist.3 Second, few legal

3

The issue of informal property rights is explicitly addressed within the legal pluralism literature (BendaBeckman & Benda-Beckman, 1999; Black, 2002; Merry, 1988). Legal pluralism maintains that law can be
understood broadly as the “cognitive and normative orders generated and maintained in a social field such
as a village, an ethnic community, an association, or a state” (Meinzen-Dick and Pradhan 2002: 3). The
emphasis is on the recognition of multiple overlapping rights and the ambiguity between formal and
informal recognition of rights (Moore, 1973). While useful for recognizing the importance of informal
rules, the work in legal pluralism blurs the difference between formal and informal rules to the extent that it
makes no distinction between the two and provides no criteria for understanding when a formal law is
important and under what conditions informal rules take precedence. While it has provided an opening for
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scholars examine the mechanism that makes law meaningful to actors on the ground.
Rarely is there a discussion of how formal legal rules are communicated to social actors
and what makes a legal right enforceable. It is simply assumed that legal codes are
perfectly implemented. In a study of property rights arrangements among California
ranchers, Ellickson (1991) reports very few members of even the professional legal
community knew the formal rules regarding property rights for ranching, let alone the
cattlemen themselves. Defenders of the state-centric approach contend that the legal
framework is still the critical defining element of property rights, but that it is the shadow
of the law alone that is effective in modifying the behavior of actors on the ground.
However, if these actors have no knowledge of formal rules, then that argument
disappears as well.
Third, within much of the legal scholarship there is no theory of agency. There is
no specification of who it is that makes formal legal codes meaningful on the ground.
The rise of public choice theory - that holds political actors have incentives that often put
them at odds with their public position - makes the assumptions underlying the legal
approach to property rights untenable (Gambaro, 2001). Legal theory is generally unable
to account for situations where a government representative makes decisions not in the
public’s interest.
These critiques do not invalidate the contribution of legal theory, but demand a
more precise specification of the mechanisms that make formal legal rules relevant.
The emphasis on enforcement and property rights as a multifaceted relationship between
individuals consisting of both expectations and responsibilities are important

important empirical work within legal scholarship, it has generally failed to provide either a broad
theoretical framework or specific predictive models.
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contributions; however the emphasis on government agents as the only source of
enforcement, and rights as solely state-allocated entitlements needs to be abandoned. 4

Economics and Property
The majority of work within a traditional economic perspective examines
property rights from a contractual perspective. For much of the history of economic
thought, there was a general neglect of the source and importance of ownership
institutions (Demsetz, 2002: 653-654). Analysis began with the assumption of perfectly
held and enforced property rights. Economics only took notice of the importance of
property rights with Coase’s, “The Federal Communications Commission” (1959) and his
theoretical compliment, “The Problem of Social Costs” (1960). His central premise was
that the commonly justified need for government intervention as the only means of
coordinating the use of shared resources was fundamentally wrong. This proposed that
without external regulation there would be interference between the different users of
similarly allocated frequencies. Coase posited that as long as property rights had been
assigned, negotiations and contracting among individual rights holders would be enough

4

The idea that property rights are defined solely by legal action is also found in a second major school of
legal thought, that of the “public trust” doctrine. The public trust doctrine proposes a legal basis for the
protection of public access to some types of natural resources against private claims. It is based on ideas
present since the classic Roman era, that the public possesses certain inviolable rights in their relationship
to some types of natural resources. The seminal articles on the public trust doctrine are written by
Joseph Sax (1970; 1984) who traces its use in the protection of publicly navigable waterways and proposes
its expansion to a number of environmental issues. The public trust doctrine has been applied across a
number of legal cases to justify state action toward protecting environmental resources (Lazarus, 1986).
An attempt to mix aspects of the public trust doctrine with a political economy perspective on public goods
can be found in the work of Carol Rose (1986), who examines the role of the legal protection of public
access rules and defends the use of the public trust doctrine and public ownership of certain natural
resources based on the transaction costs involved in reaching a contractual agreement when the using group
is exceptionally large and there is an increasing economy of scale to state production (Rose 1986: 763-779).
This school of thought is susceptible to all the critiques of legal theory in general, particularly the
assumption of public agents incentives to provide a public good.
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to remove the negative externalities, as those affected by the actions of another rightholder would offer compensation to prevent their generation. The critical element was
that this would only occur when transaction costs were minimal. While some economists
seized on the idea that government intervention was unnecessarily since rights alone
would reduce any negative externalities, others focused on the effect of transaction costs
on the ability of cooperative solutions to emerge (Allen, 1998). This second school of
thought developed into new institutional economics.
Following this second tradition, Demsetz turned the attention of economics from
the consequences of property rights to their source. In his article, “Toward a Theory of
Property Rights” (1967) he examined the question of why land that had traditionally been
under collective ownership among Native American tribes began a transformation to
private family ownership. He examined the privatization of hunting territories for furbearing species during the beginning of the North American fur trade and proposed that
property rights emerged as a response to the increased value of the resource. The
institution of private property was a means of responding to a change in the value of a
good and to internalize transaction costs. Achian and Demsetz (1973) later related this
institutional change to an attempt to capture new value as the scarcity of a resource
increases. When an object exists in scarce amounts, unable to meet all potential needs
within a society, discrimination is necessary to determine the extent to which each
individual’s needs can satisfied. Property rights set the constraints on use that allows
exclusion. Rights were understood as a result of the expected gains and the transaction
costs in realizing those benefits.
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This tradition of understanding property rights as institutional solutions to the
problem of realizing the benefits from a resource is continued in contemporary authors.
For example Barzel (1997) understands property arrangements as stemming from the
existence of a residual claimant whose actions can affect the flow of benefits from a
resource. The principle driving difference in property relations is the maximization of
allocation of ownership toward the party that is most able to affect the generation of
profit from an asset. Barzel examines variations in wage and sharecropping
arrangements as property rights solutions to various information asymmetries and
principle/agent relationships. Property rights are contractually rearranged in order to
maximize the benefit from production.
There are a number of critiques of the efficiency enhancing approach to property
rights. For the most part, traditional economists have examined property rights
institutions as independent of government action. If there is any discussion of the role of
government, it is only in the importance of restricting predatory behavior. For example,
in his comparison of property rights institutions under Communism, Pejovich (1990)
outlines the reasons why government ownership tended to be inefficient, and the weak
incentives agents of government face in seeking efficient outcomes, but never examines
when the incentives government representatives face might actually be positively aligned
toward protecting property, or how government action might actually move individual
agents toward more efficient institutions. Implicit in a theory that only examines
individual incentives is the idea that if governments can simply be prevented from
intervening, efficient property rights will automatically emerge. The assumptions
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underlying this approach has had important implications for the implementation of
privatization efforts and property rights reforms.
A second major critique, is that property discussions focus solely on individuallyspecified and fully alienable private property (see critique in Baland and Platteau 1996;
Ostrom 2001). Until recently, little attention has been paid to explaining common, public
or mixed-property rights systems. Third, within the traditional economics literature there
few discussions of the mechanism of enforcement that make property rights meaningful.
It is often assumed that rights are either fundamentally individually-enforced, or that
government enforcement is present and applied uniformly. Finally, much of the property
rights literature fails to make a distinction between contractual arrangements created once
a right has been established and the mechanisms that establish the initial right. There is
no conceptual distinction between the claim to a resource, a legitimate right and later
contracting arrangements (Cole & Grossman, 2001).

Politics and Property
For the most part, traditional economics has left the political aspect of property
rights unexamined. However there are hints of its importance scattered throughout the
literature. Even Coase’s earliest work found an explicit role for formal government
institutions. As he states,
A private-enterprise system cannot function properly unless property rights are
created in resources, and, this done, someone wishing to use a resource has to pay
the owner to obtain it. Chaos disappears; and so does the government except that
a legal system to define property rights and to arbitrate disputes is, of course,
necessary”
(Coase 1959: 14) [Italics added].
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Likewise Demsetz, a continued proponent of private property as the single most efficient
institution, finds an explicit role of government when he writes “the price system is
prodigious in its ability to do this [maximize efficiency], but a properly functioning price
system for an economy that contains a great many different specialties must have the
support of a social-legal system that imparts confidence in the execution of agreements”
(Demsetz 2002: 664) [text and italics added].
Attention to the role of political actors in defining and modifying property
right institutions began in earnest with public choice. James Buchanan initially proposed
that because of rent-seeking by public officials, the source of secure of property rights
had to be in an institution outside the process of political bargaining, such as an
immutable constitutional structure (Buchanan, 1975, 1986, 1993). For Buchanan, property
rights are a precondition for democratic governance of any kind, yet must be separate
from the governance process. As he states,

“…effective constitutional limits must be present, limits that will
effectively constrain overt political intrusions into rights of property, as
legally defined, and into voluntary contractual arrangements involving
transfer of property. If individual liberty is to be protected, such
constitutional limits must be in place prior to and separately from any
exercise of democratic governance” (Buchanan 1993: 59) [italics added].

Credible commitment to not abuse policing power and restraint on the ability to forcibly
seize private value are the foundation of economic, as well as political rights.
Itai Sened, take issue with the idea that the role of government is merely to be
constrained from potentially predatory behavior. In The Political Institution of Private
Property (1997) he proposes property rights as the direct result of a political process. He
begins by critiquing Buchanan’s model of property rights as sufficiently protected by
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constitutional guarantees on a number of points. First, Buchanan understands property
rights to emerge in cooperative game theoretic terms. In Buchanan’s formulation
securing property rights has no distributional consequences and all agents benefit from
the final outcome. Sened comments that by putting it in cooperative terms, it assumes
that a constitutional promise is a sufficiently credible commitment to guaranteeing
property rights security and the sovereign has no reason to defect from the strategy of
providing enforcement of rights. Rights emerge as a dominant strategy. Second, there is
no explanation of why rights might fail to emerge, or may be less than fully enforced.
Third, the explanatory power rests fully on exogenous institutions. Property rights are
enforced so long as political institutions exist that constrain the abuse of sovereign power,
but how and why these constraints exist in one situation and not another is left
unexamined. Finding the source of enforcement within constitutional structures rests the
foundation of rights on an exogenous process rather than explaining it directly. Finally,
the view that property rights can somehow be removed from the political process is
problematic. Observers of the process of constitutional creation note that these are
inherently political processes often conducted with full attention to the distributive
consequences (Elster, 1993; Ordeshook, 1993). The normative idea that property rights
should be removed from political control is not contested, but the allocation of these
rights initially, and their continued enforcement, is inherently political and involves
continued negotiations and bargaining among the various actors.
Sened (1997) offers an alternative model that endogenizes the incentives of
government to protect property by understanding rights to emerge from a process of
government acting to garner either increased revenues from taxes or political support.
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For Sened, there is an inherent contradiction that governments can impose rights and in
doing so, pursue their own self-interests, but property rights and other individual rights
rely on government sanctions and enforcement. Sened’s solution to this dilemma is to
construct a model where governments must rely on constituents for support, both via
popular support and the granting of broad-based rights, and in terms of creating the
conditions for the generation of revenue. This relies on a government credibly
committing to institutional forms that induce productivity as to not compromise
economic growth. He creates a model where individual rights emerge out of the strategic
interaction between officials, who control the institutions of government, and agents who
challenge existing institutional structures (Sened, 1997).
While his critiques of Buchanan are sound, there are problems with Sened’s
alternative theory as well. First, he conceptualized the actions of the state as coming
from a single unitary government. Government is better conceptualized as multiple
actors often with diverse and contradictory objectives. Multiple levels of formal
government are typically responsible for the production of rights, not any single central
authority. His assumption ignores the underlying principle-agent problems across
various government actors. He likewise assumes that all governmental agents necessarily
have the same incentives regarding the creation and enforcement of a right, and does not
allow for competing interests.
Second, existing and potential rights holders are given no agency in his model.
Rights holders can simply ignore the formal allocation of a right as long as there is
imperfect enforcement, or actively create and modify rights themselves. The history of
agrarian reform in Mexico for example, is marked by active resistance to formal
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structures and reliance on informal arrangements. Governments are not the only
producer of institutions, and formal government institutions may be the least important in
many cases. A central government can never fully enforce a property right by itself,
since it can never have complete information on the appropriate sanctioning and
monitoring level, even in the idea situation where it is constrained from rent-seeking.
Finally, nowhere does Sened examine property relationship other than private property.
For him, the state is merely the enforcer of individual private property and cannot be a
property rights holder itself or a joint owner in a mixed-right system.
Institutional economics distinguishes itself from neoclassical approaches by
focusing explicitly on the political structures that underlie property rights. North's early
work on the relationship between economic growth and property rights institutions
proposed an evolutionary efficiency enhancing mechanism of institutional change where
institutional forms that are ill-suited for new market opportunities generally erode and are
replaced. Unexploited opportunities and potential gains pushed institutions toward more
efficient forms (Davis & North, 1971). The focus was on the effective means of
enforcement in explaining long run economic growth. He accepted the view shared by
legal scholars that government was the best provider of effective enforcement, but noted
that there was no guarantee that government would necessarily protect rights that would
promote efficiency. In his comparative examination of economic development in
Western Europe, he found that only when governments had a direct fiscal interest was
there an effort to promote efficiency (North & Thomas, 1973). Later work abandoned the
view that property right institutions were driven by efficiency (North, 1981). Rather
politicians devised property rights following their own interests, with the typical result
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being inefficiency and high transaction costs. This view was better able to explain the
persistence of inefficiency, but still could not explain institutional change nor movement
toward greater efficiency.
By Institutional Change and Economic Performance (North, 1990) he presents a
more nuanced model of institutional change. Property rights are institutional solutions
intentionally designed to reduce transaction costs by individuals. The effectiveness of
any particular property right institution has to do with the ability of individuals to
overcome the transaction costs inherent in claiming the benefit from a good and engaging
in economic exchange. The key to understanding property rights is the configuration of
transaction costs under different governance arrangements. Effective property rights are
not the function of a single institution of government, but rather the multitude of
institutions that influence the production of a right. These may include credible
constitutional commitment, but can include a host of other institutions as well, such as
effective policing, dispute resolution and various information costs.
Libecap's work (1989a; 1989b) turns the question of efficient rights on its head
and asks why if private property is so efficient, is there so much variation in property
rights systems? He explains that property rights emerge from a process of political
negotiation, rather than efficient allocation and enforcement. He challenges the idea that
property rights naturally evolve toward any type of efficiency by examining the history of
property rights formation in early America, when rights were allocated according to
political favor, without the slightest considerations of efficiency. While the aggregate
gains from promoting economic growth through the definition or redefinition of property
rights may not be controversial, the distribution of wealth and political power that are
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part of the transition to a new rights structure are usually a source of fierce dispute. The
emergence of efficient property rights is quite difficult, and “the heart of the problem is in
devising politically acceptable mechanisms to assign the gains from institutional change
while maintaining its production advantages” (Libecap 1989a: 5).
For Libecap, the costs of reaching a solution to the distribution of resources is
essentially a contracting problem. He understands the parties contracting over new
property rights to consist of three major actors (Libecap 1989a: 28). The first are private
claimants. These include any owner that seeks the use of police power from the state to
enforce their claim. This may also include new claimants who seek the redistribution of
property rights in their favor, and third parties who have an indirect interest in seeing
particular property rights arrangements emerge, such as financial institutions and other
debt holders. Bargaining among individual claimants allows for the creation of informal
allocation rules with may be sufficient to protect some type of properties. However,
when formal rights arrangements are involved and there is state intervention in their
assignment and enforcement, then other actors need to be considered.
The second agent within a formal property right system is that of politicians. As
those who control the coercive power of the state to define and enforce particular
property rules they have an enormous potential impact on a property right system.
Because of this position they tend to be the focus of lobbying efforts to maintain an
existing system or change property arrangements. Political decision-making is then made
in of tradeoffs between competing interest groups.
The third agent of importance is those whom have the authority to implement
government policies regarding the enforcement and regulation of rights, bureaucrats.
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Individuals within bureaucratic organizations have incentives to take actions that may
diverge from that of the delegating authority. Bureaucrats may be more concerned with
maintaining or expanding control over specific issue areas, influencing budgeting
decisions and strengthening relationships with supportive politicians and individuals
rather than automatically implementing rules from a political authority. For Libecap, it is
this bargaining among these different types of social actors that ultimately determines the
structure of rights.
In her study of property rights formation in post-colonial Ghana, Firmin-Sellers
likewise understands property rights as emerging from a process unaffected by
considerations of efficiency (Firmin-Sellers, 1996). She understands rights to emerge
from an interaction between the formal representatives of governing bodies, their actions
on the ground, and social actors who are able to lobby for, accept, or reject government
imposed rules. As she states,
“The transformation of property rights is a product of the interaction between
state and society. State rulers create or manipulate political institutions to pursue
their own goals. Individuals in society compete within the shadow of those
institutions to secure a privileged share of society’s resources. Combined, the two
groups’ actions determine both the structure of property rights and the degree to
which those rights are enforced.”
(Firmin-Sellers 1996: 4)

Firmin-Sellers finds the basis of property rights insecurity in independent Ghana as the
final product of an historical process that included the inheritance of a colonial
administration attempting to govern through local agents and the governmental authority
responsible for allocating and enforcing property claims. Property rights emerged due to
a combination of local informal governance arrangement, the formal administrative
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structure and incentive of bureaucrats, and the political considerations of those designing
that structure.
In a similar spirit, Field (1989) calls for a more explicit examination of the entire
governance infrastructure in order to understanding property right diversity. In
explaining property right insecurity, he points to cases where legal statues in some
African nations made individual tenure illegal on the grounds it conflicted with tribal
tenure, even though the governing infrastructure for tribal systems were no longer intact.
In other cases, individual tenure was legislated without the accompanying governing
structure to make those rights meaningful (1989: 340). In both situations it was the
intersection between formal government action and informal arrangements that
determined the security of rights, not action by any single level.

The Institutional Mechansims of Property Rights
The political approach to property right institutions has moved research away
from assuming away effective enforcement by a unitary state, and toward the decisions
made by specific government actors. This has refocused attention on the specific actors,
their strategic choices and the institutions that influence those choices. Criticisms of the
state-centric approach and the myopic focus on individually-specified private property,
has shifted research away from looking solely at a single type of property right, and only
one of the multiple mechanisms that can make a right effective, and toward examining
the specific configuration of institutions that influence property rights arrangements.
These include both those of formal government; such as constitutional provisions, legal
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codes and regulatory frameworks, as well as those based on individual incentives, local
collective action and community structure.
While the previous section was intended to provide a review of current
approaches within the property rights literature. This section focuses on the specific
institutional mechanisms that produce property right institutions and how actions by both
the bureaucratic representatives of government and individual right-holders may
influences the form of property rights. Researchers within the institutional analysis
tradition has generally provided the most inclusive perspective on how the various types
of institutions influence property rights arrangements.

The Institution of Property
Property rights are the institution that defines the right to claim the stream of
benefits from a good and simultaneously assigns the duties and responsibilities for
managing the good and respecting the rights of others. Examining property rights as an
institution requires including the full range of rules that impact individual actions
regarding the use and exchange of the benefits flowing from a good. Rather than
property rights resulting from a single institution, such as credible commitment not to
expropriate property vested in a constitutional guarantee, or as a self-enforced
cooperative system that emerged among individual claimants, property rights institutions
are better understood as a result of individual decisions to support specific rules while
taking into account broader institutional structures. While self-governance among
strategic individuals is an essential aspect of the institutional stability of property rights, it
is best understood as occurring within institutional rules whose design is often exogenous
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to individual decision-makers. These individuals react to external rules, and create other
institutional mechanisms to reallocate the benefits and responsibilities assigned to various
goods depending on the incentives and resulting transaction costs imposed by external
institutional structures.
The theoretical framework adopted here for examining the complex, nested
institutional structure of property rights is that of the Institutional Analysis and
Development framework (IAD) (Kiser & Ostrom, 1982; Ostrom, 1982, 1990, 1996b;
Ostrom, Walker, & Gardner, 1994; Ostrom, V. & Ostrom, 1977). The IAD framework
understands institutions as the rules that define the types of strategic interaction possible
by different of social actors. Institutions are the “...enduring regularities of human action
in situations structured by rules, norms, and shared strategies, as well as by the physical
world … constituted and reconstituted by human interaction in frequently occurring or
repetitive situations (Crawford & Ostrom, 1995, 582).” Rules are prescriptions that
forbid, permit, or require some action or sanction if not followed (Crawford & Ostrom,
1995; Ostrom, 2005). It emphasizes working rules to include only those that are
understood and common knowledge among individual agents making choices. Rules can
be formal; such as laws, policies, regulations, or informal; such as social and community
norms. They can include both enforcement and monitoring components. Enforcement
may include formal legal penalties or community fines or informal sanctions such as
verbal warnings and reputation effects. Institutions promote positive outcomes by
helping social actors resolve collective action problems and other social dilemmas
produced when individually rational actions aggregate to produce socially undesirable
outcomes. Institutional analysis examines the design of rules to address the problems that
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individuals face and how the configuration of rules influences the ability to solve
collective problems.
The IAD framework has proven to be a useful theoretical framework for
examining the structure and performance of a variety of institutional arrangements.
While the focus has often been on common-pool resources (CPRs) the framework is
useful for understanding institutional design across a variety of social dilemmas.
Typically the IAD framework includes property rights as one among multiple types of
institutions ultimately affecting an outcome, such as the successful management of a
common pool resource. This research uses the framework to structure a theoretical
explanation of property rights institutions themselves - where the choices by various
actors at different levels of decision-making determine the specific form of property
right. It relies on the framework’s view of multiple nested institutions determining the
specific choice situation of individual actors. It also understands the ability of selfgoverning systems to emerge to provide local institutional solutions, although these may
be fundamentally affected by institutions exogenous to the specific local situation. The
property right institutions on which this work focuses are the de facto rules-in-use on the
ground. Fundamentally, the focus is on “operational rules” as they are termed in the IAD
framework, or those rules that affect the daily decision making about direct actions
regarding resource use (Ostrom 1990: 53).5

5

The IAD framework looks at three levels of rules: operational, collective choice, and constitutional, in
order to understand how the nesting of rules can influence individual decision-making. Operational rules
are those that affect daily decisions about the appropriation, monitoring, information exchanged, and
rewards and sanctions associated with different actions. Collective choice rules are the policies and
decisions made that determine the types of operational rules. Constitutional-choice rules are those that
determine who is eligible in the collective-choice process and decisions about rules used to craft the
collective-choice rules (Ostrom 1990: 50-55). Both operational and rules-in-form exist at all three levels.
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Producing Property Right Institutions
Much of the debate on the source of effective property rights has been over who
produces the institutions that makes rights effective. The current tension in the literature
on whether property rights are individually self-enforced institutions or fundamentally
rely on government action to be meaningful is in many ways a false dichotomy. Property
rights rely to some extent on both, since rarely does the individual have the power to
exclude all potential intruders, nor can individual right-holders rely solely on third-party
enforcement to protect their rights. Property rights are best understood as nested
institutional structures that involve the activities of multiple types of enforcement.
Institutions that allocate the benefits and responsibilities assigned to a good have
public good characteristics. As Libecap states, “because property rights arrangements
can reduce transaction costs in exchange and production and encourage investment they
have public goods aspects” (Libecap 1989a: 4). Like most public good problems there
are multiple solutions; from government intervention, to individual and community
production. Lessons can be drawn from the literature on local political economies to
better understand how the institutions that define property are produced. During early
debates on the privatization of government services an important distinction was made
between provision and production (Ostrom, 1996a; Ostrom, V., Tiebout, & Warren,
1961). Aspects of provision are those that concern the way of organizing the
consumption side of a public good. Provision includes determining the level of good
distributed, assigning responsibilities for producing, maintaining, and managing a
resource system, and the active maintenance of the stock of a resource. Production is the
physical contribution to the construction, maintenance or other actions that contribute to
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the resource system itself that assists in generating a given level of output. Provision and
production can be done by the same individuals, but not necessarily. Ostrom (1990: 31)
provides an example of provision by government and production of the resource system
by individual users. A government agency may be responsible for providing for the
financing and construction of an irrigation system, but then allows water users to
maintain the system, or alternatively contract with a private firm in order to produce the
necessary inputs. In another case it may be farmers themselves that finance, construct
and maintain the resource system thus becoming both the providers and producers of the
system.
The same distinction can be made in examining the supply of an institution such
as a property right. Examining the supply of property right institutions through the lens
of provision and production assists in highlighting the role of multiple types of actors in
producing meaningful property rights. The provision activities that go into generating
effective property right institutions can include determining that a definition of property
rights is needed to an open access resource, the costs of negotiation to determine how
rights are formally allocated, and determining rules about exclusion. Individuals may
make a claim to the benefits from a resource then lobby for the formal rights to the
benefit. Various government agencies may be active in determining whose rights are to
be respected and whose are considered illegitimate. Similarly, the production of a
property right institution also requires activities by multiple agents. Those that assign
government as the sole provider of property right institutions typically fail to examine
how the institutions that make a right meaningful on the ground are actually produced
and the range of different actors that contribute time and effort into the various
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enforcement activities that make a right meaningful. Similarly, work on property rights
from a contractarian perspective often failed to address the role government actors play in
securing rights, even if not directly involved in their production. In order for a property
right to be meaningful, it requires active monitoring of resource use and sanctioning of
those who use the resource without a recognized right. This may involve a range of
different social actors, from formal government agencies to neighbors and other rightholders. Some may be responsible for merely providing information, such as when a
neighbor reports trespassing, while others are active in monitoring resource use and
sanctioning unauthorized use, such as the active presence of law enforcement or the
existence of an effective court system. While the provision activity is often the realm of
formal government and politics, the production activity underlying a property right
typically involves a wide range of actors.
Property right institutions require a number of activities to make them effective.
Foremost, there needs to be some type of monitoring of use by non-rights holders. These
monitoring costs are never insignificant, although they are likely to be higher in some
situations than others. For example monitoring the use of an easily divisible resource
such as land is less costly than that of a more amorphous resource such as atmospheric
commons and emissions rights. Second, it requires sanctioning efforts against
illegitimate use a resource. Sanctioning costs may include intervening in unauthorized
use and administering a fine or other sanction. In some cases sanctioning may include
little more than a verbal warning not to trespass; in others it may include very costly
interventions and administration of large sanctions. The costs of both monitoring and
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sanctioning are combined for the purpose of this research and generally referred to as
enforcement costs.
Property rights require a mix of inputs from both individual right-holders and
formal government actors to be fully effective. At a minimum, an effective property right
system requires respect by a community of other rights holders, and a common
understanding of what constitutes a legitimately recognized claim to the benefit from a
good. It also requires a system of monitoring, and information sharing among rightholders when a right has not been respected and some form of sanctioning activity. In
many cases, effective property rights system requires no intervention outside the
community of users and property rights are enforced through a variety of collection
action institutions. However, many property rights system involves input in monitoring
and enforcement inputs from formal government actors as well. Property right
institutions are fundamentally a system of co-production where effective rights rely on
inputs from both individuals and formal organized governing bodies in most modern
systems of exchange.

The Costs of Institutional Production
The cost of the production of various governance mechanisms has been central to
discussions of property rights since the earliest theorists. A number of researchers have
examined property rights in terms of institutional production, although not necessarily
explicitly. Demsetz' (1967) original work, the evolution toward more efficient control
structures was posited to occur whenever the benefits of having such a structure rise
above the costs of providing it. This implicitly assumes there is a cost to producing
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effective rights, although it assumes it is up to the individual right-holder to bear the full
costs of production, or that it will be produced and applied evenly by government.
Cheung (1970), in his pivotal work on property rights as a contract structure,
defines the type of right as due to the costs of making a right meaningful. He is primarily
concerned with the costs of exclusion and states, “the absence of exclusivity in property
may be due to the absence of recognition by legal institutions of that exclusivity, or to the
costs of delineating and policing the limit of the right being prohibitively high” (1970:
67). While his focus is on the individual incentives to develop institutions (contracts)
toward avoidance of rent-dissipation, he indirectly draws attention to the nested nature of
these costs. Exclusion costs may be borne by a legal system that recognizes exclusive
claim, or it may fall on the individual rights holder who is then responsible for
negotiating contracting arrangements to delineate and police that right. The degree to
which these costs are distributed on the respective parties, individual right-holders or the
formal legal system, influence the structure of the right that results.
Schlager and Ostrom (1992) discuss property rights institutions as a function of
the costs of monitoring and sanctioning the use of a resource. The ability to monitor a
resource is dependent on three principle characteristics. First, the physical structure of
the resource determines the ease by which it can be divided into meaningful units. Some
resources, such as water flow along an irrigation system are readily amenable to division
and can be monitored at relatively low cost. Others, such as migratory fish stocks or
pollution emissions may be exceedingly difficult to divide into units and monitor use.
The rule used to determine how the stream of benefits from a resource is divided can
likewise affect property institutions. For example, requiring an equal division of labor
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among members of an irrigation network even though the benefits favor upstream rightholders over downstream is likely to increase the costs of cooperating toward
maintenance of the overall system. Finally, the type of behavior to be observed may
impact the type of property right since some behaviors are more easily monitored than
others. In a second work, Ostrom further explains that, “whether it is difficult or costly to
develop physical or institutional means to exclude non-beneficiaries depends both on the
availability and cost of technical and institutional solutions to the problems of exclusion
and the relationship of the cost of these solutions to the expected benefits of achieving
exclusion…” (Ostrom 2003: 253) [italics added].
North (1990) is similarly concerned with the cost of producing the institutions that
define the right to a resource. As he states, “…transaction costs are part of a production
cost…defining, protecting, and enforcing the property right to goods” (North 1990: 28).
He explicitly includes two types of transaction costs that define the costs of institutional
production. First, there are the transaction costs necessary to measuring the value and
type of good. Second, there are the costs of enforcement. The ideal form of property for
a given situation is determined by the characteristics of the transaction costs (1990: 3132). North recognizes that enforcement can come from multiple sources; social
sanctions, second-party retaliation or third-party enforcement.
Williamson (1985) has a similar understanding of the costs underlying property
rights, but identifies transaction costs in terms of two components: measurement costs
and governance costs. Measurement costs include asset specific characteristics such as
the ease of division of a resource into meaningful units, the ability to monitor resource
use, and the value of the resource in a market setting. Governance costs are those
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involving enforcement and sanctioning activity, negotiations over the structure of
institutions, and the costs of resolving conflicts (Williamson, O., 1985, 1996).
Yandle and Morriss (2001) explicitly discusses property rights as a problem of
institutional production, where the cost of right enforcement is a function of the
technology available to derive value from the resource, the transaction costs involved in
reaching an agreement among different claimants, and the size of the distributive conflict.
The important contribution they make is in including legal rules as part of the technology
determining the value of a resource. They outline three ways formal rules and
governance institutions influence property rights. First, rights can be affected by the
incentive of third-party actors to enforce and monitor. The presence or absence of thirdparty enforcement can have an enormous influence on a property right system since it
determines the enforcement cost each individual right-holder faces. Second, not only do
third-party actors have incentives to enforce or ignore rights, but there may also be
incentives to favor one claimant over another. Thus the type of third-party enforcement
may be as important as its mere presence or absence in determining the type of property
right. Finally, a change in property rights structure from above, either real or potential,
generates additional enforcement costs from potential distributional conflict (Yandle &
Morriss, 2001).
Firmin-Sellers (1996) also focuses on enforcement activity as the ultimate
determinant of property rights, but is careful not to vest enforcement authority solely in
the hands of the state or only among individual right-holders. Rather, “…the degree to
which property rights are enforced is a product of the interaction between state and
society. State actors cannot simply impose their preferred property rights system upon
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their subjects; neither can subjects enforce property rights at a local level without the
state’s support” (Firmin-Sellers 1996: 144). As she explains, “Abstract debates over the
efficiency of customary land tenure and private property rights are irrelevant, because the
desirability of either system depends upon the actors’ ability to enforce property rights at
the national or local level.” (1996: 151).
Ellickson (1991) attempts to explicitly understand the intersection of both
informal rules and formal law in influencing property rights.6 In his study of property
rights arrangements among California cattlemen he provides a general framework where
enforcement can occur at various social levels, from the individual to the community of
right-holder as well as through the formal legal system. Enforcement activity can include
a range of actions, from self-sanctioning and social norms to effective third-party
enforcement (Ellickson 1991: 131). Elickson’s work is important not only in providing
empirical support for the theory of contractual welfare-enhancing norms as the basis of
property arrangements, but also because he simultaneously provides a framework for
examining the role of formal law. He found that formal legal arrangements regarding
property had little bearing on how daily disputes were settled and how the cost of
enforcement and protection of rights were distributed. Instead, informal social rules tend
to override formal law in determining property relations. However, the reliance on
informal rules decreases as the social distance between disputants increases. Whereas
ranchers utilize norms to settle disputes among themselves, when there is a dispute with
an outsider, the formal legal system always comes into play.

6

Posner and Rasmussen (1999) and Bohnet, Frey and Huck (2001) also examine the interactions of norms
and law, but are concerned with regulating social behavior rather than property relations. Crawford and
Ostrom (1995) also examine the full range of formal and informal institutions by concentrating on the
foundational definitions of institutional rules. Elements of this work are used throughout this work.
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Enforcement within a Co-produced System
There are three fundamental types of costs that go into making property rights
effective. The first are the monitoring costs involved in getting information about the use
of a resource (Ostrom, Gardner and Walker 1994: 62-68, 240-242). These are primarily
information transaction costs about the use of a resource. They may involve information
on the amount or the area where a resource was harvested. These are present regardless
whether it is a private, common or public property rights regimes. The second type of
enforcement cost is that of actively monitoring against trespass. This is again an
information cost, but rather than applying to the resource, it is information about the
identity of an illegitimate user of the resource and time-specific information about illicit
access. These two types of monitoring costs are often discusses together, but it is useful
to disaggregate. The third type of enforcement cost is that of sanctioning (Agrawal 1994:
278-280). Sanctioning activities include the active assignment and collection of a fine or
penalty for illegitimate use of a resource. Illegitimate use can be defined as the extraction
of a benefit from a right by a non-right holder. The distribution of these different types of
enforcement costs have important consequences for the type of property right institution.
Enforcement activity is only important in terms of how it impacts the operationallevel of activities on the ground at the resource to which a right has been assigned.7 Any
of these three types of enforcement costs can be borne by any mix of the social agents
7

The IAD framework looks at three levels of action; the constitutional level, where rules about who is
eligible and the collective-choice level are determined, collective-choice level, where decision are made
about the specific rules to be use for changing operation rules, and operational rules, those that impact daily
decisions made by participants in a given setting (Kiser and Ostrom 1982; Ostrom, Gardner and Walker
1994). Decisions about property right institutions can be made at all three levels. However, since the
explanatory variable in this research is enforcement costs and the actors responsible for enforcement, the
focus is on the operational level and how various social actors make decisions about their contribution to
producing effective property right institutions. Because laws and monitoring and sanctioning decisions are
conceptualized as occurring within the collective-choice level, there is also some discussion of the formal
legal structure (Ostrom, Gardner and Walker 1994: 47).
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examined in this study. For individual right-holders who are near a resource and actively
use it, enforcement cost can be low, since the individual right-holders has better
information on the use of a resource, are likely to have information about when trespass
occurs, can directly monitor use, and are able to apply sanctions directly by physically
protecting a property right.8 Peer-enforcement by community members is generally
understood to be a low-cost mechanism of property right enforcement, since peers share
the same advantages as individual right-holders over outside agents. When relationships
exist that facilitate reciprocal enforcement among a group of peers, such as neighbor or
community members, it then lowers the overall enforcement costs to the individual rightholder.
The most costly option is the use of third-party enforcement, whether by a formal
representative of government or other types. First, it is typically more costly to monitor
as an outsider since local users and right-holders have better information and can obtain
new information easier than outsiders. Second, third-party monitor or sanctioning has a
potential principle-agent problem that is not present with enforcement by right-holders
themselves. The incentive of the agent responsible for monitoring or sanctioning is
different from that of the right-holder. Each of these makes reliance solely on third-party
enforcement especially problematic.
This research maintains that in order to understand the variation in property right
institutions it is necessary to examine all three levels of enforcement simultaneously and
their interaction to determine the incentives right-holders face. The factors that determine
the specific form of the property right institution produced will be determined by the
8

Of course enforcement costs may be very high for some types of individual property right-holders, such
as absent landowners. We would expect absent property-right holder to use other types of mechanisms,
such as hiring third-party monitors to locally enforce rights.
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activities of third-party enforcers, the value of the resource to individual right-holders,
and the ability to produce effective institutional solutions to property dilemmas at the
community-level through collective action. The discussion now examines how these
three levels of enforcement have been conceptualized in the property rights literature and
the justification for the specific approach used here.

Property Rights Production from Below – Individual Right-Holders
The following section discusses those variables that influence individual
enforcement activity and ultimately the type of property right institution. Much of the
work on property rights assumes that the good in question is of high enough value to
warrant individuals investing resources toward producing institutions to protect it. Using
a property rights approach to examine environmental resources requires especially close
attention to the value of the resource to individual right-holders. While some
environmental resources have a very high market value (water rights and land for
example) others often have low or non-existent market value (biodiversity, ecosystem
services that provide public goods for example). This will be reflected in the property
right system associated to the resource.
Because of the public good nature of environmental resources there also needs to
be attention paid to how the value of the stock of a resource is translated into individual
production and consumption units (Ostrom, 2001). It is the value of these individual
resource units that influences decision-making rather than overall stock values. Using a
property rights approach to examine resources that have public good characteristics, such
as forest or wildlife, requires a clear focus on the value of the benefit stream to right-
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holders. A number of authors have questioned how much of an incentive individual
resource right-holders have to produce institutions protecting local property claims.
Campbell (2001) for example, questions whether the local value of forests will ever be
enough to provide incentives for local protection when the value of conservation of the
resource is low in comparison to competing uses, such as the conversion into agricultural
land. In his examination of community forest institutions in Zimbabwe he reports that
the value of forest conservation is never likely to be higher than that of agriculture,
regardless of the property rights structure or other governing institutions. Gibson and
Becker (1999) similarly report that the value of forest resources were perceived as too
low for a community in Ecuador to warrant investment in governing institutions. It was
only after they were made aware of the hydrological function of the forest in maintaining
a local water supply that they were willing to create a forest reserve area (Becker, 1999).
Prior to that, the costs of producing institutions simply exceeded the benefits.
Other types of rules, whether government or community imposed, may also affect
the value of a good, and therefore the property rights that defines it, in a number of ways.
The type of allocation rule that divides a resource into individual units ultimately
determines the value of that good to each property right-holder. When property rights
allocate benefits to a common community resource and there is no control over the
number of community members, then at some point the size of the benefit each rightholder receives becomes too small to justify enforcement costs. Additionally, rules that
require permits or place restrictions on management and use, add an additional cost to
using a resource to each right-holder. If the costs of restrictions are high enough,
legitimate right-holders may simply ignore their claims and leave the resource open to
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those who use it without a recognized right. For the purpose of this research, the value of
the resource is looked at only in terms of the benefit from a resource unit that an
individual right-holder receives.
The early research on property rights posited that the type of property right is a
response to the value of a resource. The earliest research posited that as the value of a
resource increased, there was greater incentive to invest in delimiting and defining the
stream of benefits toward individuals. This perspective is continued in contemporary
work that confuse the incentive to invest more in producing a property right with
increased exclusion and specification of a resource right to an individual. Netting (1981)
identifies specific attributes of the resource itself as influencing the type of rights.
Common property systems tend to be associated with low production value per unit area,
low returns from each additional unit of individual investment, and greater returns to
economies of scale from utilizing larger areas.
Field (1986) shows that an increase in the value of a resource does not necessarily
mean increased specification toward private exclusive rights. He agrees with the
common assumption that the higher the value of a resource, the greater the rent loss from
dissipation and the greater the incentive to delineate a right structure. However, he notes
that while there are higher returns from creating effective institutions, there are also
greater returns from trespassing and disobeying those rules, thus increasing the costs of
exclusion. With higher valued resources there is no reason the institutional form will
necessarily favor private rights rather than common property or a mix-right system, only
that greater investment will be made to produce institutions to enforce a right structure.
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Increased value says nothing about the precise form of the institution used to allocate the
benefits from a resource and the associated duties of enforcement.
Smith (2002) argues that the focus on the right of alienation, or exclusion as he
terms it, as the sole defining characteristic of an efficient property right has lead many to
overlook alternative means of governing resource use. Smith (2002: 476) presents a
model where property right institutions increase in precision as the value of the good
increases. However this increased precision can mean either a more exclusive right
structure (movement toward private rights) or a more complex governing structure
(toward shared property relationships between multiple actors). He then uses a number
of examples to illustrate where governance provides a more efficient solution to resource
management than outright exclusion. While useful in illustrating that private rights are
not the only response to the increased value of a good, the focus on exclusion as only an
attribute of private rights is misplaced. Exclusion is present in any form of property
right, whether private, common or public. Exclusion is one among the many costs of
governance, and his work does little to explain why we might expect one type of right
over another. Anderson and Hill (1975) present a simple model where the marginal
benefits from the definition and enforcement of a property right is a function of the value
of the resource and cost of enforcement, and enforcement activity occurs to the point the
where marginal benefits and costs converge. A number of other authors have also
presented variations on the Anderson and Hill model, where property right institutions
are a direct function of the cost and benefits of alternative institutional structures
(Eggertsson, 1990; Papandreou, 1998; Umbeck, 1981). Papandreou (1994: 206), for
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example, looks at rights in terms of investment in governance activities against the
tradeoff of investments in exclusion.
Human motives are of course complex and the individual incentive to enforce a
property right can include reasons beyond the economic value of a resource. The
resources itself may include non-monetary values such as local social or historic
significance. Similarly, there may be non-market values represented by the enforcement
of a property right because the right itself represents important instrumental values. The
idea of ownership and legitimate use of a resource, or unfair theft and trespass may be
enough for a right-holder to expend resources unrelated to the underlying value. There is
amble anecdotal evidence as well as experimental work with ultimatum games that
suggest some individuals are willing to sacrifice significantly to punish those they feel
have acted deceitfully or unfairly (Ahn & Ostrom, 2002; Ahn, Ostrom, Schmidt et al.,
2001; Bohnet, 2001; Bowles, 1998; Fehr, Gaetcher, & Kirchsteiger, 1997; Fehr &
Schmidt, 1999; Ostrom, 1997, 2000a).
Finally, individuals may enforce a right for reasons having nothing to do with the
local value associated with a particular resource right. Enforcement activity can occur
due to what is known in the international policy literature as "issue linkages" (McGinnis,
M., 1986; Vogel, 1998). This is when action in one area, environmental policy for
example, occurs not because of attention to that particular issue, but rather due to
concerns about another issue, such as trade relationships for example. Just as nations are
concerned about how their actions will affect other aspects of their relationships with
other nations, so are individuals attentive to how activities are linked. Enforcement may
occur simply to establish a general reputation that an individual will not allow trespass to
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occur, or in order to establish a claim for future legal recognition of a broader territory.
This is especially true when new settlers or squatter are attempting to establish new
property claims.
While aware of the full range of motives underlying action, this analysis focuses
principally on resource value. This is due to the practical problem of obtaining empirical
measures of individual norms and motives from a field setting. The most rigorous
analysis of motivational diversity tends to come from experimental laboratory settings.
Additionally, the reality of the field setting is that because of the poverty of the area
economic values are especially salient to local residents. With these important
exceptions in mind, all thing held equal, more enforcement should be associated with
higher resource values. Where there are important exceptions, these are discussed in the
details of the individual cases studied.

Peer-enforcement, Collective Action and Property Rights Production
While property rights are institutions designed to overcome collective action
dilemmas, establishing and maintaining rights are in themselves a collective action
problem. Each individual right claimant faces a cost in defending claims to resource use
against competing claims. Any individual can enforce a right purely through individual
action, however at a relatively high cost. A mutually agreed upon and commonly
understood set of rules that delineate rights and responsibilities to a resource is generally
preferable to each individual separately defending claims. Collective enforcement by a
community of right-holders is more efficient, but requires incorporating the aid of other
claimants who may not have the same incentives to enforce a given set of rights.
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While the establishment of a property right has distributive consequences, the
production of some type of property rights institution is better than none whatsoever, and
there can be collective gains from increasingly efficient rights. The factors that
determine whether a group is able to overcome other types of collective action dilemmas
also applies to the ability to effectively produce property right institutions. When
collective action is successful, property rights are created and enforced by a group of
rights-holders. Enforcement may include action by community organizations, the
establishment of social norms, and the implementation of both formal and informal
sanctions.
The variables that influence the level of collection action thought to have
relevance to the ability of a community to effectively enforce property rights can all be
linked back to the seminal work of Olson (1965) and have been examined in subsequent
work over the years (see Baland and Platteau 1996; Lichbach 1996; Ostrom 1990;
Sandler 1992). While many of the original propositions of Olson have proved to be
empirically rigorous, there are important exceptions that deserve attention. The two key
variables measured in this study are the effect of group size and heterogeneity.

Group Size
The number of members was one of the key factors originally proposed to impact
a group’s ability to overcome collective action problems (Olson 1965: 9-52). Smaller
groups were though to be more successful at overcoming collection action problems since
it is easier to identify and exclude free-riders from the collective benefit. More recent
work has show the effect of group size to be more complex. Ostrom (2000: 347)
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identifies three additional effects of group size. First, as group size increases, it increases
the transaction costs required to reach an agreement. Larger groups increase the costs of
making decisions and reaching agreement about new rules and rights. However, an
increase in the number of participants in a collection action effort can have the counter
effect of reducing the cost each individual bears toward producing a collective good. In
the example of common property systems, this may includes guarding a resource against
outside appropriation and contributing inputs to the maintenance of the monitoring
system. For example, Agrawal (2001) found that medium-sized groups with common
forests rights were the most likely to hire their own third-party guards to reduce the
amount of over-harvesting, while smaller groups were unable to afford the use of outside
guards, and large groups were unable to overcome the distributive conflict underlying
resource division.
Third, there may be advantages to having larger groups since it can increase the
total assets available to the group to rely on during periods of resource stress. A fourth
effect can also be added as an interaction between the value of a good and group size. As
group size increases it reduces the individual share of the benefits from institutional
production when resource value is held constant (Gordon, 1954). Of course, this is
dependent on the type of institutional rule that allocates benefits. A rule that shares
output equally regardless of input will tend to increase the difficulty of collection action
since it will reduce the individual benefit to contributing to collective action and favors
shirking. Similarly if the allocation rule goes to all members of a community and a
resource is of limited value, then without exclusion mechanisms at some point the
marginal benefit will exceed the costs of production. This has important implications
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when a group may not have the right or ability to exclude new members or when there
may be dramatic fluctuations in the value of resource that correspondingly change the
value to each resource right-holder.

Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity refers to variation in the goals and preferences of members of a
group. Olson’s work hints at the effect of preference heterogeneity among individuals
within a group on collection action. He states, “the difficulty of analyzing the
relationship between group size and the behavior of the individual in the group is due
partly to the fact that each individual in a group may place a different value upon the
collective good wanted by the group” (Olson 1965: 22). The effect of heterogeneity has
been discussed in a number of important empirical and theoretical studies (Keohane &
Ostrom, 1994; Libecap, 1989a; Lichbach, 1996; Poteete & Ostrom, 2004). Heterogeneity
can be from multiple sources. Individuals within a group can differ according to
economic status, access to technologies used for production, information, valuation of a
resource, time horizons, acceptance of levels of risk, perceptions of risk, as well as
ethnicity (Baland & Platteau, 1996; Ostrom, 1990).
Heterogeneity of individual preferences has a numerous effects on the cost of
producing property right institutions. First, increased heterogeneity leads to different
views of the potential benefits and risks associated with various rights. The lack of a
common understanding of the value of a resource increases the initial transaction costs of
negotiation toward reaching an agreed upon set of rules (Ostrom, Walker, & Gardner,
1994; Riker, 1982). The lack of a common understanding means that any change to an
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existing system creates a set of current users who will lose existing rights. A change in
rights typically means new restrictions on some right-holders or potential right-holders
who then actively oppose the new system. This increases the enforcement costs after a
decision has been made, since those who dissent with the final rule structure still have an
incentive to use the resource as they would have without the institutional change. Such
distributional conflict makes the assignment of rights costly (Alston, Lipecap, & Mueller,
1999; Libecap, 1989b).
Second, access and use of different production technologies may mean a different
distribution of the negative externalities from production among group members, or
higher rates of harvest among some members at the expense of other's. Third, a high
degree of heterogeneity typically means there are few shared norms among the group.
Cooperation is more likely in groups that have relationships of trust and reciprocity,
multiple over-lapping associations, or what has collectively come to be known as social
capital (Baland and Platteau 1996: 77; Putnam 1993; Ostrom 2000). When such
relationships are absent, it is more difficult to ensure cooperation.
However, there may also be benefits to inter-group heterogeneity that lead to
increased cooperation. Olson mentions that the presence of privileged members of a
group may have interests that favor the production of the public good and will be able to
bear a greater cost in the production of the good. This is the case of private production of
a public good, when an individual with more assets than other members contributes a
higher amount in order to produce the good due to their personal preferences for its
existence (Sandler 1991). Oslon also mentions that privileged members of a group may
act as “policy entrepreneurs” and be able to mobilize outside resources towards public
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good production. A group member with an interest in seeing the good produced then
bears the additional costs of organization or securing outside resources, such as funding
for lobbying for resources from government.
Finally, there are likely to be a number of interaction effects between group size
and heterogeneity. In small groups, shared experiences, beliefs and expectations of
patterns of behavior are more prevalent. As the size of a group increase, the
heterogeneity of the group will also increase. Similarly, the smaller the group the greater
the potential number of other types of relationships with other group members (Baland
and Platteau 1996: 77). Small groups may have tighter social connections and therefore
higher levels of social capital than do large groups. Large groups with high heterogeneity
are likely to have multiple additional costs to overcoming collective action problems
compared to small relatively homogenous groups. Institutional rules can be designed to
overcome these problems, such as conflict negotiation mechanisms and rules redistributing the cost and benefits from collective action. The interest of this work is in
understanding how a community's ability to overcome collective action may influence the
enforcement of property right institutions.

Social Capital
The concept of social capital has been used to broadly explain cooperation within
groups. It includes ideas on rule of trust, selection of cooperative strategies, and social
norms. The following section discusses how the concept has been addressed and it's
relationship to the ease of collective action. Social capital is a multi-dimensional concept
and difficult to measure (Narayan & Cassidy, 2001; Paldam, 2000; Stone, 2001). Before
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we can understand the connection of social capital to property rights, or even to
cooperation in general, it is necessary to disaggregate the components of social capital.
Numerous authors have commented on the lack of a common understanding and
empirical measure of social capital (Ahn & Ostrom, 2003; Fukuyama, 2002; Paldam,
2000). At its fundamental core, social capital is the propensity to play cooperative
strategy even when it is not the nash equilibrium (Paldam 2000).
A survey of the literature identifies five basic definitions and empirical measures
of social capital. The first are measures of the varieties of trust within individual actors.
Of these, there are three basic types that are discussed. The first is "generalized trust",
that given to strangers and unknown members of society at large. This can be associated
with the strategy of playing a trusting move within experimental settings. The second
type is that of "civil trust". This is a general attitude of trust toward the formal
institutions of government and organizations of society and the state (Frye, 2004; Gibson,
Caldeira, & Baird, 1998; Scholz, 1998). This type is generally associated most closely
with facilitating democratic governance. The last type is that of "specific trust", or trust
in known individuals. These conceptualizations place social capital within the individual.
Other conceptualizations are less concerned with the individual actors, and more
with the relationship among them. These authors identify two types of relationships, the
structure of associations between individuals and the nature of that association.
Characteristics of the structure of relationships among individuals used to measure social
capital have included horizontal and vertical organization of societies (Putnam, 1995;
Putnam, Leonardi, & Nanetti, 1993), the density of interpersonal networks (Grootaert,
1998; Woolcock, 1998), the type of dyadic relationship, whether strong or weak
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(Granovetter, 1973, 1985), and the heterogeneity of preferences among individuals
(Leach, 2002; Lubell, 2002).
Social capital that relies on the nature of the association emphasizes the types of
relationships that exist between individuals rather than the structure of the relationship.
Typically these focus on relationships of trust between specific individuals within a
network and the effect on facilitating cooperation. Additionally, researchers have also
become increasingly interested in relationships of reciprocity, altruism and ideas of
equity to social capital (Ahn & Ostrom, 2002; Bowles, 1998, 1999; Bowles & Gintis,
1993; Fehr, Gaetcher, & Kirchsteiger, 1997; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999; Ruffle, 1998).

Linking Social Capital and Property Rights
Social capital is thought of as a facilitator of cooperation. However, the degree of
social capital present says nothing about the outcome of that cooperation. High levels of
social capital may facilitate cooperation in one area, managing a local grazing area for
example, but have negative effects in a second, such as introducing a new technology to a
community. Social capital is only necessarily beneficial to those within the network, and
can have negative overall societal effects (Gargiulo & Benassi, 1999; Putnam, 2000).
A number of authors have made the case for linking social capital to
environmental management, but without fully eliciting the connections between the
outcome and individual action (Pretty & Ward, 2001). For understanding specific policy
outcomes, making the link explicit is especially important. Social capital facilitates
cooperation, not necessarily the generation of public goods. For example, a high level of
social capital within a community may make management of a community forest easier,
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or it may help community members pool resources to buy a chainsaw and convert the
land to agriculture. Thus the link to the individual incentive and the impact of social
capital on the specific governance mechanism is essential. This work attempts to make
that explicit link by looking at the costs of property right enforcement at the community
level against the benefits a specific right structure provides.

Property Righs Production from Above – Governments and Bureaucrats
Government activity is an important aspect of property rights production and a
key component to understanding the overall costs of enforcing a local property right.
While right-holders are responsive to the local value of the resource, government actors
behave toward obtaining a very diverse sets of goals. These include outright possession
of resources, taxing revenues from economic growth, specific policy goals, private
benefits of office holding, and maintaining access to positions of power (Laver, Shepsle,
Calvert et al., 1996; Levi, 1988; North, 1990; Olson, 1982; Strom, 1994). Government
actors are rational in pursuing their own goals and weight the benefits and costs to
granting and enforcing rights, but do so according to a very different calculus than that of
local right-holders. As Sened (1997) states,

“…social contracts have a simple positive and logical foundation: government
officials repeatedly write and rewrite these contracts to advance their own
interests. They do not protect property and other individual rights because they
have a “natural” vocation or duty to do so, or because the “people” in whatever
sense of the word, have delegated this role to them. They protect property and
other individual rights because protecting such rights helps them obtain the
political and economic support that is necessary for the maintenance of their
governments.” (p. 29).
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However, there is a high degree of uncertainty about how a change to property rights may
impact constituents, both in terms of the distribution of benefits and the negative
distribution of new duties and responsibilities (Firmin-Sellers, 1995; Krehbiel, 1992).
This uncertainty is magnified when the potential benefits include the production of a
public good with unequal distributive consequences on some members of society. It
becomes even more important when the good in question is of relatively low salience and
uncertain economic value, such as the case of environmental goods and services.
The importance of political actors cannot be underestimated in understanding
property rights institutions. For authors such as Libecap, rights emerge solely from a
political process, where “…creating or modifying property rights, the stands taken by the
various bargaining parties, including private claimants, bureaucrats, and politicians will
be molded by their private expected gains, as well as actions of other parties” (Libecap
1989a: 4). Understanding the specific impact of government activity as part of a larger
system that produces a specific rights structure requires specifying the exact mechanism
that makes government action relevant to right-holders on the ground. Bendar and
Mookerjee (1987) formally illustrate that institutional rules determined by higher levels
of governance can fundamentally affect the benefits and costs of cooperation at lower
levels. These impacts can either increase or decrease the probability of solving collective
action problems.
Third-party enforcement is necessary whenever individual or peer-enforcement is
insufficient. Under a number of conditions, the use of third-party enforcement can even
be less costly than individual or peer-enforcement. For example, whenever there are
unmanageable repeat offenders within a community. Ostrom (2003) discusses the effect
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of aggressive behavior by rule breakers and the increased enforcement and sanctioning
costs it entails. Singleton (1998) in her examination of pacific coastal fisheries finds an
important role for external enforcement. Even small Native American communitymanaged systems relied heavily on external government enforcement for recalcitrant
individuals. Generally, the tighter the interconnectedness of individuals within a
community the lower the costs of monitoring, however this same connectedness increases
the cost of enforcing sanctions against recalcitrant individuals since it generates ill
feelings within the network. When communities have very close relationships the
negative effects of these ill feeling outweigh the benefits of applying sanctions
(Singleton, 1998). Third-party enforcers serve to defuse potential retribution within a
system that might otherwise be able to rely on peer-enforcement. This complementary
role of third-party enforcement is also discussed in the work of Baland and Platteau
(1996: 66). Finally, if a community of right-holders faces trespass from outsiders, with
whom they have no relationship, nor the ability to defend against, then there will be a
heavier reliance on third-party enforcement. Ellickson (1991) highlights the important
role of formal legal mechanisms for dealing with individuals outside the immediate
network of right-holders.
Bureaucratic agents are responsible for implementing or otherwise carrying out
the formal rules of government, and as such it is the actions of bureaucratic agents in the
field that are most relevant for property right enforcement. Third-party enforcement is
generally defined as any enforcement activity by a social agent beyond the individual
right-holder and a second party involved in an exchange. This can include a hired
security guard, a monitor used to ensure rules about resource extraction, or an individual
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given the responsibility to sanction illicit resource use. The term “bureaucratic” specifies
that the enforcement agent is responsible to organizations of government rather than
directly to right-holders.9
There are two aspects of bureaucratic activity that influence property rights. The
first is the simple presence or absence of bureaucratic third-party enforcement. In cases
where right-holders are distant from the government activity, many of the activities of
government thought to be critical to property right security such as the presence of police,
courts and legal codes may be absent or un-enforced. When bureaucratic third-party
enforcement is absent, government decisions have no effect. Even if there is legislation
specifying the legally recognized property right structure, and providing the full support
of police and courts, when there is no bureaucratic third-party enforcement in the field,
formal legislation is irrelevant.
Complete absence of any bureaucratic enforcement is relatively uncommon
except in frontier situations or where rights exist below the notice of formal authorities.
In most cases it is the character of the bureaucratic enforcement that matters rather than
its mere presense or absense. For example, if the cost of using a external enforcement,
such as a court system, is high then it is unlikely to be used and is not effective (Ostrom,
1998a: 18) For most bureaucratic third-party enforcers the incentive to act is unrelated to

9

Other types of non-state third-party enforcers can include hired local watchmen, formal and informal
private security and contractual arrangements such as rotating watchman responsibilities among other rightholders. One of the problems that distiguishes bureaucratic enforcement is that of rent-seeking activity,
whereas the problem with other types of third-party enforcement is the principle-agent relationship between
the right-holder and the enforcer. The institutional dilemma is in designing a contractual arrangement to
mitigate against an agent shirking watchman responsibilities (Tsebelis, 1993). Arrangements that require
rights-holders to self-enforce and rotate the position of enforcer are one types of institution that can
internalize the incentives for performing enforcement responsibilities (Weissing & Ostrom, 1991, 1993).
The only use of this type of internal contractual arrangement in this case was the hiring of third-party forest
guards reported by one community in the early 1980’s against timber thieves from across the border. No
community currently uses any locally contracted third-party enforcer.
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the value of the resource and they respond to incentive structures different from those of
resource right-holders. Third-party bureaucratic enforcers respond to organizational
norms, the probability that shirking will be reported, whether if reported it has
consequences, and the expectations of both citizens and their peers. In some cases, thirdparty bureaucratic enforcement is only used to mediate in disputes that involve outsiders,
and formal enforcement generally supported self-governing system. However the act of
enforcing one claim over another by a third-party enforcer may not necessarily
complement existing property rights system. In many cases, third-party enforcement may
serve to support the property claims of outsiders attempting to supplant existing rights
systems. Third-party enforcement can either decrease the cost of enforcing a right to
property if it supports a local system, or increase the costs if there is some uncertainty
regarding if local claims will be supported. Rather than there being a simple relationship
between third-party enforcement and property rights, there are complex interactions
across formal and informal enforcement activities.

Co-producing Property Rights – Interactions among Enforcement Mechanisms
Since this work proposes that examining all three levels of enforcement are
required for understanding effective property rights, it is necessary to discuss the
potential interactions across levels. The types of activities that go into making a right
effective includes both formal and informal enforcement. In their recent work, Helmke
and Levitsky (2004) propose a typology of the potential interactions between formal and
informal institutions. They use a simple two by two grid that includes the level of
effectiveness of formal institutions, and their relationship to informal arrangements as
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either convergent, where the two work toward similar purposes, or divergent, working at
cross purposes.

Figure 5: A Typology of Institutional Interactions
Outcomes
Convergent

Effective formal
institutions
Complementary

Ineffective formal
institutions
Substitutive

Divergent

Accommodating

Competing

(Helmke and Levisky 2004: 728)

Complementary relationships allow informal institutions to fill in the gaps left by
formal arrangements. They allow informal institutions to deal with contingencies and
allow individual action within formal rules. Accommodating informal institutions are
those that permit individuals to alter the substantive effects of formal rules without
needing to directly violate them. They "contradict the spirit, but not the letter, of formal
rules" (Helmke and Levisky, 2004: 729). Substitutive relationships exist where formal
rules are ineffective and informal institutions serve to fulfill the functions of formal
institutions. Finally, where formal institutions are ineffective, and informal rules are
incompatible they exist as completing. Following one rule requires violating the other
and generally informal institutions trump formal.
The typology has a direct application to the case of property right enforcement.
When third-party enforcement is ineffective, then there exists the alternative informal
enforcement mechanisms of individual or community enforcement. Depending on the
structure of formal rules specifying property relations, these may either substitute for
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bureaucratic third-party enforcement, or directly compete. When formal enforcement is
effective, then informal actions may either complement third-party enforcement as a form
of co-production across individuals, communities and government actors; or act in an
accommodating way with local informal enforcement operating within the broader
framework of formal activity.
Evidence of these types of interaction between formal and informal enforcement
of property rights can be found scattered throughout the literature. Some authors
understand local enforcement to be a direct substitute for third-party enforcement. For
example, Fukuyama posits that social capital and community cooperation can act as an
effective substitute for rule-of-law (Fukuyama, 2002). So long as social capital is strong,
third-party enforcement becomes unnecessary. Alternatively, third-party enforcement
has also been seen as the alternative to social capital. This is the implicit assumption of
the literature that emphasizes state capacity and formal rule-of-law. Likewise, this can
occur in cooperation with informal enforcement, and social capital can boost, or even be
the foundation of successful formal enforcement.
The relationship may also be substitutive. When third-party action is ineffective,
then other societal groups will serve to provide a public good such as property right
enforcement. Gambetta (1993) for example shows that the Sicilian Mafia originally
operated as a private provider of property right protection where the state had historically
failed to function. In a similar study, Bandiera (2003) illustrates that mafia activity was
highest precisely in those areas where land rights were least protected by state
enforcement.
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Others authors suggest that rather than individual preferences being understood as
exogenous to an individual action situation, that norms are induced by specific
institutional arrangements (Bohnet, 2001; Frey, 1994, 1997; Frey & Jegen, 2001).
Actions at one level can crowd-in and crowd-out incentives at a second, and that it is the
type of action itself that leads to whether the relationship is complementary or
substitutive. For example, Cárdenas, Strandlund and Willis (2000: 231) finds that weakly
enforced external sanctioning crowds-out group oriented strategies. Likewise, other
authors suggest that social capital can be destroyed, or remains dominant when state
enforcement is highly effective (Paldam, 2000). Informal institutions can be effectively
crowded out by too much third-party enforcement.
Some researchers suggest that third-party enforcement can also crowd-in certain
types of norms. Paldam (2000) suggests that certain types of binding sanctions within a
legal system tend to induce characteristics of social capital. Common law will tend to
reduce the most opportunistic behaviors, while allowing flexible relationships built on
trust to foster. Civil law however, with its more costly legal structure will tend not to
remove opportunistic behavior and fail to assist in inducing trust. Both Paldam (2000)
and Fukuyama (1999) posits that the fundamental policy dilemma is how third-party
action can be made to generate more trust.

Summary
This review of the property rights literature was intended to illustrate the need for
greater conceptual clarification, specification of the precise mechanisms that make
property rights effective, and understanding the interactions across multiple levels of
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governance. There is a continued tension in the literature on the role of government
actors in the creation and enforcement of property rights institutions. This project
contends that this tension is due to a lack of conceptual clarification, a failure to specify
the exact institutional mechanism that makes rights meaningful, and biased selection of
empirical cases, rather than any fundamental theoretical inconsistency.
For example, Umbeck (1981) finds little need for government in the creation of
property rights to minerals during the frontier gold rush, although he focuses only on
rights to an extremely valuable resource where one expects to see high levels of
individual enforcement. Even while proposing enforcement by individual right-holders
as the underlying mechanism, he discusses the evolution of a community governance
system of miner’s districts, created to protect miner's claims and eventually providing
many of the services and functions of local governments. At the other extreme, Sened
(1997) finds a central role of government in his examination of property rights, but
focuses solely on the allocation of private rights to heavily regulated resources (air slots
and privatization of state-owned resource in Russia). He completely ignores the activities
of rights-holders assisting in co-producing property institutions or their ability to produce
rights on their own. The impact of government certainly needs to be examines in greater
detail, but principally in terms of how activities influence the overall costs of producing
property rights institutions, not merely as the sole organization that creates and
legitimizes a right.
This chapter also illustrates the need for the specific approach adopted here and
the contribution that examining a mixed-right system can make. The key issue is not the
specific organizational unit responsible for enforcement activities, but rather the multiple
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mechanisms that produce enforcement, and the underlying incentives of those providing
it. At the individual level the use of trust, norms and reputation can be enough for an
effective local property rights system to function. However this is only sufficient in cases
of small, stable communities without many external interactions and such explanations
are not adequate for modern market setting or complex mixed-right systems.
Community-level organizations can also provide enforcement activities, but they face
collective action problems in maintaining institutions that define and protect the benefits
of individual rights holders. Where individual or community enforcement is difficult,
then understanding how third-party bureaucratic enforcement influences a property right
structure becomes more important. This is especially true when looking at mixed
property rights systems to environmental goods that involve public goods that extend
beyond the community and immediate region. The next chapter presents a detailed
description of the case examined in this study and the application of the approach
outlined in this chapter. Chapter 4 presents a simple attempt to formalize the relationship
across the three levels of institutional production present in mixed-right systems.
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Chapter 3 - Property Rights, Politics and Parks: the Case of the Calakmul
Biosphere Reserve

Property and Parks
The central thesis of this project is that property rights are a response to the costs
of producing effective institutions. The various components that make up a right involve
different enforcement and governance costs. The specific costs of making any right
effective can only be distinguished within a local context by understanding how different
enforcement agents respond to incentives presented by various nested institutional
structures. Property institutions include not only private, common and public property
distinctions, but also mixed-rights, where various organizations have been allocated
different rights and responsibilities. In mixed-right systems private and common
resource rights exist within designated public lands, and even in the most robust private
property system, communities and states retain some rights and responsibilities.
Understanding the reasons for variation in any particular right system requires looking at
both the incentive of individual right-holders as well as those of formal state actors and
the community of right-holders.
Protected areas and reserves Mexico, as in much of the developing world, often
involve property rights arrangements that include government organizations, systems of
community tenure, and private resource claims. These mixed-right systems, falling under
the general rubric of co-management, represent systems that are neither wholly public nor
private. Until recent reforms, the ejido system of community tenure vested ultimate
alienation authority in the state and communities were merely extended use privileges.
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Within the study area even private properties are subject to a variety of use restrictions
due to the presence of the reserve and various national and local environmental laws.
The property rights systems within the study area have evolved in the shadow of the
biosphere reserve.
The analysis of complex mixed property right systems requires examining the
incentives of actors and multiple levels of governance. This involves understanding the
incentives of political actors who are responsible for the creation and modification of
rules that impact how public lands are used. This includes the creation of the reserve
area, the types of restrictions on resource use put in place, and the redistribution of land
and other resource rights. It also means examining the actions of the representatives of
these political actors in the field, the bureaucrats. This is the level where new rules are
implemented and potentially modified to fit the incentive structure of the implementing
agent. Finally, it requires examining the incentives of individual right-holders and
communities of right-holders, and how they react to new regulatory rules according to the
expected actions of political and bureaucratic actors.
In order to understand the configuration of incentives within these nested
interactions it is necessary to examine the specific context in which property rights
institutions are created and how these are influenced by both the politics and economics
of the region. This chapter describes the legal and political context of property rights
and parks in Mexico, and the specific case of property rights in the area of the Calakmul
Reserve. It is divided into four sections. The first is an introduction to the natural
reserve system in Mexico. This describes how reserve areas are created and managed,
and how they intersect with the rural political economy and the ejido system. It includes
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a political history of the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve, including events leading to its’
creation, the reaction of local ejidos to the reserve and the continued interagency battles
over its management. The second section provides a political history of the ejido system,
a discussion of recent reforms allowing privatization and how this has affected the ejidos
around the Calakmul area. The final section deals with the politics of the Yucatán
Peninsula, examining the impact of changing electoral politics, patronage and influence
of various national programs on negotiations regarding property relationships. Each
section begins with a general introduction, focuses on the specific situation surrounding
the reserve, and concludes with a discussion of the impact of the broader political
economy on local property right institutions.

Rural Property Rights and the Ejido System
The ejido is a unique property rights system that emerged after the Mexican
revolution. Land reform legislation was formally incorporated into the 1917 constitution
in Article 27. It established the right of eminent domain over all land and water resources
within Mexican territory and identified the federal government as responsible for the
restitution and redistribution of property in the public interest. This allowed the national
government to both restitute former land titles as well as re-distribute existing lands. It
formalized existing communal rights and created a new resource right structure that
allocated title to community organizations rather than individuals. These included rights
to agricultural lands, forests and water. Community-level resource management and
other informal collective action arrangements are often invisible, or intentionally ignored
by national governments in their efforts to extend sovereignty over natural resources.
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While in many countries such community systems have often been “legislated out of
existence” (McKean, 2000: 34), in the case of Mexico they were legislated into existence.
Mexico ranks second among Latin American nations in terms of both the portion
of land area distributed during land reform and the percent of the agricultural sector to
receive land (Thiesenhusen, 1989: 10). The ejido sector, as it is formally known within
Mexico’s corporatist system, constitutes approximately 49% of all the agricultural land.
About 3 million peasants are registered as ejido rights holders (known as “ejidarios /
ejidarias”) across 28,058 ejido communities. In the mid-1990’s the average size of a
holding was estimated to be about 9.5 hectares, with about 27% in individualized parcels
and about three-quarters of all ejido lands remaining under some form of common tenure
arrangement (Thompson & Wilson, 1994).
Ejido rights were allocated to communities, who were then allowed to select when
individual community members would be given rights to common resources. These
included rights to an individual parcel for home building, the right to use a share of a
communal agricultural area (these were typically divided into de facto private allotments
among ejidarios), and rights to use or receive benefits from other common resources such
as grazing areas, water rights, or forests. Ejidos and many indigenous rights were
ultimately usufruct rights, and the national government maintained ultimate ownership.
Ejido rights holders were not allowed to alienate any resource rights, including the use of
land as collateral toward loans. Only beginning with the 1992 Agrarian Reform was
privatization formally allowed and was there any attempt to integrate ejido land rights
with the broader land market.
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Ejido tenure accompanied a legally-prescribed internal social organization as well
as various forms of external corporate representation. Community governance includes a
General Assembly where each ejido right holder is allowed a single vote, a Commissar
Ejidal, who serves the functions of a local mayor; the Consejos de Vigilancia, responsible
for local law enforcement, and the Juntas de Pobladores, representing the interests of
those without ejido rights within the community. Pobladores include both children of
ejido right-holders, who typically receive ejido rights once they have set up an
independent household, as well as recent immigrants to the community, who are only
given ejido rights with the approval of the community. All positions are elected using a
secret vote for a limited tenure with no second term. In small communities many of these
positions are eventually rotated among all ejidarios.
External representation is through a number of official corporatist organizations.
The Confederación Nacional Campesina (CNC) was the first peasant organization formed
after the Mexican Revolution. Starting the 1970s Mexican Presidents have created new
peasant organizations with each administration as a means of restructuring influence over
rural votes and reorganizing rural development programs. These included a variety of
regional ejido organizations and unions (National Peasant Confederation [CNPR],
Regional Concil of Agriculture, Forestry and Grazing of Xpujil [CRAX], General Union
of Mexican Workers and Peasants [UGOCM]), social programs such as Social Solidary
Societies [SSS], rural credit programs such as Rural Collective Interests Association
[ARICs] and women’s development groups [UAIMs]. In some cases ejidos have
functioned more or less democratically, in others, they are corrupt and dysfunctional
(Cornelius & Myhre, 1998; Randall, 1996; Thiesenhusen, 1996).
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A Short History of Mexico’s Land Reform
The ejido system was the direct outcome of the Mexican revolution. Under
Spanish colonial rule, rights to land and labor both fell under the practice of
repartimiento. Allocations of land by the Spanish crown included the tributary labor of
any residential populations. These allotments of land and labor as a single unit were
termed encomiendas. Labor obligations by local inhabitants were reformed under the
New Laws promulgated by Las Casas in 1542, however the practice continued
throughout much of the Spanish colonial period. One estimate put the demands on native
labor at about one-fourth of a year toward public employment with the remaining time
free to cultivate their own fields. While a heavy obligation, it was generally thought to
have been less of a burden than the peonage system that followed (Krauze, 1997;
Simpson, 1966).
After Mexican Independence in 1821, land owned by the Spanish was transferred
to Creol and Mestizos. Former land rights that had been granted by the Spanish crown
were declared invalid by the Mexican Congress of 1823. While the independence leader
Hidalgo had called for the return of communal lands to Indian populations, many of the
estates were claimed by those who fought in the revolution and who were just as in need
of labor as had been the Spanish. The dissolution of Indian land titles held under Spanish
law lead many communal lands to become the official property of the new Mexican state
(Simpson, 1966: 225-229).
These large areas of ambiguously titled land gradually became concentrated in the
hands of various civil organizations, leading to an accumulation of land and power by the
Catholic Church. Starting with the Reforma of Alvarez, from 1856 to 1894 a series of
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constitutional amendments were passed to eliminate public and clerical ownership and
promoting individual tenure. The intention was to reign in the power of new rising
regional elites by the abolition of privilege and the establishment of parliamentary
democracy by favoring individual title, both Church and Indian-owned property were
confiscated and auctioned. While resident tenets were given the right of first purchase,
few Indians had either the capital or the legal knowledge to secure title. Rapid land
consolidation in the hands of wealthy landowners followed leading to large haciendas
and rancheros. Land privatization and market liberalization was accelerated under the
Presidency of Porfirio Diaz (1876-1910) and by the end of his tenure approximately 20
percent of the national territory was owned by only 50 families (Krauze, 1997).
The system of encomiendas officially ended in 1780. However, the period that
followed Independence saw an increase in the demands for crops such as sugar, cacao,
indigo, and henequen fiber from the Yucatán peninsula. The plantation style economies
necessary to produce these crops generated large haciendas. The need for a continuous
supply of labor lead to a system of debt peonage that gradually replaced the encomiendas.
Under the new hacienda system rural laborers were required to purchase household items
from a hacienda store at inflated prices. Hacienda owners often gave advances on wages
to make purchases. When a worker fell into debt they were forced to repay the
outstanding balance in labor, typically at wages that were impossible to repay, and often
indebting generations of a family. An official decree against the practice was issued in
1915, but it persisted. The hacienda system was especially prevalent in the plantation
economy of the peninsula. The implementation of the ejido system during the
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administration of Lázaro Cárdenas’ was in essence a continuation of reforms aimed at
eradicating the debt peonage system (Powelson, 1988).
The victory of the Liberals in the Mexican revolution assured the passage of the
Agrarian Law in Article 27 of the 1915 Mexican Constitution. However, the necessity of
quelling the political unrest following the revolution meant there was to be no action on
land reforms for an additional two decades. The ejido system was not implemented until
the Presidency of Lázaro Cárdenas (1934-1940). Cárdenas’ term was remarkable for
three reasons. First, he is generally considered the father of the modern Mexican state as
he stabilized the institution of presidential succession and concentrated authority in the
office of the executive. From the Mexican revolution to Cárdenas infighting among expresidents and those newly elected had always resulted in the assassination of one or the
other. The resulting system of “Presidentialism” created an extreme form of executive
power, limited only by the six year term. The second aspect of his presidency, and an
important component of the stabilization of the institution of presidential succession, was
the restructuring of the National Revolutionary Party into its current corporatist structure.
This became the Mexican Revolutionary Party and later the Institutional Revolutionary
Party (PRI). The third aspect of stabilizing the political system was a move toward
populist policies and a broadening of his support base. This included an aggressive
pursuit of land reform. Until Cárdenas there was only tentative implementation of land
redistribution. During his term over 18 million hectare of land was allocated to one
million peasants (Krause, 1997: 469).
While the 1917 Constitution guaranteed government grants of land to anyone who
could prove they were poor and landless, land reform was implemented unevenly across
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the country and to different degrees by various presidential administrations (Sanderson,
1984a; Thiesenhusen, 1989). Figure 6 illustrates the dramatic growth in the ejido system
during Cárdenas’ administration. Land grants are presented according to the number of
beneficiaries, the number of grants (both to individuals and communities), and the size of
land grants.
Figure 6: Land Grants by Presidential Administration

Data Source: (Sanderson, 1984b)

From the beginning of agrarian reform efforts there were criticisms from both
opposition parties, as well as within the administration. Agricultural economists and
administrators were keenly award of the negative effects of collectivation and argued
against division and redistribution. Cárdenas’ aggressive pursuit of agrarian reforms
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stemmed from both his ideological background and strategic political reasons. The
political demands for agrarian reform came primarily from central Mexican states likes
Morelos and Michoacan, where peasants had long demanded restoration of village
agricultural lands nationalized or privatized into the hands of local elites. These early
land reforms under Cárdenas were relatively successful and stimulated an expanded
effort. The Yucatán peninsula in particular was considered ripe for Cárdenas’ reforms. It
had long been regarded by many as the last bastion of regional elites (known as
caciques). There still existed a marked racial divide between those with Spanish
heritage, known locally as the “Divine Caste”, and a poor Maya-speaking majority.
There had been populist movements during the governorship of Salvador Alvarado
(1915-1917) and a socialist revolt under Felipe Carrillo Puerto (1922-1924).
Additionally, the organization of the rural economy was around the production of
henequen fiber on large plantation-style haciendas (Joseph, 1999).
As a Presidential candidate he had promised to create large collective henequen
ejidos in the Yucatán, and from 1935-1937 a number of attempts were instigated. 10 This
even included a visit by the President Cárdenas himself in 1936 to divide a cotton
hacienda following a massive worker strike. However from the start, collectivation
attempts in the Yucatán proved difficult. Land grants of existing henequen plantations
often failed to quell the demand for land ownership, since communities outside the
hacienda were alienated from the process, and once plantations workers were allocated
grants those outside made requests. Some peasant refused to accept land grants from
henequen estates that were tied to federal supervision and government credit agencies,

10

A detailed history of Cárdenas’ land reform efforts in the Yucatán is provided in Fallaw (2001).
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preferring new vacant lands without reliance on governmental agencies (Fallaw, 2001:
80-81).
Rather than learning from the early failures of small reform efforts on the
peninsula, Cárdenas understood resistance as stemming from its incomplete
implementation. In an effort to match the demand for land, he proclaimed by
administrative fiat a broad program of sweeping agrarian reform across the region. These
included restitution of all land seized from communities before the revolution, the
enlargement of existing grants to meet the needs of growing communities, and the
creation of new grants for new land claimants. The number of new henequen ejidos
increased by almost a hundred overnight, and reduced all large haciendas to individual
small plots of a uniform 150 hectares. Around 500,000 hectares were re-distributed
during this period, mainly from haciendas (Fallaw, 2001: 165). Under the new plan
every community in the region received a land grant, even if none was formally
requested.
The local and state administration was unable to handle the bureaucratic burden
the rapid land reform created. Land allocations were dispersed unevenly, leading to
allegations of corruption. Rival factions formed within groups demanding land, with
some aligned with regional caciques, others with the Federal government, and some with
rival political parties including a rural communist movement. On top of the
administrative and political upheavals that agrarian reforms caused, the price of henequen
fiber dropped. The lower price, combined with the loss of the organizational structure of
the hacienda that had sustained the henequen economies, decimated the level of
production. Less than two years after reform efforts, almost three-quarters of new
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henequen ejidos were heavily subsidized, and about a quarter were on the edge of
collapse (Fallaw, 2001: 82). Those that were able to remain open were able to operat
profitably again when the prices rebound in the 1940’s, and enjoyed a broad renaissance
until late 1960’s when the wide-spread use of plastics ended the henequen industry.
While elsewhere in the country land reforms under Cárdenas were considered successful,
historians have broadly viewed efforts to reform land tenure in the Yucatán as a failure in
the career of one of Mexico’s most popular presidents (Fallaw, 2001; Krauze, 1997;
Markiewicz, 1993).
Land grants continued to be given according to the population of the community.
The maximum size of property was mandated by state-level government agencies
according to local conditions, with the emphasis on breaking up large estates and creating
smaller land holdings (Sanderson, 1984: 38-50). New ejidos could be created by outright
grant (dotación) or restituted (restitución) to existing communities. Eligibility for land
claims extended to any male over 16 years old in a community, any female head of
household regardless of age, and any Mexican citizen with the occupation of full-time
agricultural worker. The minimum land grant typically ranges from 4-6 hectares of rain
fed land and 2-3 hectares of irrigated. In 1942, in an attempt to allow for economies of
scale, the limit was increased to a minimum of 10 hectares of irrigated land, and to 20 in
the case of rain-fed. In 1981, the Agricultural Development Law called for reunifying
small irrigated holdings less than 5 hectares (see Appendix 2: Chronology of Laws,
Degrees and Constitutional Provisions Effecting Property Rights).
The formal administrative structure for redistribution and titling consists of an
Agrarian Commission at the state level, responsible to the governor, and a second
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commission at the national level, responsible to the president. The agrarian reform
agency structure is such that both state and national levels have formal decision-making
authority. Land claims are first reviewed by state-level officials, and if provisionally
approved, passed on to national authorities. One estimate found that only about twothirds of claims were ever passed on to the national office (Sanderson, 1984: 62). The
Secretaría de la Reforma Agraria (SRA) is the agency responsible for administering final
land titling programs.
Cárdenas used land reform as a political mechanism to secure the loyalty of the
countryside through the granting of benefits, and ensure that such loyalty could not be
usurped by regional generals. In this respect he was remarkably successful. He replaced
the system of patronage between rural workers and landholders with a new system of
patronage that made smallholders reliant on a new state bureaucracy (Thiesenhusen,
1989: 22; Gordillo, de Janvry and Sadoulet, 1998; Krauze, 1997). Simultaneously, he
removed much of the power of regional caciques who had in the past been able to
mobilize the peasantry as a reserve army and oppose efforts to consolidate the country.
The end of Cárdenas’ presidency in 1940 marked a distinct retreat from government
agrarian reform efforts. During President Luis Echeverria’s term there was a short surge
in land grants in an effort to quell a new radical left in the rural electorate (Krauze, 1997).
However, most of this was a redistribution of national lands to ejidos communities (as
evident in Figure 6).
Subsequent administrations halted distribution of federal lands and minimized
much of the political and economic support for reforms (Sanderson, 1984: 47). The focus
shifted to increasing production on private farms, and restricted highly productive lands
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from expropriation. Little attention was paid to the ejido sector until the first Agrarian
Reform Law of 1971. This reduced the size of livestock farms that could be expropriated
and the size allowed for export producing private holdings was increased. Government
policies focused exclusively on individual development and export crops. Further
reduction to support for reforms occurred during the Portillo Administration (1976-1982)
which included the 1981 Law for Agricultural and Livestock Development that first
allowed ejidos to be treated as any other corporate entity and attempted to encourage
economic and development cooperation across ejidos (Sanderson, 1984).
In 1992, as part of a broad effort at modernization and neo-liberal reforms,
President Carlos Salinas de Gortari radically reformed the ejido system through Agrarian
Reform laws. The ejido sector had long been regarded as economically inefficient and
most agricultural development activity was directed at private farms. Additionally, the
inability to use land as collateral made the ejido sector increasingly dependent on the
state not only for land title, but also for basic agricultural inputs such as seeds, fertilizers
and subsidies, as well as for jobs and investment. Agrarian Reform was designed to
break the rural sector’s dependence on state support. Salinas requested an assessment of
what could be done to increase the productivity of smallholders and during a series of
meetings it was determined that ultimately the only remedy was radical reform (Grindle,
1996: 88-95).
Under Agrarian Reform each ejido community was allowed to determine whether
members would be given individual alienable property rights. These included private
rights to common areas. The decision to privatize could only take place with a vote
among all ejido right holders. Once privatized, individuals would be allowed to divide
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land into smaller plots or sell landholdings in the open market. The program of land
grants by the Federal government was entirely discontinued only in 2002. The
combination of heavy political oversight, inconsistent and ambiguous tenure
arrangements has left more than 343,000 tenure conflicts waiting to be heard by Agrarian
tribunals. In spite of the 1992 reforms, less than 1% of all ejidos have been privatized,
much of which due to these ownership disputes (de Janvry, Gordillo, & Sadoulet, 1997;
Kraul).
In some areas agrarian reform efforts were generally accepted and integrated well
with existing property arrangements. In others, there was fierce resistance to change
from both peasants and landowners rules (Fallaw, 2001; Krauze, 1997; Purnell, 1999).
Land reform efforts has generally been a story of implementing a formal property right
system, followed by the creation of secondary markets for getting around formal
restrictions and the generation of new de facto informal arrangements (de Janvry, Dutilly,
Munoz-Pina et al., 2001; Gordillo, de Janvry, & Sadoulet, 1998). The creation of land
reform agencies vested enormous discretionary power over one of the most basic
economic units in the hands of bureaucrats. This lead to resources used to influence the
actions of agency officials toward either avoiding land redistribution or supporting some
land claims over others. Legal restrictions placed on the exchange of land to noncommunity members were overcome by complex clandestine land rent arrangements.
Rules that forbid a land-owner living outside the community, affecting those working as
migrant labor in the US or in Mexican cities, were bypassed by having relatives work the
land while the individual was absent, often for years and even decades. Among most
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middle-class, urban Mexicans, mention of the ejido system brings up images of the
corruption rife in the single party system and continuing disputes over land tenure.

Ejido Forest Resource Rights
The right of privatization given to ejido communities applies to agricultural and
grazing lands, but not to forested areas. Under ejido reform laws, the agency responsible
for delimiting ejidos for privatization consults with the national environmental agency
SEMARNAP (Ministry of Environment, Natural Resources and Fisheries) to indicate
forest lands not eligible for privatization. If an ejido chooses to privatize other land
resources, forested areas revert to government ownership. This creates a disincentive for
privatization among those communities with valuable forest rights. Only a few
communities in the region under study have privatized.
The primary formal legal framework defining forest resource rights is the Forestry
Law (Ley Forestal). It sets the general policies that apply to all governmental agencies
involved with forestry activities. It vests special authority and duties to SEMARNAP as
the agency responsible for the management of forest for both economic production as
well as to conserve, protect and restore the biological diversity. This dual mandate has
lead to significant interpretation by agency officials with a predictable emphasis on
economic production. The Forestry Law also recognizes that the government has the
right to expropriate private land when necessary to protect the public interest
(Environmental Law Institute, 1998; SEMARNAP, 1997).
The authority for managing the nation's forests reside with the federal government
and includes both active management activities; inventories, reforestation and fire
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control, as well as regulatory actions such as setting standards for forest management and
enforcing forestry laws. Some federal authorities may also be delegated to states and
even private organizations, such as research and training, and even field inspections and
monitoring. PROFEPA (Office of the Attorney General for Environmental Protection), a
division within SEMARNAP, acts as the lead enforcement agency for all environmental
laws.
The forestry sector is heavily regulated, although there is incomplete
implementation of many of the formal restrictions and legal codes. The law requires all
landowners to have official authorization from SEMARNAP before harvesting any forest
product, including both timber and non-timber resources. Additionally, further
restrictions may be required via local regulations. Regulations exist for grazing on forest
lands, harvesting material for domestic use, and even material used by indigenous
populations for ritual use (Environmental Law Institute, 1998: 62-63; Merino Pérez,
2001). In their national-level study of ejido organizations income from forestry activities
was the most frequent source of revenue from common property. However, it was
present in only 9% of the ejidos sampled (Key, Munoz-Pina, de Janvry et al., 1998).
In order to harvest timber an applicant must either hold official land title or a legal
harvesting right. In either case, the applicant is required to have an official forest
management plan. This includes a description of the biophysical characteristics of the
forest, the expected environmental impacts, activities and methods to be used for harvests
and reforestation. If the impacted area includes tropical forests, species deemed
endangered, or resides within a designated protected area, the applicant must also have a
formal environmental impact assessment. To complete a forest plan the applicant is
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required to use the services of a professional forester. While the costs vary according to
the region, level of restrictions, and required plan, it adds a significant cost to local
management activities if they attempt to follow legal guidelines.
Over the past two decades a number of new laws have been enacted in Mexico to
prevent deforestation and incorporate habitat preservation within the nation’s legal
structure. These have included very restrictive policies on the use of tropical hardwoods
and tighter regulation of non-tropical varieties. However the complexity of new and
existing forestry laws, tough requirements for management plans, and need for cutting,
transportation, processing, and selling permits have created a high regulatory barrier to
legal timber harvesting (World Bank, 1998). Rather than providing the incentive for
more sustainable use of forest resources, it is likely that the regulatory environment has
instead spurred increased illicit activity. One official report estimates that in some
regions only half the timber cut and sold is legal (PROFEPA, 1998). In the Calakmul
area, after the initial creation of the reserve it was estimated that about 80% of the timber
harvested in the region was illegal (Stedman-Edwards, 1997).

National Parks and Reserve Areas in Mexico
Mexico is typical of many developing countries facing the dilemma of
conservation. It is included among the “megadiversity” counties because of the variety
and abundance of its habitat and species diversity (Ramamoorthy, Bye, & Lot, 1993).
Mexico’s protected area system currently consists of around 166 designated protected
areas. Of these, 48% are dedicated purely to scientific research, wilderness and for
recreational use, 4% are of historical importance or dedicated to preserving unique scenic
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or visual resources, 26% are protected costal areas, and 23% are designated as managed
mainly for conservation through management intervention11 (Data compiled from: World
Conservation Monitoring Centre, 2001). The designation of a national park or protected
area hides a large amount of institutional diversity. Some reserve areas have been
designated exclusively for scientific study and exclude all but the most unobtrusive
human activities. Others are little more than designated “ecologically important area”
with no effective restrictions on land use or development. Most however, allow a variety
of uses. Resident populations live within about 80% of Mexico’s protected areas.
Between 70-80% of Mexico’s forest areas are under management by 7,000 to 8,000
ejidos and other forms of community rights (Alcorn, 1995: 128).
The federal government is responsible for creating and administering protected
natural areas deemed to be of national importance for protecting wild flora and fauna.
Federal environmental law establishes a list of resource management responsibilities that
are assigned to the federal government and others where states and municipalities have
jurisdiction (Environmental Law Institute, 1996; OECD, 1998; Tudela, 1989). Calakmul
is unique as it is the only major reserve area formally designated as under joint statefederal management, although there has been continued dispute over the actual
administration of the area since its creation.

11

Categories were determined using IUCN’s classifications into five types: Category Ia=Strict Nature
Reserve protected area managed mainly for science; Category Ib=Protected areas managed mainly for
wilderness protection and large area of unmodified or slightly modified land; Category II=National Park
managed mainly for ecosystem protection and recreation; Category III=Natural monument managed mainly
for conservation of specific natural/cultural features; Category IV=Habitat/Species Management Area
managed mainly for conservation through management intervention; Category V=Protected
Landscape/Seascape managed mainly for landscape/seascape conservation and recreation.
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The Legal and Administrative Framework of National Protected Areas
Mexico is a civil law system similar to that of France and Spain. This is in
contrast to the common law legal traditions of Great Britain and the United States.
Substantively, this means that courts are limited to applying legal codes as written by a
legislature or executive and have very little role in defining the extent of the law. This
has meant a strict adherence to formal procedures. Because of the strictness of the formal
system, as well as the high cost inherent in using the formal court system, there has been
a general tendency to avoid the formal system and rely on informal mechanisms.
Property rights, for example, are defined in the Constitution and other civil codes and the
courts have the power to enforce existing property rights regulations, but they do not
have the power to either change or re-define them. If a citizen believes that a government
action is contrary to the rights delimited in the constitution, they may bring an "Amparo"
or shelter action in court. However, even if a court rules in favor of the citizen it is not
binding to other courts as a legal standard as it would be in the common-law system.
There is a provision for a ruling to be binding precedent for other courts, but only when it
is ruled the same way in five separate cases (Ballesteros, 1987; Environmental Law
Institute, 1996). Because of the strength of executive powers and the centralization of
Mexico’s political system, most legislative power rests in the executive branch.
The central statute for environmental protection is the General Law on Ecological
Balance and Environmental Protection (Ley General del Equilibrio Ecológico y la
Protección al Ambiente) enacted initially in 1988 and substantially amended in 1996
(Environmental Law Institute, 1998). It includes a broad range of new statues, initially
toward air and water pollution and natural resources, but has been expanded to include
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ecological planning and management. It lays out most of the duties of the lead
environmental agency, SEMARNAP, as well as applies to all agencies responsible for
environmental management and implementing projects that impact resources (Mumme,
1992).
In 1994 all natural resource management agencies were reorganized to address
environmental issue more explicitly. SEMARNAP (Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y
Recursos Naturales y Pesca) was created with the merger of what had been the
Secretariat of Fisheries, the Secretariat of Agriculture and Water Resources (SARH), and
the agency that was previously responsible for environmental matters, the Secretariat of
Social Development (SEDESOL). It is now the principle federal environmental agency
responsible for the management of all natural resources, formulating and implementing
national policies relating to resources, proposing the establishment of new protected
areas, and promoting public participation in their administration. Within SEMARNAP
there are three operationally distinct agencies: the National Institute of Ecology (INE),
the Office of the Attorney General for Environmental Protection (PROFEPA), and the
National Water Commission (CAN). INE is responsible for environmental research,
national planning, and the setting of national standards. PROFEPA works via the
Subprocuraduria de Recursos Naturales, and carries out inspections and vigilance of
natural resources and is the primary enforcement agency of federal environmental laws.
As part of its enforcement activities, the agency conducts inspections, issues fines and
monitors compliance. In 1996 CONANP (Comisión Nacional de Áreas Naturales
Protegidas) was created to function as the general consultant and advisory body to
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SEMARNAP on natural reserve creation and management (Azuela, 2002b;
Environmental Law Institute, 1998).
While environmental issues remain the responsibility of the Federal government,
State governments do have some limited authority. The reform law in 1996 significantly
expanded the responsibilities of state and municipal governments, although the federal
government retains dominant. Federal agencies remain responsible for the creation and
administration of natural protected areas, protecting wild flora and fauna, and regulating
the sustainable use of forest resources. However, states and municipalities may establish
appropriate local policies for dealing with local environmental pollution (typically water
and sanitation). Additionally, Federal authorities are permitted to delegate to states and
municipalities the authority to manage protected natural areas, natural resources and
some flora and fauna (Environmental Law Institute, 1996). This is the case for
Calakmul, where both state and municipal authorities have been given some management
responsibilities and the ability to set standards to local ecological standards (Gobierno del
Estado de Campeche, 2001).
Even though the form and management of areas has been delegated to local
governments, the establishment of a protected area occurs solely through Presidential
degree, rather than the action of a ministry secretary. However it also allows any
interested organization or even individual to submit a request to SEMARNAP to propose
the creation of a protected area. A number of community-managed reserve areas have
been incorporated into the federal reserve area system via petition for formallyrecognized protected status. The legal framework that permits the creation of new
reserve areas was reconstituted under the General Ecology Law and allows government
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to establish protection over ecologically valuable resources by imposing limits on land
use whether land is in private, ejidal or community, or under public ownership.
While the nation’s protected areas have never gained the type of popular and
political attention of national parks within the United States, different presidential
administrations have given conservation various levels of support (Mumme, Bath, &
Assetto, 1988). Figure 7 illustrates the historic expansion of Mexico’s system of
protected areas by administration and the number of areas created. There are two import
clusters of activity that deserve discussion, the initial period of formation from the 1930’s
to 1940’s, and the period from the late 1970’s to the late 1980’s.

Figure 7: Frequency of Reserve Areas Creation by Presidential Administration

Data Compiled from: CONANP 2003, Marquez 1997, WCMC 2000.
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The initial system of forty national parks and scenic areas was established under
the Cárdenas administration (1934-1940). This is broadly regarded as a critical period of
state formation in Mexico, during which the ejido land tenure system was implemented,
nationalization of foreign-owned industries occurred and the modern political parties
emerged. After this initial wave, national policy efforts focused primarily on
industrialization and development and until the 1960’s only seven new areas were
created. The first protected areas were established as part of the general expansion of
government and the formalization of the Mexican political system.
The last two decades, however, have seen dramatic growth in the number of
protected areas and nature reserves. In the 1980’s alone, Mexico’s system of natural
protected areas was expanded to include more hectares of protected land in any single
decade since independence (Marquez, 1984). This second period of expansion was a
response to a combination of both domestic pressure from a small, but influential group
of environmentalists within the country’s federal bureaucracy (see discussion in Mumme,
1992) and increased international pressure and resources. The 1980’s included the
growth of an international network of environmental lobby groups and by the 1990’s a
number of multilateral funding institutions were in place that allows developing countries
financial assistance (Hunter, Salzman, & Zaelke, 2002; U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1996).
The legal framework defining the process through which protected areas are
created and how that designation impacts property claims has also changed over time.
The General Ecology Law (1996), the definitive environmental statute, list eight different
types of protected area statuses depending on the type of resource to be protected and the
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restrictions on resource use. 12 Those who have land and resource rights must comply
with any limitations imposed in the declaration creating the areas or in the area’s
management plan, although there are a number of designations that allow current
resource use. Generally, it forbids the creation of new settlements within reserve areas
and allows SEMARNAP to give assistance toward helping existing land owners comply
with new restrictions. The creation of a reserve by executive decree sets out the exact
borders of the area, the types of restrictions on resource use, and a plan for the
management and administration of the area. Any expropriations that occur in name of
the public interest, must comply with the provisions of all existing laws, including
Agrarian Law which defines community resource rights. In 1996 amendments were
added to the General Ecology Law requiring a time limit of one year for designing a
management plans. Previously, many areas suffered from having neither a formal plan of
management nor any administrative resources for many years after their declaration
(Environmental Law Institute, 1996: 55).
The original law formally requires participation by states, local governments and
any entity affected by the creation of a protected area. This was significantly expanded in
the 1996 Amendments (Environmental Law Institute, 1998: 51-56). The Amendments
also increased the involvement of outside groups and other organizations. Prior to the
Amendment, the law allowed participation of only locally affected parties (communities,
private sector, state and local governments) and only via direct collaboration with federal
agencies. It was amended to include greater flexibility in the types of management
12

These include the following categories: Biosphere Reserves, National Parks, Natural Monuments, Areas
for the Protection of Natural Resources, Areas for the Flora and Fauna, Sanctuaries, State Parks and
Reserves, and Population Center Ecological Preservation Zones (SEMARNAP, 2000). The federal
government is responsible for the first six, while state governments are responsible for the last two.
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agreements agencies were able to negotiate, and increased the range of organizations
allowed to participate to include any group with an interest in a protected area or the
development of a community affected by it. It also allowed a formal petition to be made
to the government for the release of environmental information. While protected area
administration has tended to be dominated by federal agencies, following these
amendments there has been an increase in the use of co-management and partnerships
with other organizations.

The Biosphere Reserve System
The concept of Biosphere Reserves dates back to the 1968 international
"Biosphere Conference". This was expanded into the Man and Biosphere (MAB)
program in 1970 and administered through UNESCO. The principle purpose was to
coordinate the establishment of a global network of protected areas that would ensure a
systematic representation of the earth’s ecosystems as a broad system of biodiversity
conservation. Biosphere reserves were intentionally designed to allow reserve areas to be
implemented with broad international conservation goals while permitting resource use in
and around reserve areas for local development. They generally permit a greater range of
development and land uses than are typically allowed in designated protected areas. The
primary administrative tool is the design of the areas by zoning different level of human
impact into three principle areas: core areas that severely limit resource use and represent
relatively intact natural ecosystems, buffer zones that permit resource extractive activities
that do not endanger the integrity of the ecosystem, and transition areas that represent a
mix of developed and natural ecosystems. Some nations have enacted legislation
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specifically to establish biosphere reserves, although for most existing protected areas are
simply re-designated as biosphere reserves.
Land tenure and resource ownership arrangements are flexible. The core area of a
reserve is typically public land, but it may also contain private, communal or land owned
by a corporate entity. In the majority of cases, there are land and resource rights within
the buffer zone in community or private ownership. For a protected area to be a
biosphere reserve, only the core area is required to have any specific legal protection.
The designation of an area is not covered in any specific international convention, but
simply requires an application to be submitted and documentation that it meets criteria
that recognizes a mixed of conservation and sustainable development (Price, 1995;
Stafford, 1996; UNESCO, 2001). Currently there are 324 reserves in 83 countries. As of
1994, Mexico had designated 29 biosphere reserves (Environment Law Institute, 1997).
The use of biosphere reserves within Mexico’s protected area system was closely
linked to the expanded capacity and development of the national environmental agency in
the late 1980 and 1990’s. However the creation of protected areas rarely accompanied
any increased administrative capacity, and most areas had little staff and sometimes
existed only on paper. Many of the Mexico’s current reserves continue to be
understaffed. Guzman (2003) notes that authorities claim that since 1998 only about 40%
of designated protected areas were staffed by technical personal. An important stimulus
of the expansion of Mexico’s protected areas has been the increase in international
support. By 2002 the governmental budget for protected area management relied on
international funding for 40% of its budget. The primarily source being GEF (Global
Environmental Facility) distributed through the World Bank and administered by the
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Mexican Nature Conservation Fund (MNCF) created in 1996 specifically for the
administer GEF funds. In 1996 the MNCF consolidated its operations and initial
capitalization efforts with endowments from the United States and Mexican governments
for $30 million and $10 million dollar respectively. As part of its program, the Fund
obtained authorization to carry out an annual foreign debt swap operation.
At the end of 1996, the National Council for Natural Protected Areas (CONANP)
designated the MNCF to receive the remaining GEF resources of 16.5 million dollars,
earmarked for use in ten strategic natural protected areas including Calakmul (Guzman,
2003).

The Calakmul Biosphere Reserve
The reserve was formally created by Presidential Decree in 1989. It designated
1.7 million acres of land bordering Guatemala as a biosphere reserve, a status that
explicitly included resident populations within the peripheral areas of the reserve. The
creation of the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve had a significant impact on the overall
resource base of the State of Campeche, and Calakmul encompasses about one-eighth of
the total land area of the state. The state has about 32% of its’ total territory under some
development restriction and it has proposed to increase it by another 14% (Gobierno del
Estado de Campeche, 2001). These include relatively restrictive areas, such as the core
area of Calakmul, and others that merely regulate development activities, such as the
Zona Sujecta a Conservación Ecológica de Balam Kin, designated in 1999, whose
primary conservation activity has been community forestry initiatives (see – XXX FIG #
Map of the Region). The reserve has focused an unprecedented amount of national and
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international attention on the region and has lead to the creation of the Mexico’s first
official “ecological municipality” creating a new political and administrative unit
intended to encompass the communities most affected by the reserve.
The administration of the reserve was tied to a national decentralization effort and
negotiations between federal and state officials have been ongoing over administrative
control (Mele, 1998; Stedman-Edwards, 1997; Ward & Rodriquez, 2000) Officially the
reserve is under the control of the State government of Campeche, although little
administrative authority has been ceded. The directorship of the Calakmul Biosphere
Reserve (CBR) has since become a political commodity and the source of continuing
disputes between the National Institute of Ecology (INE) in Mexico City and the
Campeche Secretariat of Ecology. State and local governments have contested the
Federal appointment of a director preferring a state level appointment. Initial plans were
to decentralize the entire management of the reserve to the state, but there has been
reluctance by federal agencies to cede control over such an large part of the nation’s
reserve system to a state government that has been the subject of recent corruption
scandals. So far, little real authority has been decentralized. Funding for the
management of the reserve has been through the GEF, but little of this has been released
due to strict requirements of accountability and recent reports revealing that early funds
allocated for use in the Calakmul Reserve were diverted to other uses by the Campeche
state government (Zárate, 2003).
The first director of the reserve, Deocundo Acopa focused reserve management
on integrated conservation and development projects. These included expanded support
for activities deemed sustainable, such as bee keeping and agricultural intensification to
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dissuade the practice of expansive slash and burn agriculture. The Governor of
Campeche at the time of the reserve’s establishment, Jorge Salomon Azar Garcia,
recognized the joint management status of the area when he stated,

A decree doesn’t preserve a natural protected area. It puts us in the position to
send police and guards into too large an area. Well we just don’t have the
resources to do it. And later, we’d have to send in guards to watch the guards.
The only way we see of protecting this area is involving those who live within it.
(quoted in Stafford, 1996)

Many of the integrated conservation and development programs were implemented by a
regional environmental non-governmental organization, Pronatura (PPY), rather than
government agencies since there were few agencies present in the region at the time of
its’ creation.
The establishment of the reserve marked the beginning of the increased presence
of the national government. The area was considered a frontier, and because of the lack
of surface water remained relatively unpopulated throughout most of the 19th century.
During that time it was primarily used for timber extraction. The first large permanent
settlements occurred with the building of local timber mills, and the first ejido land grants
were made in the late 1920’s. The only industry was timber operations throughout the
1940’s until the 1980’s. These were primarily government timber concessions made to
state-parastatal companies. After the creation of a major highway from the coast, a wave
of migration occurred from the 1960’s to late 1980’s. At the same time, immigration was
actively pursued with policies that promoted agricultural colonization. Migrates from
Chiapas arrived after a volcanic eruption in 1982 and following political violence in 1994
(Ericson, Boege, & Freudenberger, 1998; Klepeis, 2000).
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Within the reserve area there are several well-know Mayan archeological sites,
the largest of which, Calakmul represents one of the largest kingdoms of the ancient
Mayan world. It was historically a rival of the more famous site of Tikal in Guatemala
and equal to the grandure and potential tourism potential of Chichen Itza and Uxmal.
The presence of these sites has had important effects on regional development both in
terms of the potential to attract tourism and the opportunities for employment in
restoration work and expanding tourist infrastructure. However, the location of the
reserve, at the end of what was until recently only a seasonally accessible road, and far
from the tourism destinations of Cancun, meant that little of the potential tourist revenues
have been realized. Although infrastructure continues to improve, including a paved road
and number of new hotels and small ecotourism services, little of this has affected
incomes in any of the communities off the main road. The first records of tourists to the
reserve were recorded in 1995, with only 2,172 tourist traveling to view the reserve area
and a total of 11,045 tourists to the entire region (INEGI, 1994).
The creation of the reserve influenced local property rights institutions in multiple
ways. Initially it alienated land claims from some established communities within the
reserve area that were in the process of applying for formal title and led to forced
resettlement outside its boundaries. This set in motion a number of mobilization efforts
by local campesinos concerned over the loss of tenure rights (Boege & Fuentes, 2000;
Haenn, 1997). The renegotiation of resource rights has been ongoing and has occurred
formally within the court system as well as informally between the local reserve
administration and communities. Most residents now view the major property disputes as
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resolved, although the legal status of a number of community property claims remain
uncertain.
Figure 8 below illustrates the tenure rights in the region. The population center of
Xpujil is situated in the crossroads of the two main roads. Tenure arrangements include
private parcels, large ejido forest concessions, and ejido communities. The boundaries of
the reserve, are meaningful primarily in terms of the core area, and even then, established
ejido tenure trumps some of the various environment restrictions. Resource use within
the surrounding is more heavily regulated, but environmental laws associated with the
reserve do not outright prevent resource use. Land use activities in both the ejidos within
the reserve area as well as those immediately outside are governed by regular ejido rules,
albeit with governmental oversight.
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Figure 8: Tenancy at the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve
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The establishment of the reserve also increased the enforcement of environmental
regulations influencing how individual right holders made decisions about how to use
resources. This has increased the costs of legally harvesting timber and managing land in
general. Most importantly, there has been a gradual increase in the type and frequency of
enforcement efforts by formal agents of government. The reserve’s creation and other
regional dynamic increased the presence of formal government action in a frontier area,
which has fundamentally changed the costs of individual rights-holders in terms of access
to legitimate as well as illegitimate claims to resources. Figure 9 outlines the major
historic changes to resource use and property relations in the region.
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Figure 9: Evolution of Property Rights in the Reserve Area
Year

Property rights
arrangements
Frontier / Open Access

Description

1890 - 1950

Government forest
rights

Scattered settlements, Government forestry
concessions.

1927 -1943

First ejido land grants

Early settlement period, formal titling of
community land rights. First ejidos recognized by
government. Migration into the region generally
follows extractive industries.

1960-1987

Second period of ejido
land grants

Immigration policies begin to promote agricultural
colonization. Migrates from Chiapas arrive after a
volcanic eruption in 1982 and following political
violence in 1994.

1989

Creation of the
Calakmul Biosphere
Reserve

Little actual implementation of new reserve area.

1992

Agrarian Reforms

All new land grants are designated as private
parcels.

1994

Regulatory regime

First actual implementation of the reserve area.
Some re-settlement and negotiation of new ejido
boundaries for communities bordering the reserve.
Integrated conservation and development project
implemented in the region. First direct benefits
from reserve area realized by local residents.
Consejo Regional Agrosilvopastoril de Xpujil
(CRAX) formed. Bosque Modelo program begins.
Pronatura (PPY) implements a number of small
conservation/development projects.

1996-2000

Mixed-rights

Creation of the Municipality of Calakmul. Local
ecology department established, local
administration of some government program.

1800 - 1900

Logwood extraction primary economic activity.

Source: Dowd-Gailey, 2002; Ericson, Boege & Freudenberger, 1998; Klepeis, 2000.
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Peninsula Politics
The ejido as a rural organization was intentionally designed to simultaneously be
a mode of production for rural agriculture and a form of political control over the
countryside. This second goal was achieved by adding peasant representation into the
corporatist party structure. This was closely tied tenure rights and other state resources to
the party structure and continues to the source of the rural support of the PRI. By holding
ultimate control over the resource of land, it assured that little opposition would occur
among rural land holders (Fox, 1994; Grindle, 1996; Thiesenhusen, 1996).
Understanding property rights in the region requires examining the political structure that
defines the relationship between the regional government and federal authorities, as well
as between rural communities and the various government representatives.

Mexican State Formation and the Yucatán
The distance of the Yucatán peninsula from the centers of power and wealth in the
Mexico has meant a different history and political development from the rest of the
nation. Residents have a marked Spanish dialect mixed with Mayan words, and a unique
regional dress, food, and music distinguished from the rest of Mexico. Henequen fiber
for making rope was the mayor export crop of the peninsula until synthetics came into
use. The decades of the henequen boom was a prosperous era for the peninsula and saw
the creation of a plantation style agricultural economy heavily reliant on Mayan labor.
During this boom in the late 1800’s the capital city of Mérida was known as the “Paris of
Mexico” and had electric streetlamps and trolley cars even before Mexico City. Most of
the contact with the outside world occurred via the sea, and it was not until the 1950’s
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that the Yucatán was connected to the rest of Mexico by rail, and not by highway until
the 1960’s. This regional isolation led to demands for political autonomy and a number
of important succession movements that define the regional identity even today.
The distinctness of the peninsula was especially important during the early years
of Mexican state formation. Under Spanish rule, the territory of the Yucatán was able to
maintain a high degree of autonomy from the interest of politicians in Mexico City. In
1821, when Mexico achieved independence, the governor of the Yucatán territory (the
region currently consisting of the states of Campeche, Quintana Roo and Yucatán) chose
to join with the newly independent nation of Mexico. However, by 1839 the regional
elites ruling over the peninsula began to resent the control exercised by the distant
centralized federal government and started advocating Yucatán independence. In 1840
the state congress approved a formal declaration of independence, although it was
blocked by the Governor. General Andrés Quintana Roo was sent by President Antonio
López de Santa Anna to negotiate a permanent settlement with the rebellious region that
resulted in a final treaty. However when the Santa Anna began to ignore the provisions
of the treaty, the Governor himself declared independence and created the Republic of
Yucatán, adopting a separate constitution.
In an effort to curtail the economic independence of the region, in 1843 Santa
Anna refused to allow Yucatecan ships access to Mexico, blockaded ports, and sent
troops to occupy the peninsula. While the military force was defeated, the economic
blockade forced a new round of negotiation. The Yucatán government agreed to reincorporated with Mexico only with assurances of the right to self-rule and recognition of
the Constitution of the Peninsula. However, by 1845 the central government in Mexico
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City had annulled recognition of the regional constitution, and in 1845 the Yucatán again
seceded. When the Mexican-American War began soon after, the Yucatán formally
declared itself neutral (Krauze, 1997).
During succession landed elites had armed local Mayan populations against the
forces of the Federal government. In the meantime, a series of new titling laws had been
passed that reallocated Mayan land, and more importantly, water rights into the hands of
the local elites. The presence of an armed peonage class associated with the plantation
economy, combined with the disenfranchisement of resource rights, lead to the beginning
of a long civil war know as the War of the Castes (Guerra de las Castas).
The Caste War (1847-1902) began with a massacre of the Hispanic population
(called creol due to their mix of Spanish and Mexican decent) residents of Valladolid and
lead to an empting of the countryside of all creols to the walled cities of Mérida and
Campeche. The Mayan rebels controlled the entire Yucatán peninsula except for urban
population centers. The governor of the new republic called for assistance and sent
appeals to Great Britain, Spain and the United States offering the entire territory in
exchange for quelling the revolt. After others refused to intervene, an appeal was finally
sent to Mexico City. Troops were sent once the region again recognized itself as part of
Mexican territory. By 1855, the majority of the armed resistance had been defeated and
pushed into the jungles bordering the territory of British Honduras (modern Belize),
although they continued to hold the city of Chan Santa Cruz. Even as late as the early
1900’s the southern half of the peninsula continued to harbor rebellious Mayan
populations. Some communities only begrudgingly acknowledged Mexican sovereignty
as late as the 1920’s (Krauze, 1997).
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The War of the Castes is significant for two important reasons. First, it was the
only true racial conflict in Mexican history. Second, it established an effectively
autonomous Mayan state in the southern half of the peninsula from 1848 to 1901 with a
capital in Chan Santa Cruz. The sense of a regional identity separate from the rest of the
nation, the feeling of distance from the decision-making center of Mexico City, and a
history of autonomous governance continues to pervade the relationship between rural
communities and government representatives.

Politics and Property in the State of Campeche
Mexico was effectively under one party rule for 79 years, with the first non-PRI
president elected in 2000. It was the longest lasting single party government in history.
The negotiation process that created the first Mexican constitution was less about uniting
disparate interests into a cohesive federal body, than it was about creating a unified
central system that could quell the threat of violence from militarized regional elites.
Thus an enormous amount of discretionary power was given to the executive. The
dominant political party, the Partido Revolucionario Institutional (PRI), was designed as
a corporatist system that permitted formal representation by the various societal sectors,
but tolerated little opposition outside the party.
From 1929 to 1989, the PRI dominated government at both the federal and state
levels. While regular elections occurred at the federal, state and municipal levels, the
PRI ensured its own victory through a combination of patronage, bureaucratic control
over various sections of the population (government workers, union members, and
peasants), intimidation and electoral fraud when necessary (Bruhn, 1997; Fox, 1996).
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Governorships were an important part of the party structure and the key to exercising
regional control. They were long considered sinecures within the Mexican political
system. A governor’s place in the chain of command was ensured by the judicious use of
the president’s ability to oust rebellious governors using either state legislatures or the
federal Congress (Middlebrook, 2001).
Local elections have long had some level of party competition, even if real
challenges to power were decided from above (Gómez Tagle, 2001). Throughout the
eighties and nineties the PRI’s base of support began to slip away. Competition came
from both parties to the left of PRI, eroding their rural voters and more important for
national elections, from the right, taking away the urban middle class voters. The
challenge to their electoral supremacy initially sprung from state-level elections. The
first major defeat occurred 1989 when the PRI was forced to recognize an electoral
victory by another party in a governorship race when the northern state of Baja California
was taken by the centrist right Partido Accion Nacional (PAN) (Mizrahi, 1998; Ward &
Rodriquez, 1995).
Since 1997 an effective three party system has emerged. The corporatist nature of
the PRI established it as the centrist party. The PAN (Partido Accion Nacional), founded
in 1939 with a constituency based on the middle class and industrialist of the northern
states, represents the right. The PRD (Democratic Revolution Party) dominates the left
and was formed in 1989 as a breakaway party from PRI. The PRD builds its based on the
protest vote of disaffected PRI members, and the rural and urban left. Smaller parties,
such as the Partido del Trabajo (PT) and the green party, Partido Verde Ecologista de
Mexico (PVEM) have formed local alliances with PAN or PRD on local municipal
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government electoral tickets. Six small additional parties, all on the left, were granted
official registry by electoral authorities in 1999 leading to elections, but have tiny percent
of the vote 13 (Bruhn, 1997; Rodriquez, 1997; Ward & Rodriquez, 2000).
Only in the past decade have political parties other than the PRI began to exert
any real electoral power in the Yucatán peninsula. In the 1990 election the party saw its
electoral supremacy challenged on the peninsula for the first time. PAN’s strength in
urban areas had continued to grow, and the capital of the state of Yucatán, Mérida saw
the election of a local municipal PAN official. The federal government intervened
politically and in an effort to counter the popularity of the municipal president, imposed a
PRI governor (Middlebrook, 2001).
However there continued to be a precipitous decline of the dominance of the PRI.
Even in the state of Campeche, long a party stronghold, the administration of the last PRI
Governor, Jorge Carlos Hurtado Valdes was rocked by highly publicized scandals,
including accusations of public funds used to build private maquiladora plants, public
works moneys used to support political cronies and a highly partisan distribution of
hurricane relief (Grayson, 2003). As illustrated in Figure 10 the share of the vote for
PRI in the gubernatorial elections has continuously decreased over the past decade. This
has come from an increase in both the rural vote for PRD, and the urban vote for PAN.

13

These include: Partido de la Sociedad Nacionalista (PSN), Convergencia por la Democracia (CPD),
Partido Alianza Social (PAS), Partido del Centro Democratico (PCD), Partido Autentico de la Revolution
Mexicana (PARM) and the Partido Democracia Social (PDS). The CPD, the PSN and the PAS have joined
with the PRD and the PT to form the Alianza por Mexico.
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Figure 10: PRI Portion of vote in Campeche Gubernatorial Races

Election
2000
1997
1994

% PRI
40.79
48.01
53.82

% PAN /
PVEM
40.04
3.13
18.28

% PRD-PT
13.44
41.20
20.82

% Other
Parties 14
2.18
7.66
4.32

(Data Source: Grayson 2003).

After the initial electoral surge of the left parties (PRD, PT, and others) in the
1997 election, the PRI redoubled its efforts to regain the rural electorate in Campeche. A
number of new road projects went into the region, and the National Institute of
Anthropology and History (INAH) began a number of major renovation projects on
Mayan ruins. These provided hourly seasonal labor for rural residents and an important
source of non-farm income. While this counteracted the influx of PRD voters from
Chiapas (note the decline in the share of the vote for PRD-PT and other parties from
1994-1997), it was unable to prevent the rise of the share of PAN votes.
Leading up to the 2003 national elections, the PRI political machine had failed to
guarantee state-wide elections for the party. The 2003 election was the first major
national level election since the 2000 historic vote for President Vicente Fox of PAN. It
was largely understood as the electorates’ judgment of the efficacy of the country’s first
non-PRI administration. The national election resulted in a weakened PAN in congress
and a number of important gubernatorial PAN losses. Seats were replaced by moderate
wins for PRI in the Congress (Cámara de Diputados) and a resurgence of the PRD.
However, there were two contested gubernatorial races, one in the states of Campeche

14

Other parties include the following small left parties: PPS, PARM, PCM, PSUM, PMS, PST-PFCRN,
PRT, PSD and PMT.
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and the other in Colima.15 In Campeche the PRI candidate, Jorge Carlos Hurtado,
received barely 4,000 more votes than the PAN candidate (Losa, 2001). Campeche
continues to be a competitive electoral state.

The Local Political Economy
The creation of the reserve accompanied demographic changes that were the
source of one direct electoral challenge to PRI. New migrants into the region in the
1990’s came primarily from the land-scarce state of Chiapas. Migration was used both as
a means of alleviating land scarcity in Chiapas as well as a source of escape for those
avoiding rural conflicts. Many of these migrants arrive with connections to the PRD and
other left parties active in Chiapas, and by the 1997 gubernatorial election, the leftist
PRD-PT coalition had doubled its’ presence. This led PRI to renew an effort to regain its
rural base.
The allocation of rural development funds have notoriously been tied to party
support for the PRI (Diaz-Cayeros, Magaloni, & Estevez, 2003; Fox, 1996; Rodriquez,
1997). Beneficiaries of programs have traditionally been politically determined and
undergo dramatic changes with each new presidential administration. Voting in the rural
areas of Mexico has largely been driven by the short-term considerations of benefit
programs received from central government and the strength of PRI party machine and
local patronage networks (Fox 1996). Most work on patronage politics (Fox, 1994;
Magaloni, Diaz-Cayeros, & Estévez, 1999; Scott, 1972) has focused on the distribution of
benefits from policy programs. However, there is a second aspect to patronage in terms
15

The Campeche election was upheld, however the Colima election was annulled by the electoral tribunal
(Zárate, 2003).
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of the avoidance of distributing costs on constituents. Both the distribution of benefits
and the avoidance of imposing cost have come into play regarding property rights around
the reserve.
There was a dual strategy used to recapture the rural electorate after the threat
from Chiapas migrants was realized. First, there was a tacit understanding that few of the
environmental regulations mandated would be enforced. This would have had a negative
impact on many rural right holders. There has been a tendency to favor existing uses and
avoid enforcing non-permitted use. This includes both agriculture within the reserve
boundary as well as hunting and some resource extraction. Second, there was only
gradual movement toward implementation of the reserve area boundaries and restricting
resource use. After the initial relocations of communities, other boundary disputes have
been negotiated between community members and park administration and allowed many
existing claims to stand, or have been compensated with national land outside the reserve.
It reinforced a non-confrontational approach of the reserve’s administration in
implementing restrictions.
As importantly as the avoidance of imposing costs on rural residents, was the
provision of government benefits. Given the history of resource conflict and the
distribution of rural poverty, it is not surprising that the focus of environmental policy in
Mexico has been on the government’s provision of a mix of development and
conservation projects rather than restrictions on resource use. Increasingly the focus has
been on development and conservation in parallel with poverty alleviation programs
(Mumme, 1992).
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Government Programs in the Study Area
Following the establishment of the reserve there was an increase in rural
development funds and work projects in the region. A flood of road construction and
archaeological restoration brought new opportunities for rural employment.
Additionally, there was a channeling of benefits from various national social programs to
the region. The Solidaridad/Alianza programs were implemented in the area as a
response to local dissatisfaction with the creation of the protected area (Haenn, 1997).
This continues to provide an important source of federal transfers for inhabitants of the
region. It generally provides capital for local development project if the community can
provide local labor and occasionally material. This requirement of local coordination
provided the impetus for the creation of the Consejo Regional Agrosilvopecuario y de
Servicios de Xpujil (CRAX). Solidaridad funds have been channeled through CRAX to
individual communities and have made a significant contribution to water and electricity
development.
A number of other programs are specific to the region. The best known is the
Plan Piloto Forestal (PPF) active in the adjacent state of Quintana Roo. The PPF is a
community forestry initiative aimed at developing a management strategy for high value
mahogany and other tropical hardwoods. It was a top-down response from a number of
governmental agencies to community protests against the number of large timber
contracts given to parastatal timber companies. It provided technical and marketing
assistance for community timber management and harvesting and has been heavily
supported by the German development assistance (GTZ) (Bray, 2001).
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The Bosque Modelo program is a second forest management initiative that aims
to foster sustainable management of forests and development of rural communities in the
buffer areas on the eastern side of the CBR. Approximately 1,000 ha of agroforestry plots
have been established and are supported by subsidies to local farmers providing they are
able to prove they maintain seedlings. Bosque Modelo works through CRAX, which
designs and implements the projects. PRONARE, the national reforestation program,
which is also part of Solidaridad, provided matching funds for the Bosque Modelo project
within the Calakmul municipality. The program is predicated on the idea that by
improving agricultural production and increasing incomes from diversified use of wellmanaged forests, land clearing will be controlled and local populations will realize the
value of standing forests. The program has been successful in promoting apiculture and
sustainable agriculture, and in fostering the establishment of several wildlife reserves on
ejido lands. Projects have been introduced in about 40 ejidos, and management plans
developed for 16 ejidos. The greatest obstacle to the forestry component of the program
has been the lack of marketing capacity and access to markets for local wood products;
very little timber has been harvested and marketed under the program (Kiernan, 2000;
Stedman-Edwards, 1997).
The PROCAMPO program was initiated following NAFTA to provide additional
incentives for farmers to move from subsistence to market crops. It provides agricultural
subsides based on the area prepared for planting, rather than the actual production. Only
areas that were planted three years prior to the initiation of the program are eligible for
the subsidy, as a means of preventing the perverse incentive of increased land clearing for
eligibility, however it is likely that much newly cleared land was included. One estimate
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suggests that 15,000 ha were cleared within Calakmul when PROCAMPO was first
introduced (Stedman-Edwards, 1997).
Because of the heavy reliance on government programs, the relationship of rural
communities to government continues to be one of petition and patronage. Demands are
made directly to government officials who respond by expanding program coverage,
usually with an explicit electoral goal. The marginal ecological conditions of the area,
including sever water scarcity, periodic droughts and poor agricultural conditions, have
further strengthened rural reliance on government subsidies. A number of droughts
periods have even required direct emergency aid in terms of food, water, and
employment (Stedman-Edwards 1997). Local studies have recorded government transfer
payments and subsidy programs accounting for 20-80% of household incomes (Haenn,
1997). Campesinos in the region have generally come to expect government intervention
and act accordingly.

Summary
This chapter focuses on the characteristics of the regional political economy in
terms of how reserves are established, implemented, and the negotiation of property
rights arrangements among the various political actors. It provides the contextual
component for understanding the incentives of local actors.
Property rights institutions in the area are situated at the junction of three rural
political economies. One is the system of rural property rights known as the ejido,
allocating limited resource rights directly to communities. This means that property right
structures are subject to both collective action problems at the community level as well as
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direct political interference from the agencies responsible for allocating and upholding
resource rights. The second is a system of reserve area co-management that allows
resource use in and around the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve. This has subjected right
holders in the area to an array of restrictions on resource use that have fundamentally
altered the value of resource rights. The third aspect is the reality of changing electoral
politics in the state. While it is not possible to make a direct link between electoral
politics and enforcement activity, it does provide evidence that in the period during which
the rules governing resource use near the reserve were being generated and implemented
there was little incentive for political actors to face the potentially negative consequences
of increasing enforcement activity in the region. Indeed, the strategy was to increase
direct benefits through work projects and government program benefits rather than
impose the cost of increased enforcement activity.
This chapter serves two fundamental purposes. First, it is intended to outline the
general history of the peninsula and the characteristics of the local political economy.
This provides the context in which decision-making occurs. Second, it is intended to
provide a link to the macro-level structural institutions that define property rights; such as
legally specified rights and regulations associated with forest use, and the political
context in which enforcement and sanctioning decisions are made.
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Chapter 4 - Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses
While Chapter 3 outlines the contextual and descriptive elements of this study,
this chapter presents the analytical model and hypotheses. The theoretical approach to
property right is institutional analysis, with rights are understood as the institutional
means of allocating the benefits from a resource to individual users. Rights are a function
of enforcement costs in a specific local context as well as the normative beliefs of
citizens and officials and the actions these generate. The approach draws from work in
economics, legal theory, and political economy, toward developing a framework to
explain the diversity of property rights observed in this study. This study adopts the
perspective that rights exist along a continuum, and any theory of property rights should
be able to explain institutions that protect private, as well as common, and even
regulatory property rights. Without a compelling reason why these types of rights are
distinct, then any theory that addresses only one type should be considered incomplete.
By examining the full set of institutions that affect the stream of benefits from a
resource, this approach permits a broad enough perspective to include a wide of range of
factors influencing property right arrangements. These include those that both reduce the
value of that stream, as well as those that positively increase it. The framework outlined
here uses a simple game-theoretic approach to understand the individual incentives to
enforce a right, as influenced by community structure and the expected actions by third
party enforcement. It then provides a number of empirical predictions that are examined
in the subsequent chapters.
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Nested Enforcement and Property Rights
Understanding property relationships can best be approached by a conceptual
model that that looks at rights as existing within a system of nested institutions, where
actions and rules at one level fundamentally influence decisions at another (Ostrom 1990:
50-51, Tsebelis 1990). Institutional rules may include broad exercise of the powers of a
government to control the use of resources that affect the decisions of individuals to make
investment and production decisions, or community structures and the presence of selfgoverning resource right systems without the use of external enforcement. A nested
institutional framework incorporates the multiple decision-making arenas that can
influence the decisions of individual agents. The ultimate pattern of resource use and the
allocation of rights depends on the full range of incentives and constraints rather than
those occurring at any single level.
In order for a property right to be meaningful, it requires active monitoring of
resource use and sanctioning of those who use the resource without a recognized right.
This research looks at three types of enforcement activities, those provided by formal
government, termed bureaucratic third-party enforcement, peer-enforcement at the
community level, and individual enforcement by a right-holder. Figure 11 illustrates the
co-produced nature of enforcement activity as it relates to property rights.
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Figure 11: Total Potential Enforcement
Bureaucratic third-party
Community of right-holders
Individual right-holder

Total enforcement
activity

The enforcement necessary to make a property right meaningful can occur from any
combination of these three types of social agents. Effective enforcement of a property
right always involves some activity by individual right holders, who at a minimum report
violations, provide monitoring, build fences, or lock goods. All of which involve some
minimal cost. At the maximum extent the right-holder may be responsible for all
monitoring and sanctioning activity such as the situation described by Umbeck (1981)
where miners were willing to camp and live at their claim and present armed defense
against unauthorized access. More often, enforcement is in combination with community
and government action.
Common property systems, such as the Mexican ejido, rely heavily on the
community of ejido right-holders for enforcing rights both within the community and
against outside trespass. This involves a combination of enforcement by individual ejido
members as well as peer-enforcement by the ejido community. Private rights can also
rely heavily on the system of peer-enforcement by neighbors and other citizens.
Finally there is the role of bureaucratic third-party enforcement from
representatives of government. Sened’s (1997) example of Russia’s privatization
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vouchers and the allocation of rights to air slots are cases of a heavy reliance on
bureaucratic third-party enforcement. Government activity can also occur in combination
with individual and community enforcement activities. In cases of de jure rights that are
unrecognized locally, it may be the only type of enforcement. However, in most cases in
order to make rights effective enforcement activity occurs in combination with either
community peer-enforced systems or by individual right-holders.

The Costs of Enforcing Property Right Institutions: Private, common and public
There are different costs of enforcement associated with any specific right
structure. Much of the literature explaining property right diversity has focused on the
association between specific resources and right systems. An important emphasis of this
research has been on the characteristics of the resource being managed that affect the cost
of enforcing a right (Bloomquist, 1992; Meinzen-Dick, Knox, & Gregorio, 1999; Netting,
1981; Ostrom, Walker, & Gardner, 1994; Schlager, Bloomquist, & Tang, 1994; Tang,
1992). Important characteristics include the ease of divisibility of the resource and the
difficulty of exclusion. By focusing on a single resource in a relatively homogenous
geographic area, this research project keeps resource characteristics relatively constant,
and is instead able to focus on the social and political variables that influence
enforcement. The one resource characteristic that does vary dramatically within the
sampled communities is the monetary value of forest resources.
Any enforcement involves information, monitoring and sanctioning costs. This
applies equally to individually-specified private rights, as well as common and even
public property. When the costs of enforcement are too high, then resources are left as
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open access and rights go unclaimed, regardless of the formal assignment (Ostrom,
2001). There is no inherent reason to postulate that any specific property right
arrangement is more costly to enforce than any other. The ability to provide effective
enforcement depends on the actions of the various enforcement agents within a coproduced system. For example, public property has sometimes been discussed as
involving high enforcement costs because in many cases there are few resources
dedicated to effective monitoring. In developing countries with low state capacity, public
lands are often actually open access. However, when public lands receive appropriate
support and enforcement occurs in conjunction with citizen monitoring and information
provision, then public properties can be effective. The US national park system for
example represents an effectively enforced public property. Whether or not public rights
are costly will depend on the level of bureaucratic action and whether enforcement is coproduced with other social actors.
Similarly, common property has also been discussed as a property right system
subject to high enforcement costs. However, this likewise depends on the actions of
different enforcement agents. When common property systems are unrecognized by a
government; therefore operating without bureaucratic enforcement of any kind, then all
enforcement falls on individual right-holders and the community of peers. If collective
action is difficult within a community, then common property rights are likely to be
unenforced. However, if common properties are regarded as legitimate and receive
support from third-party enforcement, and there are mechanisms created for overcoming
collective action dilemmas, then common property can be effective. The relative cost of
enforcing a common property right system depends on the cost of collective action within
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a community, and whether or not enforcement is co-produced with bureaucratic and
individual right-holders.
Individual private property rights are sometime regarded at the least costly to
enforce. This is the position of many privatization advocates. However, they often
mistakenly put all enforcement activity on the individual right-holder or simply assume
government enforcement activity. Effective private property systems typically rely
heavily on legal structures and bureaucratic enforcement, as well as peer-enforcement
within a community of right-holders. Under conditions where government enforcement
is not effective and there is little peer-enforcement, then private rights can actually be the
most costly system. The cost of private property enforcement will depend on the level of
individual enforcement activity and whether co-production occurs within a peer-group
and bureaucratic enforcement.

Factors Influencing Individual Enforcement
Even in the absence of third-party enforcement individual right-holders will act to
secure property. Enforcement of a property right occurs through building fences, posting
watchmen, monitoring and locking resources away from unauthorized use. All of which
comes at some cost to the right-holder. As discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2,
the factors driving the individual incentive to enforcement a right can involve the full
range of motives discussed in the broad literature on cooperation. These include anything
that makes the protection of a resource salient to a right holder. Individual right-holders
will act to enforce a property right so long as the marginal benefit of doing so exceeds the
marginal cost, although individual effort will depend on expectations about the actions of
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others. In this study, the monetary value of the resource was reported as the dominant
value.

Factors Influencing Community Enforcement
There are common gains from establishing a system where individual rightholders share information and monitor each others resources. There are relatively low
costs to each individual when co-production of enforcement occurs among community
member and there is a high benefit. Because of these benefits, establishing a mutually
agreed upon system of rights and responsibilities regarding resource use has public good
characteristics and the ability to produce property right institutions at a community-level
is a type of collective action problem. The same types of variables that influence whether
a community will be able to overcome collective action problems in other areas apply to
if a community is able to produce and maintain an effective peer-monitoring system. In
this study, community structure impacts enforcement costs in a number of ways.
A complex set of variables determines whether collective action is likely within
any community setting (Ahn & Ostrom, 2002; Gibson, McKean, & Ostrom, 2000;
Poteete & Ostrom, 2004). While recognizing this complexity, this work is primarily
concerned with how collective action and systems of community peer-enforcement
interact with other types of enforcement activity rather than on the factions that explain
collective action itself. In order to avoid an overly complex model, it makes some simple
assumptions about the relationship of community structure to collective action.
Group size has long been one of the important variables affecting collective
action. All things held constant, the larger the group the more difficult it is to reach
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decisions regarding how to allocate resource rights and responsibilities. Group size is
expected to increase the transaction costs of coordinating action among the various rightholders. It does not necessarily mean that resource rights will not be enforced; only that
coordination via a system of peer-enforcement is more costly in larger groups.16
Heterogeneity is generally understood to increase the probability of distributive
conflict over access to resources and increase the cost of resolving disputes over property
rights. A highly heterogeneous population is less likely to share norms, preferences
regarding the preferred use, and the degree of economic reliance on a resource. The
higher the heterogeneity, the higher probability of conflict and the cost of resolving
conflicts when they do occur. Again, this is not deterministic, since institutional
solutions are possible to resolve conflict, but all things held equal conflict will be more
likely and more difficult to overcome in heterogeneous communities.
The cost of producing community-level property rights institutions is then a
function of the costs of overcoming collective action problems, measured here as the size
and heterogeneity of the group of right-holders. When there is either a large or a highly
heterogeneous group of right-holders the costs to overcoming collective action problems
is higher than when there is a small and/or homogenous group. These variables are also
expected to also have interaction effects that increase the cost of locally producing
property rights enforcement.

16

Recent empirical work has suggested a more complex relationship between group size and collective
action (for example Agrawal and Goyal, 2001 and Poteete and Ostrom, 2004). Small groups may not be
able to effectively self-monitor large areas nor be able to afford to pay for external monitoring, whereas
medium-sized groups are able to self-monitor and afford external monitoring. Large groups may be subject
to high coordination costs and in-fighting, or alternatively can have access to outside resources that assist in
enforcement. The relationship between group size and collective action is still an active research agenda.
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The value of a resource is critical to understanding both the incentive of
individual right-holders to produce costly enforcement, as well as how much community
effort we expect to see toward overcoming collective action problems. Just as an
individual right-holder will only produce enforcement activities up to the point where the
marginal costs equal the benefits, so a community will only attempt to overcome high
coordination costs or distributive conflict to the point where the cost of designing and
maintaining governance institutions do not exceed the benefits received. The impact of
the cost of collective action is then relative to the benefits of producing property rights
institutions. When the benefit from protecting a resource is low, institutional supply
tends to be low or non-existent (Campbell, Mandondo, Nemarundwe et al., 2001; Gibson
& Becker, 1999). If the value of a resource is high, there will tend to be more elaborate
institutional mechanisms for protecting and managing rights to the benefit from the
resource. The level of investment in institutional solutions will fundamentally be
determined by the value of the resource to which rights have been assigned.
The relationship between resource value, community size and heterogeneity and
the predicted impact on community production of enforcement is represented in Figure
12.
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Figure 12: Interactions between Group Size, Heterogeneity, and Resource Value.
Group size
Small
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(per unit for each right-holder)

Heterogeneity
Low

High

Low

High

Low distributional
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coordination costs.
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individual action.
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coordination costs.
Unit value may
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High distributional
conflict, Low
coordination costs.
Unit value
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motivate
individual action.
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coordination costs.
Unit value may be
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overcome costs of
institutional
production

Low distributional
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coordination costs.
Unit value
sufficient to
motivate
individual action.
Low distributional
conflict, High
coordination costs.
Unit value may be
insufficient to
overcome costs of
institutional
production.

High distributional
conflict, High
coordination costs.
Unit value may not
be sufficient to
motivate
individual action.
High distributional
conflict, High
coordination costs.
Unit value very
unlikely be
sufficient to
motive individual
action.

low

medium

high

Costs of collective action

At the top of the figure is the effect of group size. As the size of a group increases
(left to right), it correspondingly increases the costs of negotiating mutually beneficial
solutions and coordinating action among group members. Along the second row at the
top, the level of heterogeneity within a community is represented. Relatively
homogenous groups tend to share preferences, norms and expectations of each other’s
behavior, have tightly interconnected networks that reinforce relationships of trust,
reducing the potential for redistributive conflict. The costs of producing local solutions
to collective action problems in homogenous groups are lower than those in highly
heterogeneous groups. Heterogeneity decreases the presence of shared norms,
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expectations and social cohesiveness, and increases the probability of distributive conflict
over how to assign the benefits to a right.
While cognizant of the complexity across these three variables, for the purpose of
this research, group size and heterogeneity are assumed to have a simple linear
interaction, where small, homogenous groups (left side of the diagram) face the lowest
costs of community production and large, heterogeneous groups the highest (right side).
Different combinations of group size and heterogeneity may cause either higher
coordination costs or distributive conflict where one raises the costs of collective action
but not the other (mid-range). Collective action costs generally increases from left to
right in the figure as either group size or inter-group heterogeneity increases.
Accepting the simple assumptions outlined here, the expected relationship
between group size, heterogeneity and resource value are relatively straightforward. In
the upper right, group size is small and heterogeneity is low, and the overall cost of local
institutional production is relatively low. As long as the value of the good is high, we
expect to see individual effort toward the production of institutions designed to overcome
collective action problems. If the costs of institutional production are low enough, they
may be produced even in situations of very low value resources (lower far left). When
the group has a high degree of heterogeneity, the costs of institutional production are
increased as it requires more effort to overcome the potential distributional conflict. If
the value of a good is high and the cost of coordination is low (upper mid left)
institutional production may still occur. However, if the value is low (lower mid left)
then the value of having an institution in place is unlikely to offset the costs of producing
it.
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Similarly, when group size is large and heterogeneity is low there are high
coordination costs, but relatively low distributional conflict. As long as the value of the
good is high (upper mid right) some local production should occur. However when the
unit value of the good is low, coordination costs are likely to offset the potential value of
production (lower mid right). Finally, when there are the combined costs of both
coordination due to large group size and high degree of heterogeneity, then even in a
situation of a high-valued good the costs may overwhelm the benefits of local
institutional production (upper far right) and will certainly be greater than the benefits in
situations of a low-valued good (lower far right).
The important point to highlight is that underproduction of an institution such as a
property right can occur due to multiple factors. In one case the resource value may
simply be too low to warrant any investment in monitoring, sanctioning or other inputs.
In a second case, it may be that the size of the group is too large and coordination costs
are too high to justify action. In a third, it may be that group heterogeneity is too high
and the costs of negotiating and resolving conflicts offset the potential benefits. While
the observed outcome is identical, collective action failure and no property right
production at the community level, the underlying cause of institutional underproduction
is very different.

Factor Influencing Third-party Bureaucratic Enforcement
Up to this point I have only addressed why individual right-holders and a
community of right-holders would produce costly institutions toward delineating and
protecting property rights. Institutional rules that impact the incentives an individual
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faces can come from any number of collective entities, from communities to legal statues
and national constitutions. Decisions by third-party enforcers and political actors may
fundamentally alter the costs of institutional production and the benefits accruing from a
property right. Government actions, such as creating legislation that restricts some forms
of resource use or re-allocates a property right, are not meaningful unless implemented by
bureaucratic actors on the ground. This requires focusing on the specific action of
bureaucratic agents when enforcing rights.
Property rights of any kind are always less than fully enforced. Enforcement is
imperfect even when conducted by individual right-holders, since it is impossible to
completely monitor a resource and its use. However, the costs of monitoring and
enforcing a right are particularly high for bureaucratic enforcers who are likely to be far
removed from the resource. These costs include monitoring access and use of a resource,
determining the identity of a trespasser, enforcing a sanction, and determining the correct
level of sanction to dissuade future trespass. These information costs are present with all
third-party monitors and enforcers, whether government or privately hired third-party
enforcers, and even with the best of intentions, no third-party enforcer can fully protect a
right.
There are two types of enforcement activity from third-party bureaucratic
enforcers. The first is imperfect enforcement due to high information costs. This is the
type of imperfect enforcement typically discussed in the economic literature. A thirdparty agent offers some level of enforcement to each individual equally and that rightholders do not have the ability to influence whether such enforcement occurs. A thirdparty enforcers generally recognizes locally enforced rights, and the effect is to lower the
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cost of property rights production that communities and individual right-holders face.
Right-holders act in accordance with the expectation that third-party enforcement is
present. For the purpose of this study, this type is referred to as external enforcement
with certainty ("certain").
A second type of imperfect enforcement is that created by the incentives of the
bureaucratic third-party enforcer. Since the incentives of a third-party enforcer are
removed from the value of a resource, there is no guarantee that third-party enforcement
will necessarily occur, or if it will necessarily complement enforcement by right-holders.
Since bureaucratic third-party enforcers are responding to organizational norms and
political incentives, rather than the value derived from the good, the type of enforcement
activity they offer can take different forms and have very different impacts on the costs of
local enforcement. Enforcement activity sometimes occurs only when bureaucratic
enforcers are offered inducements to act. Bribes, gifts and other types of payments can
be used to convince an officially-designated enforcer to favor one claim over another, or
ignore enforcement activity altogether. This is the rent-seeking official referred to by the
political economy literature. The ability of a rights holder and a claimant to influence
enforcement activity through the use of side-payments fundamentally changes the costs
of using third-party enforcement. I refer to this as “uncertain” enforcement in the
remaining discussion.
The presence of uncertain third-party enforcement has a number of effects.
Foremost, it increases the overall costs of enforcement to rights-holders since sidepayments are now necessary to ensure third-party activity. When faced with the
necessity of using side payments a right-holder may simply avoid using any third-party
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enforcement and choose to self-produce enforcement. If external enforcement is
necessary because the use of a resource is regulated, or the right is important in dealing
with outsiders in a broader market setting, then it will increase the overall cost of
enforcement. Uncertain third-party enforcement increases the uncertainty a right-holder
faces in receiving the benefits from a property right since a competing claim to property
may be able to secure third-party enforcement rather than the original right-holder as long
as they can provide a larger side-payment. The use of side payments pervades the civil
administration in Mexico. An example of this are the many cases of competing claims to
timber rights between private timber companies and ejido communities. Ejido rightholders often find those responsible for upholding officially designated ejido rights;
police, courts and local timber inspectors, siding with private company claims since they
are better able to provide large side-payments and can influence the activities of thirdparty enforcers (Azuela, 2002a; Klooster, 2000).
The last type of imperfect enforcement occurs when the third-party enforcer has
no incentive to enforce or actively avoids enforcement duties. In such situations the
incentives of formally designated guards or police is to avoid enforcement activity
altogether. For example, numerous environmental regulations have been passed in
Mexico, but few are ever implemented nor intended to be implemented. Both local
officials and resource users realize that many would have serious impacts on local
resource use, and officials prefer to maintain relationship with locals rather than
implement a costly regulation. In cases where the resource is distant from the formal
organizations of government, the state bureaucracy may simply not be present. When
this occurs, third-party enforcement is absent and any enforcement of various property
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claims only occurs within the community of right-holders or by individuals. This is the
case of “no enforcement” by a third-party discussed below.
The framework presented here does not attempt to endogenize the incentives of a
third-party enforcer. Other authors have developed models that directly address the
incentive to enforce and institutional mechanisms for addressing principle-agent
problems between a resource right user and a third-party enforcer (Tsebelis, 1993;
Weissing & Ostrom, 1991, 1993). Rather this work assumes that the majority of
incentives for enforcement or non-enforcement are determined by the specific
administrative structure, professional norms and other institutional constraints on
behavior that vary from organization to organization. These factors are exogenous to any
specific decision situations.
The actual identity of the bureaucratic actor responsible for property right
enforcement activities is unimportant for the theoretical framework, but in the case
examined here it has changed over the years and at various times has been represented by
the army, local municipal government officials, police, environmental agency officials,
forestry department inspectors and park rangers. For the purpose of the model there is no
distinction between the various types of bureaucratic enforcement agent. When there
were important differences, they are discussed in the analysis section. Otherwise, any
bureaucratic enforcement is uniformly referred to as third-party enforcement.
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Linking Variable and Levels of Enforcement
Figure 13 links the variables across the three levels of enforcement to the costs
and benefits from enforcing a property right. The relationship between the variables is
based on the assertion that people will tend to choose the property right arrangement that
minimizes the cost of enforcement while still allowing the benefits from holding a right.
The empirical variables measured in this work are reported on the left side of the figure.
These include resource salience, measured here as the value of the resource. Community
structure is measured according to two variables; group size, as a measure of transaction
costs, and community heterogeneity, as a rough measure of social capital. The influence
of formal legal codes is understood as important only in terms of how they are
implemented by third-party bureaucratic enforcers, where there are three basic types of
third-party enforcement. The second column provides the intermediary relationships
between the impact of the variable and the enforcement action. The final column
indicates the effect on the incentives of the enforcement agent. At the top of the figure,
each is linked to the relative costs and benefit of enforcing a property right, which
determines the type of property right institution in place.
The first set of causal arrows from left to right links the empirical variables to
level of enforcement. Starting at the top of the figure, as the value of the resource
increases, so does the level of the benefit to the individual right-holder. This is indicated
by the positive sign along the casual arrow. This provides the primary benefit to holding
a right and increases the incentive for individual enforcement. In the middle of the
diagram, group size and heterogeneity both increase cost of community collective action.
The higher the cost of community collective action, the lower the expected level of
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Formal legal codes,
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Figure 13: Link between Causal Variables to Property Right Institutions

Total
Enforcement
Activity

community enforcement. Third-party enforcement is one of three types. This is
determined exogenously, but does influence the overall level of enforcement activity. On
the far right of the figure, the total cost of enforcement is impacted by the activity by
individual right-holders, the community of right-holders, and the type of third-party
bureaucratic enforcement.
This conceptualization of the relationship between the factors influencing the
various levels of enforcement activity and the type of property right institution has a
number of advantages. It allows for important interaction effects among different
potential sources of enforcement. The combination of each type of enforcement
(individual, community, third-party) toward the total enforcement activity as indicated on
the far right allows for numerous types of interactions. In some cases, community
enforcement may be the primary source; in others it may involve a mix of individual,
community and third-party. By viewing all three sources simultaneously it allows for
crowding-in and crowding-out effects as the individual right-holder acts in anticipation of
the actions of other.

A Nested Model of Property Right Enforcement
The form of property right institution associated with a specific resource is a
function of the costs of producing the property right structure, where these costs can be
borne by three types of agents; individual right-holders, right-holders within a
community, and third-party enforcers. Property rights institutions are an outcome of the
decision of an individual right-holder to enforce a claim and to assist in enforcing the
claims of other right-holder, as well as the decision of bureaucrats (agency officials,
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police, inspectors, etc.). Individual right-holders work toward protecting, modifying, and
enhancing property rights when there is sufficient reason to do so, but the individual
incentives to enforce or modify rights are nested within larger institutional structures.
The model developed here attempts to capture the influence of third-party
enforcement on individual and community incentives to enforce property right
institutions. It focused on the costs an individual right-holder faces in securing the
benefits from a particular property rights structure where the costs of producing a
property right are determined by the actions of third-party enforcement at one level, and
those of a community of right-holders at a second. The benefits from enforcing a right
are equal to the stream of benefits that flow from having a right in place.

Benefits (U) = f [(value per right holder), (regulatory costs), (share of public good
produced)]

The model assumes that the value of a property right to an individual right-holders is the
per unit value to the individual. An allocation rule determines the division of the benefit
from the resource to individual right-holders. This allocation rule can be either imposed
by a legal standard or determined internally by a community of right-holders. In the case
of community rights in Mexico, forest rights are officially determined by formal
constitutional rules. Until agrarian reforms in 1992 land rights were officially communal,
although various forms of unofficial private rights arrangements existed. Forest rights
are still officially communal, and if land rights are privatized according to the agrarian
reforms, forest rights revert completely to the state. In the case of privatized common
forest rights, the property rights structure is formally illegal.
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Because forest rights are heavily regulated in the areas surrounding the reserve,
there may also be a reduction in the benefit associated with a right from the regulatory
requirements necessary to derive benefits from the right. These include the costs of any
permits, licenses or other requirements necessary to market a resource. If these are know
in advance, a rational right-holder will take them into account before making a decision
about the level of enforcement they contribute.
Additionally, there may be public goods produced by the enforcement that are
important for making a right effective. Generally, the higher the individual portion of the
public good being produced, the greater the incentive to assist in protecting the resource.
This component of the public good benefit provided is included here primarily for
theoretical completeness, even though it is not important for the specific case examined
here. Because resource rights to individual and community forest areas are in a region of
heavy forest, the types of public goods produced by forests are not particularly scarce.
Furthermore, due to the presence of the national park, and the low monitoring of its
boundaries, many of the environmental goods and services provided by community
forests such as wildlife and non-timber products were seen as readily available from the
park. Survey data and interviews revealed that the principle forest product valued in the
area was tropical hardwoods.
Having an effective property rights system comes at a cost. These include
monitoring the illicit use of a resource and sanctioning illegitimate users. The costs of
this enforcement activity can be borne by any of three actors; bureaucratic third-party
enforcers, peer-enforcement from other right-holders within a community, and individual
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enforcement from the right-holder herself. The cost of enforcing a property right is then
a function of action from all three potential social agents:

Cost of enforcement to right-holder [ci] = f [(expected third-party enforcement [ct]),
(expected level of community enforcement [cc])]
While the individual right-holder is always responsible for some level of enforcement
activity, third-party and peer-enforcement within a community impose cost structures that
can ultimately influence the decision by an individual right-holder to contribute to
enforcing a right. The individual right-holder is aware of the level of enforcement at the
community level and the type of enforcement from a third-party enforcer, and makes a
decision about what level of enforcement is necessary to make a right effective. There is
no examination of attempts by a right-holder to influence the type of enforcement activity
from a third-party enforcement agent or individual incentives to create institutions for
over-coming collective action problems at the community level. There are of course
multiple institutional mechanisms that can be designed and crafted to reduce coordination
costs among right-holders to minimize conflict among a heterogeneous group, but these
are considered separate dilemmas from that of property right enforcement. Neither the
first level, a decision by the bureaucratic enforcement agent, nor those by individual
members to contribute to community enforcement is modeled here as a strategic choice.
Individual right-holders simply respond strategically to a structure of costs determined by
the actions a third-party enforcers and the expectation of community enforcement.
The following strategic model is based on a second-order public-goods problem
illustrated by Coleman (1990: 271) and discussed in Lichbach (1996: 149) as a mutual
monitoring dilemma. The situation is one where there are three actors, two agents with
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symmetric preferences who have legitimate rights to the benefits from a resource and a
third-party who uses those resources without a corresponding right. The third actor’s
decisions are exogenous and neither right-holder 1 or 2 can impact the third actor’s
decision other than with direct sanctions.17 The use of the resource by the third party
reduces the size of the resource available for the other two right-holders. If either rightholder exercises enforcement against the third player, the size of the benefit is greater for
both players than when enforcement does not occur. Both right-holders receive the
benefit when the sanction has been applied. Enforcement is costly to the sanctioning
agent and the cost to sanctioning the third actor is large enough that neither right-holder
has the incentive to enforce alone. Figure 14 illustrates the underlying enforcement
dilemma.

Figure 14: Simple Enforcement Game

Right-holder 1
Enforce
Not Enforce
(E)
(NE)

Right-holder 2
Enforce (E)
Not Enforce
(NE)

b1 – c1, b2– c2

b1/2 – c1, b2/2

b1/2, b2/2 – c2

0, 0

17

Indirect sanctions in the form of norms or informal community sanctions are conceptualized here as part
of the cost of community collective action. Obviously, there are alternative specifications that examine
norms as part of individual incentives (Ahn and Ostrom (2002), Crawford and Ostrom (1995), Ruffle
(1998) for example). For the sake of conceptual clarity, these informal sanctioning mechanisms are
understood to occur at the community level and there was no attempt to look at the role of internal norms.
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The preferences of the right-holders are to maximize the utilize they receive from an
action. It assumes there is complete information, and from a decision theory perspective
is a trivial model, but illustrative of the underlying dilemma nevertheless. When both
players enforce, a right is effectively protected from trespass by the third player and each
right holder receives the full benefit (U) minus the enforcement costs (c). When only one
player enforces, then rights are less than fully effective, and there is some trespass by the
third player, reducing the benefits to each (b/2), as well as the cost of enforcement to the
enforcing right-holders (c). Each player prefers that some enforcement occurs (b1 – c1,
b1/2 – c1) rather than none whatsoever (0), but each also has an incentive to free-ride on
the other right-holder bearing the cost of enforcement. The strategic form is a basic
public good prisoner’s dilemma (PG-PD). The payoffs to each strategy are:

EUi (Ei | Ej) = b – c,
EUi (Ei | NEj) = b/2 – c,
EUi (NEi | Ej) = b1/2,
EUi (NEi | NEj) = 0
Preferences are then ordered: bi/2 > bi – ci > bi/2 – ci > 0, where E is the decision to
enforce, and NE is the decision to not enforce, i and j refer to the respective right-holders,
and p is the probability of that action having occurred. The standard Von NeumannMorgenstern utility function is used where the expected utility from enforcement activity
is,

EU (Ei) = p(Ej) U(Ei) + p(NEj) U(Ei),
and the expected utility from not enforcing is,
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EU (NEi) = p(Ej) U(NEi) + p(NEj) U(NEi).
As long as c > b/2 the strategy of not enforcing (NE) is the dominant strategy, and no
enforcement occurs.18
However the costs of enforcement are not only borne by individual right-holders,
but vary according to the enforcement activity of other social agents at the level of
community or formal government. To represent this, the base game is embedded within a
structure of enforcement activity from other social agents to understand under what
conditions individual incentives change. Depending on expectations about the
enforcement activities of other agents, the strategic interaction between right-holders can
change from a PD game, to a simpler coordination problem.
Embedding the basic enforcement game within a community structure allows
expectations about the actions of community members to be taken into account. The
costs of overcoming collective action dilemmas at a community level can be examined in
terms of how they influence the incentive to enforce a right at the individual level. To
keep the model simple, and its application to the field situation realistic, community
enforcement is exogenous to the interactions of the right-holders. While collective action
relies on individual interactions, the probability of collective action being successful is
dependent on a variety of variables out of control of the individual agent. The costs of
collective action within a given community is a measure of the expectation an individual
18

This assumes there are no internal norms influencing the benefits or the costs of enforcement. Since
empirical measure of internal norms are difficult to ascertain from fieldwork, they are not addressed here
except in terms of expected community enforcement. For work on how internal rewards from cooperation
and sanctioning transform the underlying strategic interaction (see Ahn, Ostrom, Schmidt, Shupp and
Walker (2001), Ahn and Ostrom (2003), Crawford and Ostrom (1995), Fehr and Schmidt (1999), and
Ostrom (2000a)).
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right-holder has that community structure will be able to resolve property rights disputes,
provide informal monitoring and sanctioning arrangements and generally provide a selfgoverning structure of locally delineated and enforced rights. When the costs of
collective action are low within a community these mechanisms are likely to be present,
and it is less costly for the individual right holder since it is not necessary to bear the
entire cost of enforcement. Alternatively when collective action costs are high, internal
governance mechanisms are not available or reliable, and it is more costly to enforce.
The total costs that the individual right-holder faces in securing a right is (c),
where the cost to the individual right-holder is (ci) and the amount of enforcement
activity that is borne by peers within the community is (cc). The total costs of
enforcement within a community structure is then, c = ci + cc. The benefit still flows
toward the individual right-holder, but the decision to enforce is made with an
expectation of some level of peer-enforcement. The expected level of peer enforcement
is dependent on the level of community collective action. When collective action is
difficult, little peer-enforcement is likely. However, whenever community collective
action is likely, the expectation is there will be some type of effective local enforcement.
Overcoming collective action problems can however be costly. Communities that
are very heterogeneous and with many members are likely to face higher collective action
costs than smaller, homogenous communities. The amount of community enforcement is
then understood to be a direct function of the cost of community collective action. Coproduction of enforcement activity by a community and an individual right-holder occurs
whenever the costs of collective action is low enough that cc< b/2 – ci. Co-production
fails to occurs when there are high cost of collective action within a community, so that
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the cost of enforcement is cc> b/2 – ci. If the cost of enforcement that a community bears
is high enough, it may be able to change the payoffs of individuals to enforce enough that
the dominant strategy becomes enforcement (E), rather than non-enforcement (NE).
Enforcement becomes the dominant strategy as long as cc< b/2 – ci.
Additionally, the enforcement game can be embedded within both a community
structure and the actions of a third-party enforcer. When there is no third-party
enforcement, either due to there being no bureaucratic agent present or that agent having
no incentive to enforce, then the strategic interaction is the enforcement game within the
community structure. Individual incentives are determined by the benefits and cost to
enforcing a property right and the level of enforcement activity within a community.
When third-party enforcement does occur, it is represented as two potential types, certain
external enforcement with few side-payments where the enforcing agent bears some of
the cost of enforcement activity, and uncertain enforcement with high side-payments,
where there is an additional cost to using external enforcement.
The base game is then nested within two types of potential enforcement. There
are two levels of community enforcement shown, one where the cost of collective action
is high (large communities and/or high degrees of heterogeneity) and a second where the
cost of collective action is low (small and/or homogenous communities). There are also
two types of active external enforcement activity, certain and uncertain enforcement. The
expected utility from enforcement for a right-holder within this embedded enforcement
game is then:

EU (Ei) = p(C) [p(Ej) U(Ei) + p(NEj) U(Ei)] + p(U) [p(Ej) U(Ei) + p(NEj) U(Ei)],
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and the utility of not enforcing is,

EU (NEi) = p(C) [p(Ej) U(NEi) + p(NEj) U(NEi)] + p(U) [p(Ej) U(NEi) + p(NEj) U(NEi)],
Where p(C) is the belief that the right-holder faces an certain enforcement agent and p(U)
is the belief that the right-holder faces uncertain third-party enforcement. The cost of
enforcing a right varies according to both the community structure and the type of thirdparty enforcement. The total costs of enforcement in the embedded game is; c = ci + cc +
ct , where ci is the individual cost, cc the cost borne by a community of other right-holders,
and ct is the cost from using third-party enforcement. When enforcement is uncertain it
reduces the overall cost to individual right-holders. When third-party enforcement is
uncertain, it increases the total cost.
Based on the combined costs of enforcement at each of the three levels, the
dominant strategy between right-holders can be either to enforce, when co-production
occurs at significant levels either at the community level or by third-party enforcers; or to
not enforce due to either the base cost being greater than the benefits (c > b), or the
additional costs of enforcement imposed by either high collective action costs within a
community, or the presence of uncertain third-party enforcement. Enforcement emerges
as the dominant strategy in three situations, either uncertain third-party enforcers bear
some of the cost of enforcement ct < b/2 – ci – cc , community enforcement can be relied
on for some types of enforcement activities, cc < b/2 – ci – ct, or when there is a
combination of third-party and community enforcement at a level high enough to offset
individual costs, ct + cc < b/2 – ci.
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Non-enforcement remains dominant under a number of cost structures. If thirdparty enforcement is uncertain and imposes an additional cost, where ct > b/2 – ci – cc,
non-enforcement remains dominant. Similarly when there are high cost to using
community enforcement, cc > b/2 – ci – cT, non-enforcement prevails. Finally, nonenforcement is dominant when the combined level of both community and third-party
enforcement are still insufficient to overcome the individual costs of enforcement relative
to the benefits, cc – ct > b/2 – ci.
The focus of the model is to illustrate the importance of the distribution of
enforcement costs across multiple types of enforcement agents. The incentive to produce
enforcement activities toward any particular right structure can be impacted by varying
the value of the good and the benefit received from enforcement or by the costs of
enforcement. The size of the benefit can be influenced by any number of variables, from
allocation rules within a community determining how the benefits from a common
property resource are to be divided, to variation in market prices. Enforcement becomes
the dominant strategy whenever b > 2c, and non enforcement dominates when b< 2c,
where c = ci + cc + ct..
The structure of incentives can be represented as an extended form enforcement
game nested within a structure of community enforcement and the decisions of
bureaucratic third-party enforcers.
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Figure 15: Nested Enforcement Model

The decision by a right-holder to produce enforcement toward any particular form or
property right is made with consideration of the expected action by a third-party enforcer
and the expected level of community enforcement. When there is no external
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enforcement (N), then all enforcement activity occurs at either the community or
individual right-holder level. If a bureaucratic third-party enforcer chooses to enforce,
there is a second decision made about the type of enforcement that occurs. Uncertain
enforcement (C) reduces the costs a right-holder faces and uncertain enforcement (U)
increases those costs. There is a probability of each type of enforcement activity (pu or
pB) and right-holders are uncertain about which type they will encounter (as represented
by the dashed line). The right-holder does know the status of collective action costs at
the community level, either high (H) or low (L) (as represented by the solid line between
the state of community collective action costs). Individual decisions to enforce or
contribute to community peer-enforcement are based on the costs of local institutional
production in relation to the activities of bureaucratic enforcement activities.
The combination of strategies presented in Figure 15 accounts for the diverse
empirical observation and theoretical perspectives encountered in the literature. All
decisions following from the bureaucratic strategy of (N), where there is no third-party
bureaucratic enforcement, represent the case where all property rights production occurs
only at the individual and/or community level and the costs of production are borne
exclusively by some combination of individual rights holders and community
enforcement. The bureaucratic action of (C) represents the idealized rule-of-law
situation. Bureaucratic agents enforce property rights based on formal legal codes evenly
across different individual claimants. There is no favoring of any claimant over any other
nor is there a possibility of making side payments to the bureaucratic enforcer. When
resource value is high, or costs of enforcement low enough, individual and community
members enforce in combination with activities by third-party agents and enforcement is
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co-produced across all three actors. In the case of uncertain enforcement (U) by the
bureaucratic agent, the enforcer rent-seeks when conducting enforcement activity and
side payments influence the level and type of enforcement activity. Similar to the subgame examined earlier, the same outcome can be produced by various combinations of
enforcement activities.

Enforcement Activity and the Type of Property Right
The first decision a right-holder makes is whether to contribute to the enforcement
of a property right or not. When resources are very low value or the costs of making a
property right effective is too high, the expectation should be little to no enforcement
activity by the right-holder. Legally designated rights are ignored and informal property
arrangements fail to emerge. Once a resource takes on a value that justifies enforcement
activity, or alternatively, the costs of making a right effective is lowered in relationship to
the benefit of holding a right, then there remains a decision about the form of property
arrangement best suited for a local situation. The second decision is then the type of
property right that enforcement goes toward. The strategic form game presented above
addresses the incentive to enforce a property right within a nested cost structure. The
following section examines the incentive to enforce a particular type of property right. In
the case examined in this study, there are numerous property rights to forest resources in
the region. Communal ejido rights are generally the formally assigned property right.
However, there are also private rights to agricultural parcels and the resources contained
on those lands. Additionally, there are informal property rights institutions, some of
which directly contradict legally recognized arrangements. Common forest rights are not
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allowed to be privatized under Mexican tenure law, although there is one case of an
informal privatized commons. Finally, there are cases where communities legally have
title to ejido rights, but resources go unused and there is little individual or community
enforcement of those rights. These cases are termed “unclaimed” rights for this study.
While individual right-holders may not be able to directly impact formal property rules,
they are able to determine their effectiveness on the ground by simply ignoring or
supporting a given right structure. Each right-holder has the ability to contribute
enforcement effort to either a private property rights structure, common property, or to
neither. The decision modeled below represents whether to contribute to private or
common property after an enforcement decision has been made.19 To represent the
choice of property right institution within each of these cost structures, I present the
simple game in Figure 16.

Right-holder 1

Figure 16: Base Property Right Model
Right-holder 2
Private
Common
Private
Common

bp -cp,
bp -cp,
bp -cp
bc/2 – cc
bc/2 – cc, (bc – cc)/2,
bp -cp,
(bc – cc)/2

Each property right-holder has a choice to either invest resources in enforcing a private
right, such as forest resources on privately held land, or to invest in enforcing a property
right to a commonly held resource, such as ejido forest rights. The return to the
19

Alternatively, the case could be made that the type of property right institution in place needs to be know
before an individual right-holder makes any decision about the level of contribution. This alternative
specification would mean that property rights are somehow exogenously imposed, then a right-holder
decides whether to contribute. By specifying the decision to contribute toward making a right effective
even before the specific institutional form is know, it allows property rights to be completely self-produced
even without outside enforcement.
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investment is based on the decision by other right-holders. When each right-holder
chooses to enforce private rights only, they receive the benefits of the privately-held
resource minus the costs of private enforcement (bp, cp). When both right-holders
contribute to a commonly-held right, each party shares both the benefit of the resource
and the cost of enforcement ((bc – cc)/2). When only one right-holder contributes to
enforcing a commonly-held resource right, then that party absorbs the total costs of
protecting the resource (cc) while both receive the benefit (bc/2). For the sake of the
application, common property benefits are valued at double that of private (bc = 2bp).
This fits the situation of forest rights where are economies of scale to timber harvesting
that favor larger forested areas over smaller ones. Similarly, the cost of common
property enforcement is higher than that of private (cc = 2cp). Again, this matches the
field situation of forest resources examined here, where there are additional costs of
negotiating and coordination rights in a community as opposed to private rights, and the
larger areas associated with common properties are more difficult to police than smaller
ones. In other situations this might be reversed, with common property resources easier
to monitor and enforce than private. This will depend on fundamental characteristic of
resources, attributes of the community, and the types of enforcement mechanisms in
place.
Based on these assumptions, a simple numeric example can assist in illustrating
the model. The following values are used: bp=4, cp=3, bc=8, cc=6, with the corresponding
payoffs of:
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Right-holder 1

Figure 17: Numeric Example of the Base Property Right Game
Right-holder 2
Private
Common
Private

1,1

1, -2

Common

-2, 1

1, 1

At the level of the individual right-holder, the value of a private (1, 1) against that of a
common property (1, 1) right is equal, and the strategic interaction is fundamentally a
coordination game. The factors affecting which is preferred in any given situation will be
determined by any of the list of resource or social characteristics discussed in chapter
two. Some of these include returns from risk diversification, joint consumption
characteristics of the benefit produced, or potential social conflicts from private rights.
The idea that locally produced property rights is fundamentally a coordination game is
echoed in the work of (Runge, 1981, 1983). Local resource users prefer some right
structure over none (the situation of open access).
The concern of this work is in identifying how enforcement activities at the
community and government level can influence the cost of property right enforcement to
individual right-holders and ultimately the type of right we observe on the ground.
To examine the impact of enforcement at the community level and from government the
base property right game is embedded within a cost structure where community
enforcement is present (low verses high collective action costs), third-party bureaucratic
enforcement is either absent (N), or present and uncertain (C) or uncertain (U) and the
benefit to a right holder is depended on the value of the resource, which is represented as
either high (H) or low (L) value.
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Figure 17 assigns a numeric value to each condition for the sake of illustrating the
potential outcomes.20 These are of course arbitrary values to illustrate the interaction
between resource value and enforcement activity, and how different values will change
the outcome. The top axis represents the relative value of the resource to which a right
has been assigned. The benefits from enforcement activity are adjusted according to the
value of the resource, represented along the left axis by a simple dichotomous category of
high (2) and low value resources (-2). When resource value is exceptionally high, the
incentive to the individual will be high enough that external enforcement, whether
community or third-party, is unimportant. Likewise, when uncertain third-party
enforcement is high enough, it will crowd-out incentives to protect all but the highest
valued resources. At the level of community enforcement there are either high or low
costs of collective action. A high cost of collective action at the community level
increases the cost of common property right enforcement, but has no effect on the cost of
private right enforcement. Costs are represented as either high (1.5) or low (-1.5).
Finally, there is the type of bureaucratic third-party enforcement. When no third-party
enforcement is present it has zero impact on enforcement costs. Certain third-party
enforcement reduces the cost of both private and common property rights enforcement,
and uncertain enforcement activity increases the cost of enforcing both types of property
right systems. The left axis represents the impact of third-party enforcement on the
decision, with there being three cost structures; no third-party enforcement (N), certain
third-party enforcement (C), uncertain third-party enforcement (U).

20

The fully embedded base game within the structure of community and third-party enforcement is
illustrated in Appendix 4 – Nested Enforcement Game.
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The simple coordination game can then be embedded within each of the various
cost structures according to resource value, the cost of community collective action, and
the type of third-party enforcement. Figure 17 illustrates the expected outcomes of the
coordination game under the various configurations of costs and benefits. The costs of
enforcement changes according the anticipated action by third-party enforcers and peers
within a community. The structure of expected enforcement crowds-in and out some
types of rights, and in some cases creates situations where there is no positive pay-off to
any enforcement from the individual perspective and unclaimed rights result. An
illustration of the base game nested within community structure and expected type of
third-party enforcement can be found in Appendix 4.
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Figure 17: Numeric Example of Nested Enforcement Game

Individual enforcement
Low resource value (L)

Type of bureaucratic third-party
enforcement

Level of community
enforcement

Low collective
action costs (l)

High collective
action costs (h)

High resource value (H)

Low collective
action costs (l)

High collective
action costs (h)

None
(N)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(11)

(12)

Certain (C)
(5)

Uncertain
(U)
(9)

(10)

Figure 17 illustrates a number of important outcomes. The decision to contribute
to a specific type of property right arrangement is based on the specification of benefits
from holding that right against the cost of enforcing it. In order to discuss the outcome
within each cost structure I refer to the number assigned to each sub-game. For example,
the strategic interaction in the case of low resource value, low community collective
action costs, and no third-party enforcement represented in the upper left is referenced by
(1).
In the figure, the individual right-holder makes a decision about the type of
property right they contribute enforcement toward. The model outlines three available
choices. First, there is the option of no enforcement activity by the individual right172

holder. Whenever the cost of enforcing a right to a resource exceeds the benefit, (c > b)
there will be little to no enforcement activity by right-holders and generally abandonment
of claims. Second, there is the possibility of individual enforcement toward purely
private rights (P). Finally, a right-holder may also choose to invest in supporting a
common property system (C). In this case individual right-holders choose to contribute
to the collective efforts at protecting rights assigned to a community. In the case of ejido
communities, these are formally recognized ejido rights to collectively owned resources.
I first focus on outcomes under the situation of no third-party enforcement (top
row in Figure 17). Starting with the sub-game to the upper left (1), when the value of a
resource is low, and the costs of collective action are low, then common property is more
likely to be present. When the costs of collective action are high and resource value is
low (2), enforcement costs for both private and common property rights are greater than
the potential benefit and no enforcement occurs, resulting in unclaimed rights. Under the
conditions of high resource value and low collective action costs (3), the dominant
strategy is to choose private rights (p, p). However, since the value of the resource is
high and the costs of collective action low, the likelihood of a common property system
(c, c) only takes a small change to the costs structure. When the costs of collective action
are increased, and other enforcement costs are held constant (4) the incentive to support a
common property system are lower and private rights dominate.
Under the situation of certain third-party enforcement (C) [second row]
enforcement costs are lower for both private or common property. The choice of
common property has a higher benefit when resource value is low and collective action
costs are low (5). The most important effect is the case of high collective action costs
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and low resource value. Under the situation of no external enforcement, costs outweigh
benefits and no rights are produced. However, when in the situation of certain third-party
enforcement, private right emerge as a dominate strategy (6) and even low value resource
are given some minimal enforcement. In the situation of low collective action costs and
high resource value (7), private property continues to dominate, but with a greater benefit
to right-holders. Private rights also dominate when costs of collective action are high (8).
In the situation of uncertain third-party enforcement (U) an additional cost is
imposed [third row]. Because of the additional costs to enforcement, no right is produced
in cases of low resource value (9 & 10). In the case of low collective action costs and
high resource value (11) this extra cost makes private rights are less likely than common
property. When both collective action costs and resource value are high (12) private
rights continue to dominate, so long as the size of the side payment necessary to use
external enforcement is not greater that the benefit provided. When side payments are
very high, then any potential property right will be crowded out.
There are three general patterns that are illustrated by the nested property rights
model. When no external enforcement is available, all property right enforcement is
borne by individual right-holders and community members. Whenever the benefits to
enforcement are higher than the costs, private rights emerge. When the costs of
collective action are low, then common property may also be present. When third-party
enforcement is certain, it allows rights to be enforced even in cases of low resource value.
When uncertain enforcement occurs, it crowds out enforcement activity for all low value
resources.
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Hypotheses
The decision that a right-holder faces in determining whether they enforce a
property right, and the form that property right takes, is dependent on both the decisions
of the bureaucratic agents responsible for enforcement, the value of the good to the
individual decision maker, and the cost of local enforcement of a property right in terms
of how well a community is able to overcome the local collective action problem. The
individual choice of a right-holder whether to assist in the production of a property right
institution is a strategic decision based on the expected benefits and costs. These
relationships between the costs of enforcement and the expected benefit, have a number
of hypothetic outcomes that can then be examined using empirical data. Figure 18
illustrates the expected property right institution based on the configuration of costs of
enforcement and benefit from the right as outlined in Figure 17.
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Figure 18: Expected Property Right Institution according to Nested Cost Structure
Individual enforcement
Low resource value (L)

Type of bureaucratic third-party
enforcement

Level of community
enforcement

High resource value (H)

Low collective
action costs (l)

High collective
action costs (h)

Low collective
action costs (l)

High collective
action costs (h)

Common

Unclaimed

Private /
Common

Private

None
(N)
(1)

(2)

Certain (C)

Common

(3)

(4)

Private

Private

Private

(5)
(6)

Uncertain
(U)

Unclaimed
(9)

(7)

Unclaimed
(10)

(8)

Common
(11)

Private
(12)

Property right arrangements are expected to vary according the benefits and costs
of making rights effective. When the expected benefits have been reduced to zero, either
due to no local subsistence use or very low market value, or due to high regulatory
requirements to legally receive the benefit a right provides, then rights will generally go
unclaimed. A right exists, but there is no effort expended to make that right effective.
In cases where there is value associated with a resource, then the specific type of right
will depend on the costs of enforcement. One of the important aspects the model
illustrates is that similar outcomes can be observed from different combinations of costs
and benefits. For example, property rights may be too costly to produce (leading to
unclaimed rights) whenever the value of a resource is relatively low relative to either
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collective action costs (NhL) or uncertain third-party enforcement (BhL and (BlL).
These outcomes can then be presented as a series of testable hypotheses.

Property Rights and the Effect of Resource Value

The first hypotheses examines the impact of the value of the resource itself on the
type of property right institution. The importance of resource value can be found in the
earliest work of Demsetz (1967) as well as more recent work by Netting (1981), North
(1990) and Ostrom (1990; 1994; 2003). All things held equal, when the benefit from
holding a right (U) is lower than the cost to an individual of enforcing it (ci), then no
property rights enforcement will occur at the individual level. The fundamental calculus
driving property rights is that the production of an institution will only occur as long as
the benefits from the good are greater than the cost of producing the institution to protect
it. Any reduction in the value of the resource will be accompanied by a change in the
enforcement activity. If the value of good drops below the benefits provided by a
property right, then there will be no enforcement, except by bureaucratic enforcers, who
are responding to incentives unrelated to the value of the good.

Hypothesis 1: When the value of the resource is very low, no property rights enforcement
will occur at either the individual or community level.

As the value of the resource increases, the expectation is that those with legitimate rights
will expend greater effort to enforce rights. This does not specify whether those rights
will be private or common, only that some enforcement action will take place. The
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reverse should also be observed and the lower the resource value the more likely no
effective rights will be in place and a resource goes unclaimed.

Property Rights and the Effect of Community Collective Action
The second set of hypotheses explores the influence community enforcement has
on the structure of property rights. As either the size of the community of right-holders
or the heterogeneity of the group increases it is expected to increase collective action
costs. Both factors decrease the ability of a community to solve collective action
problems and to create and enforce rights at a community level. The simple relationship
is that where there are high costs to collective action that levels of community
enforcement will be low.

Hypothesis 2a: When there are high costs to overcoming collective action at the
community level, private property rights will be more prevalent.

Collective action costs are measured here as a function of both group size and
heterogeneity. When collective action costs are high, individual right-holders will
anticipate little enforcement help from peers and tend to favor private rights over
common property. Hypothesis 2a corresponds to the second and fourth columns of
Figure 18.
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Hypothesis 2b: When there are low costs to overcoming collective action at the
community level, common property rights will be more prevalent.
The corollary hypothesis is that when the cost of community collective action is
relatively low, individual right-holders will anticipate higher levels of peer-enforcement
and effective common property will be observed. Hypothesis 2b corresponds to the first
and third columns of Figure 18.

Property Rights and the Effect of Bureaucratic Third-party Enforcement
The final set of hypotheses examines the effect of bureaucratic third-party
enforcement on property right institutions. Bureaucratic third-party enforcement is
hypothesized to have a number of interaction effects with other types of enforcement.
Third-party enforcement can be complementary, and positively supplement community
and individual enforcement efforts, or be competing, and crowd-out other types of
enforcement. Likewise, they can be ineffective and have no impact on local enforcement.
The basic relationship between costs and benefits continues to apply, where unclaimed
rights are expected anytime the costs of property right enforcement exceeds the benefits
to holding the right.
When no bureaucratic third-party enforcement is present, then all enforcement
activity happens at the community and individual level. Empirically what should be
observed is,
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Hypothesis 3a: In the absence of effective bureaucratic third-party enforcement, the type
of property right observed will depend on the resource value and cost of community
collective action.

The expected property right will correspond to that predicted by hypotheses #1 and #2
and corresponds to the top row of Figure 18.

When bureaucratic third-party enforcement is present and certain, then it acts in a
complementary fashion with individual and community enforcement. It crowds-in coproduction and makes is less costly to enforce rights over even relatively low value
resources. The presence of certain third-party enforcement will tend to lower the overall
costs of enforcing property rights. When certain enforcement occurs there tends to be a
smaller share of the burden of enforcement on either individual right holders as well the
community of right-holders. This will have a number of observable effects in terms of
the distribution of property right systems among the communities studied.

Hypothesis 3b: In the presence of certain bureaucratic third-party enforcement in
combination with low value resources, common property will be associated with
communities facing low collective action costs, while private rights will be associated
with communities facing high collective action costs.

In situations of low value goods both types of property right arrangements become more
prevalent. There should be few occurrences of unclaimed rights since a right-holder can
rely on external enforcement to absorb the cost of securing a right. Certain enforcement
can serve to effectively crowd-in some forms of property rights by reducing the overall
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cost of enforcement. Hypothesis 3b corresponds to the situation of low valued resources
in second row of Figure 18.
Certain enforcement by third-party enforcers makes private enforce easier and
tends to crowd-in private rights, leading to the next hypothesized outcome:

Hypothesis 3c: In the presence of certain bureaucratic third-party enforcement in
combination with high value resources, private rights are more likely.

Finally, there is the situation where third-party action makes enforcement more costly,
either due to uncertainty about the outcome, or the need to pay side payments to the
outside enforcer. The presence of uncertain third-party enforcement will increase the
overall costs of enforcing property rights with the expect outcome that,

Hypothesis 3d: In the presence of uncertain bureaucratic third-party enforcement in
combination with high value resources, common property rights become more likely.

When resource are low value the additional cost of uncertain third-party enforcement can
increase the total costs of enforcement beyond the potential benefits from holding a right
within both private and peer-enforced systems. Uncertain enforcement will also crowdout private rights in some conditions and make common property more likely. As long as
the value of the resource is high enough, then private rights remains the dominate
institutional choice even when faced with uncertain third-party enforcement. If the cost
of using uncertain enforcement is very high, then all property right institutions are
effectively crowded out.
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Summary
Each of these hypothesized relationships between a property right institution and
the nested costs of enforcement within the broader social structures of community and
government action is examined in Chapter 6 using data from the sampled communities.
There is continued theoretical debate over how property rights are made effective. This
research attempts to address that debate by examining the specific institutional
mechanism of enforcement and actions by a variety of social actors. The discussion
whether rights rely on individual incentives, effective communities or political
institutions is fundamentally mis-specified, since any combination may be responsible for
effective enforcement. Once the focus is turned to enforcement activity, and the
possibility of co-production is introduced, many of the empirical contradiction discussed
in the literature disappear.
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Chapter 5 - Methodology

Analyzing Nested Institutions
This study examines property right institutions as an outcome of the cost of
protecting a resource right. While it is focused on the incentives of individual rightholders, it looks at multiple levels of enforcement activity as influencing the specific
local right structures. It uses a mix of methodological approaches to measure the
configuration of costs and benefits of property right enforcement. These include
quantitative data collection and the creation of indices to measure the key variables of
collective action costs, the benefits received from property right enforcement as they
influence individual decisions, and the type of external enforcement activity. It also uses
case study analysis with qualitative and interview data, paying particular attention to the
incentives in relation to the structural and macro-institutional frameworks of the local
political economy (Coppedge, 1999). The specific structural frameworks examined here
includes the community in which property right institutions are created and enforced, as
well as the interaction of that community with representatives of formal government.
The methodological approach adopted here is that used by rational choice
scholars attempting to combine the importance of specific local and historic context with
the precision of formal theory and strategic analysis. Authors working in this tradition
include Ostrom (1990, 1994), Firmin-Sellars (1996) and Gibson, McKean and Ostrom
(2000) among others. More recently the approach has come under the rubric of “analytic
narratives” as described by Bates, Greif, Levi, Rosenthal and Weingast (1998) and as the
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“tripartite” method by Laitin (2003). This methodological approach examines contextual
elements specific to the local time and place, to provide the framework in which
individual decisions are made. These elements of “thick description” give the structural
and macro-institutional setting for decisions-making by the various actors under
investigation and provide the descriptive narrative of individual choice.
However, proponents of this approach are aware of the need for testable hypotheses
and theoretical observations that are applicable beyond specific historic or local contexts.
This is the significant difference from comparative studies concerned primarily with
explaining the local context and specific case study. In order to generate broad patterns
of behavior that can be applied beyond a specific case, they rely on the analytic models
and methods of rational choice. The focus is on the costs and benefits to individual
decisions within a specific social, historical and institutional setting. Rather than
attempting to find either universal laws of social behavior or dismissing individual
agency within broad structural explanations, empirical puzzles can be explained by
examining the specific mix of incentives that institutional structures induce.
The analysis incorporates these ideas by using a simple formal model to highlight
the specific mechanisms important in the decision situation and to ensure conceptual
clarity while allowing for interactions across levels of decision-making. It tests the rigor
of the model, by comparing hypothesized outcomes against a randomly selected sample
of communities. Additionally, a substantial amount of text is dedicated to understanding
the legal structure of property rights in the study area, the incentives of formal
government actors in creating the reserve area and enforcing specific rules and rights, and
how the politics and history of the region have influenced the incentives of both formal
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government and individual decision-makers. These are discussed in detail in Chapter 3
and provide important contextual information.

Unit of Analysis
The unit of analysis for this study is the ejido community. The ejido is a unique
form of community governance over land and resources established after the Mexican
revolution and implemented in the 1930’s. While it is described in detail in Chapter 3, it
has a number of important characteristics for this analysis that are worth repeating.
Foremost, the ejido system was the government-sanctioned property right system
for rural communities from about the 1920 to 1997. While private property rights always
existed both formally and informally in tandem with the ejido system, being a recognized
ejido allowed access to an array of government resources, from social programs to
agricultural subsidies. Rural communities in marginal agricultural areas had an enormous
incentive to formally adopt the ejido system. While this brought resources into
communities and the strength of the state behind legal claims to resources, it also brought
the presence of rent-seeking officials and the contradictions inherent in a highly
centralized legal system for granting local rights. These community-based resource
rights were subject to both the collective action problems of common-property as well as
restrictions on resource use from various national laws and rent-seeking by government
officials.
The formalization of a community as an ejido involves specific legal and political
forms of representation within the broader Mexican political system. The benefit
programs directed toward the ejido sector (farm subsidies, education, forestry, etc.) are
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substantial, and most new communities have incentives to become a recognized ejido
community. To receive benefits requires recognition of formal ejido status by the central
government and reorganization of the community social structure. Each community is
represented by a general assembly in which every ejido right-holder is allowed a single
vote. There are three elected positions, each of which has a limited tenure and no
possibility of a second term. The Comisario Ejidal is the equivalent of a local major and
provides executive decision-making at the local level, the Consejos de Vigilancia is
responsible for law enforcement and security, and the Juntas de Pobladores is a
representative for those community members who have not gained ejido rights, typically
children of ejido right-holders and new immigrants. Interviews in each ejido community
were conducted with a variety locally elected representatives.

Case Selection
In some ways, the study area presents a classic quasi-experiment (Achen, 1996).
The formal property right structure of the ejido system was originally implemented across
the various communities. Some of these were subject to the "treatment" represented by
the creation of the reserve, while others were outside its immediate effect.21 The
variables examined here include the value of the natural resource to which a right was
assigned, the costs of locally producing effective property right institutions, as
determined by the ability to overcome collective costs at the community level, and the
actions by bureaucratic third-party enforcement agents.

21

The original research design was intended to determine the effect of the reserve on property right
institutions. However, the important factors influencing property institutions had more to do with the direct
actions of government representatives than the formal designation of the reserve.
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The sample of twelve communities was selected among those with extant forest
areas that were considered large enough to justify use and management. It did not
include the large ejido timber concessions (ampliaciones forestales ejidales) within the
reserve, but rather focused on forested areas within ejido communities. The sample was
selected according to a number of criteria. Based on land cover and tenure maps of all
communities in the region, a sample was selected according to whether there was
sufficient ejido territory with forest cover to justify forest management. In some cases
ejido forest areas have been fully converted to agricultural use, and while a community
officially has forest rights, no significant extant area of forest exists. Among this subset
of communities, a second selection criterion of population was used to ensure only those
of sufficient size to present some level of collective action dilemma were examined.
Very small communities of a few households were omitted both due to their relative
rarity, as well as being unrepresentative of the type of policy dilemma most mixed-right
systems face.
The sample was initially stratified to include communities that had resource rights
within the buffer area of the reserve, against those that were outside the immediate
jurisdiction of the reserve area. The creation of the reserve area itself had some direct
impact on property rights. It changed the status of an area that was regarded by many as
state land open for settlement to protected status. There were also cases of state
appropriation of ejido lands within the new reserve area and some re-settlement of
squatter communities outside reserve boundaries. More interesting than these direct
effects, are the indirect impact of the increased presence of government officials and new
environmental regulations associated with the reserve. Explaining the existence of the
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diversity of property arrangements within the formal ejido system presented a more
challenging empirical puzzle and offered a greater contribution to property rights theory.
Since the study only examines a single resource, property rights to forest, resource
attributes are kept relatively constant across cases. This allows controlling for a number
of important variables that have been shown to impact local resource governance
arrangements such as ecological characteristics, heterogeneity in the spatial distribution
of resources, distance from road and other transportation, and economies of scale from
production (Baland & Platteau, 1996; Netting, 1981; Ostrom, 1998a; Runge, 1981). This
permits focusing on a smaller set of variables and the effect of interactions across
multiple levels of enforcement activity.
Figure 19 shows the location of the communities sampled for this study. The
figure illustrates the boundary of the reserve buffer zone and core areas, and a variety of
tenure arrangements. The regional population center of Xpujil is located in the north.
The extent of paved roads has recently been extended south to the border. The ejido
communities sampled include seven which contain territory within the official buffer or
core area of the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve, and five of which are outside the reserve
boundaries. The official reserve boundaries are generally superseded by ejido property
rights. The designation of core and buffer zones are meaningfully only outside ejido
boundaries, although in some cases ejido forest reserves are designed to fall with the
reserve area of the ejido. Ejido tenure is subject to various environmental restrictions that
limit resource use, such as sanctions against cutting old growth tropical forests, but these
apply to private parcels in the region as well. All communities sampled are shown except
for Nueva Morelia, which has been omitted for confidentiality.
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Figure 19: Communities Sampled in Study Area
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Arroyo Negro

Data Collection
Data collection took place between March and August of 2002. Data was
collected using a variety of sources. The principle source used in this analysis was data
on resource value and community characteristics collected from individual ejidos.
Additional data included a review of government legislation and policy studies on rural
property rights and natural protected area management, non-governmental studies and
secondary data on the communities in and around the reserve. Additionally, there were
formal and informal interviews with policy-makers in the area. Interviews conducted
with policy elites including directors of the most important organizations and agencies
active in the region. These included interviews with the directors and staff of Pronatura
Peninsula de Yucatán, a regional NGO, the Director of Bosque Modelo, the Director of
the new municiple Deparament of Ecology, and the Director of the Calakmul Biosphere
Reserve itself. Informal interviews were conducted in an unstructured interview format
to address specific questions about policy implementation and enforcement of the various
rules operating in the area, while formal interview followed a structured interview format
that included questions about organizational structure, relationships with other
organizations, and specific questions about interactions with ejidos. The sample of policy
elites was selected using simple snowball sampling techniques, where any organization
mentioned as important in policy making in the region was added to the list of
organization to be sampled until few new organizations appeared.
Interviews with ejido representatives were conducted using a survey with a
structured interview questionnaire (Appendix 5). Surveys were administered to elected
representatives of each ejido in the study. Typically this included an interview with the
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Comisario Ejidal or the Consejo de Vigilencia, in some cases both were interviewed. In
most cases these were conducted in the private household of the Comisario or Consejo de
Vigilencia. In one instance, the interview was conducted in a general assembly, the
Comisario Ejidal having called a open meeting for any interested ejidario to attend.
All surveys were conducted using a two-person team. This included the principle
investigator and one assistant, who was responsible for translation when a respondent
preferred to speak local Chol Maya rather than Spanish. There was only one case where
this was preferred throughout the entire interview, although the majority of interviews
typically used a mixed of both languages. Both interviewers completed the full survey
form during interviews and results were compared afterwards to ensure validity. Detailed
notes were taken immediately following each interview.

Survey Design
The survey used for the sample of ejido communities uses a mix of close-ended
and open-ended questions (Appendix 5). Typically any single response was recorded in
both a closed-ended question format and followed-up with an open-ended question. This
allowed for consistency and increased response validity to the structured question format,
as well as maintaining the advantage of the flexibility of open-ended responses to clarify
ambiguous responses and additional information that was not included in the structured
format in order to not miss important contextual information.

Operationalization of Variables
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The variables used to test the theoretical model were all collected at the
community level. Data was collected on individual enforcement incentives, actions by
third-party enforcers, and community-level variables that would influence the cost of
producing and maintaining property rights institutions. Variables measured three levels
of interaction; the value of the resource to individual right-holders, the cost of
overcoming collective action problems at the community level, and the actions of
bureaucratic enforcements agents. The individual incentive to enforce a right is viewed
as a function of the benefits received from an effective property right. The production of
property institutions at the community level is understood to be a collective action
problem, and data was collected to measure the two variables commonly reported to
affect collective action: group size and community heterogeneity. Measurements of the
degree and type of third-party enforcement was collected principally using interview
data. Each is discussed separately below.

Measuring Individual Benefits
The benefit of having an institutional structure that defines rights to resources has
both common and private aspects. Work within the rational choice framework implicitly
adopts the perspective of methodological individualism. This holds that aggregate social
outcomes, such as institutions, are the results of multiple individual choices. Political
rules and institutions are the result of decisions by political elites and bureaucratic
representatives, whereas community-level institutional rules and social norms are the
results of decisions by individuals within a society. Institutional rules at the community
level, such as community-enforced property right are likewise the result of individual
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choices. These include the decision to support or ignore a formal right system, to
contribute to the local production of an institution, or do nothing.
The incentive to enforce a property right is fundamentally at the individual level.
This research understands the motives individual right-holder faces in contributing to
enforcement activity to be a function of the benefits they expect to receive. The original
survey method was designed to capture a variety of means of valuing natural resources,
and used the idea of "resource salience", to include more than only the monetary value.
However, interview questions about the value of non-timber forest benefits revealed
timber sales as the primary resource of value, with only one mention of a non-timber
product, wildlife for hunting, as a benefit of having standing forest. Because of the
relative abundance of forest in the area and accessibility to national forest lands, few
communities reported valuing forest rights beyond the immediate monetary value from
tropical hardwoods. Thus the value of holding a property right was understood to
primarily encompass the expected financial benefits.
The value of the resource was measured in terms of individual consumption units,
and as the field price resource right-holders received from timber sales. Due to the
administration of the survey at the community-level, individual household data was not
available. Individual benefits were measured as the share that each resource-right holder
received from the legal sale or timber within the community. This excludes the value of
illicit sales, but these generally tend to be small. In most cases the distribution of benefits
from legal timber sales on common property follow the legally prescription of equal
distribution among all ejido members. Since individual value was derived from surveys
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at the community-level, some information on individual resource values is missing for
those cases where there are no community-level forest rights.

Measuring Group Size

There are numerous theories about the relationship between group size and
collective action. An initial methodological problem exists regarding how to define the
community of importance involved in collective action decisions (Agrawal, Arun &
Gibson, 1999). The definition of the social group most likely to have influence depends
on the specific decision-making structure, rules of group membership, and interaction
between different groups. In some cases the total number of inhabitants in a community
unit is the appropriate measure, while in another it only includes those in specific
decision-making arenas, such as town councils.
Since ejido rights are formally recognized and the group of right-holders is
defined within the political structure of the ejido, this project focuses on the size of the
group of ejido right-holders within each community. The theoretical focus is on
coordination costs among the group. Other measures of community size could include the
total size of the community of both right-holders (ejdarios) and non-right holders
(pobladors). This would shift the focus to the cost of distributive conflict in the
assignment of new rights or changes to the rules that allocate resource rights.
Alternatively, group size could include the size of all potential resource users, which
would focus primarily on the cost of exclusion. Since the emphasis of this research is on
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the cost of enforcing ejido rights by the community of right-holders, it uses the number of
ejido right-holders within each community as the relevant measure of group size.

Measuring Community Heterogeneity
There is no standard methodological measure of heterogeneity. Since
heterogeneity within a group can occur along any number of dimensions, from political
preference to economic activities, most studies only measure a single dimension, often
ignoring other potential divisions. In order to provide an inclusive measure that can
incorporate the multiple-dimensional nature of heterogeneity, careful attention was paid
to developing a reliable index.
No obvious factions were reported among the communities studied here, as exists
in other areas of Mexico. Divisions occur along any number of fractions in rural Mexico
and measurements were taken to account for all possible types. Heterogeneity was
measured according to five potential divisions within a community; state or origin,
religion, ethnicity, political, and economic diversity. Most of the data was reported by
ejido representatives directly. In the case of economic heterogeneity, data was used from
the 2000 National Census (INEGI, 2001). Heterogeneity data for all communities is
reported in Appendix 3.
Since the area is one of high levels of recent migration the first dimension of
heterogeneity was based on the state of origin. State of origin was measured according
the number of families from each state in Mexico. Individuals originating from different
locations tend to bring with them social and cultural norms, membership with an existing
social network, agricultural technologies and knowledge about cultivation. For example,
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the most striking differences from informal discussions and interviews were between
those who originated from the relatively prosperous state of Tabasco, and those from the
land-scarce and conflict-ridden state of Chiapas. Those from Tabasco generally
complained about the harshness of life on the frontier and the poor quality of the soil and
lack of water. In contrast, those from Chiapas expressed amazement at the abundance of
resources and commented that the quality of life had improved overall. State of origin
was also an indirect measure of the general cohesiveness of social networks within the
community.
State of origin is also likely highly correlated to ethnicity, although ethnicity was
measured directed by examining linguistic identity. Individual families typically locate
where they know a family member or someone who has already moved into the area.
This tends to generate communities that cluster around the origin of the founding
families. Later waves of migration and movement between established communities
eventually diversify place of origin. Generally, the longer a community is had been in
existence, the greater the diversity of places of origin. As reported in Appendix 3, the
minimum number of states of origin was one, and the maximum was seven.
The second dimension of heterogeneity was religious affiliation as measured by
church membership. Religion is considered one of the most divisive issues in rural
Mexico. The dominance of the Catholic Church in social and political life has meant the
establishment of new protestant churches represents a direct challenge to the existing
political order and has in some cases generated violent communities conflict. One of the
reasons for establishing a new community reported in other studies of rural migration in
Mexico is to often to establish a new denomination outside a community where religious
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conflict is high (Mendoza, 1998). However, religion as the main source of intercommunity conflict was not reported anywhere in the region or among any individual
community. The number of churches with active membership ranged from one to six
among the communities sampled. No one single denomination was present across all
communities.
The third potential division is ethnicity. Individual identity as belonging to any
specific ethnic group is a multi-dimensional concept on its own. Ethnic identity typically
involves a set of proscribed behavior, identifying characteristics such as dress or
language use, and recognition by a broader social group. For the sake of simplicity, the
most common measure was used here, that of language spoken. This also corresponds to
how locals identify the major ethnic groups. The primary groups in the region were nonindigenous mestizo monolingual Spanish speakers, Chol, Tzeltal, Tzotzil, and Yucatecan
Mayan. Only the first four were present in the sample of communities, since Yucatecan
Mayans are present primarily in the northern area of the reserve. Anywhere between one
and four languages were spoken in the sampled communities.
The fourth dimension of heterogeneity was political. This was measured using
party affiliation. While Mexico has a system of secret ballets, the political affiliation of
households is well-know within small communities. All of the three major parties (PRI,
PAN, PRD) were present in the sample, as well as one of the minor parties (PT).
Between one and four parties had active membership among the communities in the
sample.
The final dimension of community heterogeneity was along economic divisions.
This was used as a proxy for the reliance on forest resources since individual household
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data was not available. Economic heterogeneity is multi-dimensional and economic
differences can be due to access to alternative sources of income (agriculture vs. wage
labor), real assets (property and other resource rights), differences in earned income, or
access to valuable non-earned assets (transfer payments and subsidies from government).
Conventional measurements of inequity that measure the concept solely according to
household wealth, such as the gini coefficients or other alternative indexes, are
inappropriate due to the particularities of rural economies where not all wealth can be
measured in household income. Since data was not collected at the individual household
level, household consumption was measured by using data from the 2000 National
Census (INEGI, 2001).
In order to combine the various measures of economic diversity, a principle
component analysis (PCA) was used to generate a single numerical index. The PCA
measuring disparities in consumption patterns is hereafter referred to as the household
consumption index. One of the most accurate measures of household wealth is the actual
consumption activity of a household. Using census data, the number of households in
each community with high-value consumer items was recorded. These included
televisions, refrigerators, automobiles and gas stoves. Each was recorded as the percent
of households in each community who owned such items against those who did not. This
served as the first component of the consumption index.
A second component of individual household wealth was access to high-value
benefits from government programs, such as retirement and health. Even if not actively
drawn upon, eligibility to these types of services can represent a significant impact to
household wealth. Eligibility typically follows from employment with state or federal
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government agencies. While there were few in the region who were currently full-time
government employees there were some households with past employment history who
continued to have eligibility. The only program reported in census records as occurring
within the sampled communities was access to government sponsored healthcare. This
was likewise represented as the percent of households with health benefits against those
without.
The third dimension of economic heterogeneity was access to non-agricultural
employment. While the region is dominated by an agricultural economy, there is limited
non-agricultural sector employment in both the growing public sector (municipal
government and seasonal road construction) as well as a small private sector in
population centers. Employment was measured as the percent of households employed
outside the agricultural sector.
The final measure of economic heterogeneity was based on survey data. Since in
any agricultural economy land ownership is a key indicator of economic wealth, the
difference in individual agricultural plot size was used as a rough measure of land assets.
While there are legal limits to the amount of land that any individual ejido right-holder is
permitted to own, these are typically exceeded. The real limits are due to land or labor
scarcity and access to technology. The range from the smallest plot to the largest within
a community was used as a rough measurement of land asset heterogeneity. The range of
reported plots was from a minimum of 0.5 hectares to a maximum of 15 hectares.
Using a principle component analysis these four components of economic
heterogeneity; consumption, access to health services, non-agriculture sector
employment, and land ownership, were combined to create a single index representing
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economic heterogeneity within each community (refer to Figure 20). This economic
index was later combined with other measures of heterogeneity in order to have a single
numeric measure representing community heterogeneity.

Constructing the Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The measurement of multiple dimensions of community heterogeneity (place of
origin, political, ethnic, religious & economic) represent a significant departure from
most studies that focus on a single characteristic. Since all represent potential lines of
division and conflict within a community each needs to be considered. However, not all
are likely to have the same impact on the degree of conflict or dispute within a
community. The importance of heterogeneity is either in terms of how it has already
manifested into social conflict, or the potential for latent community division to become
explicit.
There are a number of indices currently used to measure heterogeneity at various
scales. The common method uses a uni-dimensional measure of the percent of members
across a particular ethnic group. A example is given Costa (2003): f i = 1 − ∑ s ki2 , where
k

f is the fragmentation, k is the categories of a group (ex: white, black, Asian, etc.) and ski
is the portion of each group in a spatial unit (i). However, such uni-dimensional
measures are problematic when heterogeneity does not correspond to a single social
characteristic such as race.
The second problem with simple proportional indices based on the number of
groups is that they fail to include the impact of the size of the group. Conflict does not
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occur due to differences, but rather whether those differences define major divisions
within society. When a group is small, there is unlikely to be manifest conflicts since a
small minority group simply doesn’t have the power of numbers to oppose the majority.
Very small groups tend to remain silent and it is only once a group has sufficient size to
pose real opposition that it becomes a point of conflict. This dynamic between group size
and social divisions can be captured by borrowing methods developed to measure the
effective number of political parties within a system.
These measures look at both the number of parties and the proportion affiliated
with that party to measure patterns of political division. An early measure of political
division within a territorial unit was proposed by Rae and Taylor (1970) for analysis of
sub-national variation in the number of political parties. The standard typically utilized
in cross-national analysis is the index development by Laakso and Taagepera (1979). A
number of new measures have since been proposed (see Alesina, 2003 and Fearon, 2003
for example), but are not widely used.
For this analysis the heterogeneity index was calculated according to the method
proposed by Ordeshook and Shvetsova (1994). Rather than constructing a single metric
to measure a specific type of heterogeneity, their index measures the effective number of
groups within a voting district to determine the potential fractionalization. In the case
here the unit of analysis is the community rather than voting districts. It is then used to
determine the potential number of groups within a community. Following Ordeshook
and Shvetsova’s specification, heterogeneity is measured as,
H=
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1
,
(1 − F )

with F being the fragmentation index as specified by Rae and Taylor (1970),
F=

n
2
∑ fi * f j
N ( N − 1) i , j =1
( j ≠i )

where N is the number of individuals within a given group, f i is the frequency of the first
group, and f j is each other group. While the fragmentation index represents the
proportion of all pairs of individuals which join members from different groups (Rae and
Taylor 1970: 25), the heterogeneity index allows a single metric of the effective number
of groups in a society. The advantages of using the heterogeneity index over the simple
fractionalization index are discussed in detail in Ordeshook and Shvetsova (1994: 109).
The index for the effective number of divisions within a society for each potential
number of groups was then combined into a single number representing all potential
groups within a community.
All data that was collected directly from the ejido survey included the size of each
of the major groups within each community (political, ethnic, religious, and place of
origin). Ordeshook and Shvetsova’s heterogeneity index was applied to the divisions
within each of the four dimensions of heterogeneity. The new numeric index
representing the effective number of groups within each category for each community is
presented in Appendix 3.

Constructing a Composite Heterogeneity Index
The analysis first focuses on each of the separate components of heterogeneity to
examine whether any particular type exhibits a relationship to the type of property right
institution observed. However, since the effect of heterogeneity is understood as
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important only in terms of its effect on the cost of collective action within a community,
and it is conceptualized as a multidimensional factor, the different measures are
combined into a single index that represents the total potential division within a
community. Principle component analysis was used to derive a scalar index representing
community heterogeneity from the effective number of potential divisions.
Principle component analysis (PCA) is a method for transforming a set of
interrelated variable into a new set of uncorrelated components that account for the
variance in the original variable set. It performs a linear multidimensional rotation to
derive a single scalar index representing a variable thought to be latent that allows a
group of correlated variables to be represented parsimoniously by a single index. While
the sample size is not adequate for offering interpretations, it can be used to construct a
proxy index to measure a latent characteristic of a set of factors for a variable where a
direct measure is not possible (Judge 1988: 865-867; Greene 1997: 425-429).
Figure 20 illustrates the results of all principal component analysis used in this
investigation. In the upper section are the results from the generation of the consumption
index. Below that are the results for the economic heterogeneity index. The bottom
portion presents results for the final composite index including the economic
heterogeneity index based on the PCA and the effective number of groups in each major
social group.
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Figure 20: Results from Principle Component Analyses

.51
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.58
.62
.71

PCA typically requires a sample size of a minimum of 50 to 100. The low
significance value (.04) of the composite heterogeneity index is due to the small sample
size. Because of the small sample, the results presented here cannot be used for
interpretation purposes, but are adequate as a measure of a latent variable representing
relative heterogeneity. Since the principle component analysis is only used to create an
index of community heterogeneity and since the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure is adequate
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(>.50) the use of the output as a proxy measure is appropriate. In all cases the first
rotation was used to represent the index. Both Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin and Bartlett’s test of
spherity were conducted. Rotation was done using the varimax method. Additionally the
final index corresponds with qualitative interview information about community diversity
and the level of internal social conflict.
The composite heterogeneity index was constructed as a means of measuring the
difficulty of community members overcoming collective action problems. Theoretically
it is expected that there are interaction effects between group size and heterogeneity, as
discussed earlier. As either group size or community heterogeneity increases, it
correspondingly increases the cost of collective action. Variations on either variable can
combine with the other to increase or decrease collective action costs. In order to account
for these interaction effects, the heterogeneity index was combined with the size of the
group of ejido right-holders using a simple multiplicative transformation to create a
single index that includes both group size and heterogeneity.
The composite index was multiplied by the number of ejido right holders, then
normalized by dividing the new index by a factor of ten. So a community with a
heterogeneity index of 0.52 (very homogenous) and 100 ejido right-holders (large)
became a composite index of 5.2. Alternatively, a community with a composite
heterogeneity index of 2.2 (very heterogeneous) and 20 ejido right-holders (small) would
be represented by a composite index of 4.4. Finally, this new combined index was then
rescaled, setting the most homogenous and smallest community at the zero point and
scaling all other communities accordingly. This allowed the community in the sample
with the lowest overall collective action costs to represent the low end of the scale and all
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others placed relative to that point. The final normalized index of collective action costs
ranged from zero, for the relatively homogenous community of Richardo Payro Jene, to
26.87 for El Sacrificio, a new community composed of those resettled out of the reserve
area (refer to Appendix 3). This allowed the final normalized index to simultaneously
represent the impact of both group size and heterogeneity on collective action.

Type of third-party bureaucratic enforcement

The incentives to enforce a formal right by third-party bureaucratic enforcement
agents are driven by the formal relationship to political actors, as well as the informal
incentive bureaucratic actors face in the field, such as the norms of the bureaucratic
organization and the individual incentives of the enforcement agents themselves. Since
the effect of these macro-level political institutions was not the central research focus,
there was no attempt to gather direct data on this level beyond what has been discussed in
Chapter 3. Instead bureaucratic enforcement was measured using qualitative interview
data and proxy measures of community contact with government officials.
The type of third-party bureaucratic enforcement was determined primarily by
field interviews. A general pattern existed where the further a community was situated
from administrative centers the less contact there was with officials, and correspondingly
the smaller the impact of formal legal codes on decision-making.
A rough proxy was used to represent the frequency of contact with formal
government representatives. Whether communities were sufficiently isolated to have
little contact with outside enforcement agents was calculated by creating a simple
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concentric buffer zone of distance from the main population center of Xpujil to represent
travel time to the nearest government center. Digital maps of the region were used in
ArcGIS to construct a buffer zone based on distances. Communities were then classified
as belonging to one of three categories: 1 = near, 2 = medium, 3 = isolated. Results are
presented below in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Community Distance from Administrative Center
Community

Distance category

Arroyo Negro
Centauros del Norte
Dos Lagunas Sur
Dos Naciones
El Sacrificio
La Guadalupe
Ley de Formento Agropecuario
Los Alacranes
Ninos Heroes
Nueva Morelia
Once de Mayo
Ricardo Payro Jene

3
1
3
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1

Those in category 3 were generally considered to be receiving little to no external
enforcement (N). Those in categories of 1 or 2 were considered as receiving either
certain (C) or uncertain enforcement activity (U). The distinction between certain and
uncertain enforcement activity was made using interview data exclusively. Questions
determining the relationship with officials were used to distinguish whether community
leaders considered third-party enforcement as uncertain or certain. Most communities
reported no problems with government officials, and actively used outside enforcement in
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some situations. These were categorized as receiving certain enforcement activity. The
one community that reported having direct conflicts with officials was classified as
receiving uncertain enforcement.

Summary
This project attempts to capture the complexity of interactions among multiple
level of analysis and the incentives of various types of social agents. It uses both
substantive interview information as well as quantitative data when available. Using
principle component analysis a numerical index was constructed to capture the multiple
dimensions of community heterogeneity. This was combined with a measure of the size
of the group of right-holders to get a single parsimonious measure of the relative cost of
community collective action. The value of all indices was evaluated against substantive
knowledge of the field situation and information gathered during interviews. The value
of institutional production from an individual right-holder’s perspective was determined
using resource value as measured by individual consumption unit and the price received
in the field. Finally, using a combination of proxy measure and interview data,
communities were classified as receiving one of three types of external bureaucratic
enforcement.
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Chapter 6 – Analysis
As with any small sample research, the number of independent variables quickly
surpasses the degrees of freedom available for statistic analysis. In this case, analysis is
further complicated by examining nested institutional structures, where the action of an
agent at one level influences the action of an agent at a second. In such complex nested
structures some of the factors influencing decision-making are necessarily exogenous.
For example, there is no attempt to endogenize the decisions of bureaucratic decisionmakers to enforce existing rules and regulatory structures. Likewise, there is no
examination of attempts by right-holders to influence political decisions. While these are
discussed in Chapter 3, they are not directly addressed in the analysis presented in this
chapter and while important questions, are beyond the scope of this research. Instead the
project focuses on the micro-level institutional mechanisms that explain property right
variation. It explores the central thesis of this research, that property rights can be
understood as a function of the costs of producing an institution against the benefits that
institution provides as determined by three fundamental characteristics: the value of the
resource, the cost of community production, and the actions of bureaucrats in the field.
This chapter examines the hypothesized relationships between the variables and
the form of property right as presented in Chapter 4. It begins with a qualitative
descriptive analysis of the twelve sampled communities. This section describes
similarities and differences in property right arrangements both within and across cases.
It provides a detailed description of the characteristics of each community and changes to
property right institutions to forest resources. The second section formally tests the
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hypotheses series of simple graphic illustrations. The variables are then combined within
a nested structure of enforcement costs to present a typology of the expected property
right institutions associated with each situation. The property right arrangements
observed in the field are then compared to those expected in the model.

Variation in Property Rights Institutions
Four types of property rights institutions to forest resources are present in the
sample examined in this study. Three of these are recognized within Mexican law, the
fourth is informal. The first is the system of common property allocated to communities
under the ejido system. Ejido forest rights allow a community to legally sell timber if a
designated forest reserve has been established and there has been an inspection by a
forest technician and environmental agency officials certifying the forest area is healthy
and able to be harvested without adverse environmental impacts. Any sale requires both
a formal permit authorizing the sale and inspection of the cut timber by agency officials.
Benefits from any timber sale are required to be distributed equally among all ejido rightholders. Throughout this analysis this type of property institution is referred to as
common property.
The second type of legally recognized forest right is the right to the flow of
benefits from private parcels. These would include timber from individual agricultural
parcels and common agricultural areas privatized after agrarian reforms, although in this
study no formally privatized parcels were examined. The area set aside for agricultural
activities is zoned separately from that of forest in the ejido system and is regulated very
differently. Whereas forest reserve areas are required to be common use, agricultural
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areas have long been recognized as existing under individual tenure. While harvesting
still requires permits and inspections, since the amounts harvested are typically small,
they receive less regulation and government oversight than do common property rights.
The use of private resources rather than common is an intentional choice by the ejido
members who have access to both. Common property is present, but unused, and private
rights are preferred. This property right system is referred to as private rights for the
purpose of this study.
The third type of property right system observed was the situation of unclaimed
ejido rights. The ejido common property system is the default property institution given
to every ejido community, however it is only the formal allocation of a right to a
community once it has been registered. It does not account for whether those rights are
effective, or even if they are recognized at the community level. Once recognized as an
ejido every community is given common forest rights, even if those rights are never
actively claimed and they are never enforced. The classification of unclaimed ejido
rights includes cases where there are formally recognized property rights to the ejido
community, but there has been no delimitation of a forest reserve area by the community,
nor active management, monitoring or any use other than local subsistence. This is
different from the situation of open access, since property rights have been assigned,
although there is no enforcement activity to make those rights effective. Communities in
this category typically did not have any type of boundary delineating forest from
uncultivated agricultural land and typically regarded the area as a reserve for future
agricultural expansion rather than permanent forest. In contrast, in the case of common
property the boundary was commonly known and the area regarded as permanent forest.
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The last type of property right structure is that of privatized common land. While
agrarian reforms now permit the privatization of common agricultural and grazing land,
privatization of forest areas is not legally allowed. If common agricultural lands are
privatized and the ejido is unincorporated, all forest rights are lost and the forest reserve
reverts back to the state. Thus the case of privatized forest rights only exists only
informally. In the one case examined here, the common forest reserve was divided into
individual parcels by the founders of the community, and is currently managed as private
forests. Formally, timber sales are made by the ejido community as a common property
system, but the benefits from sales are distributed only to individual forest right holders.
Figure 22 reports the distribution of the four property rights systems among the
communities sampled in this study.

Figure 22: Property Right System in Each Community Sampled
Property right system:

Community:

Private parcels

Ninos Heroes
Once de Mayo

Common property

Arroyo Negro
Centauros del Norte
La Guadalupe
Ley de Formento
Los Alacranes

Unclaimed ejido rights

Dos Lagunas Sur
Dos Naciones
Richardo Payro Jene
El Sacrificio *

Privatized common property

Nueva Morelia

Notes: * El Sacrificio is a new settlement composed of communities re-settled outside the reserve area
after the creation of the Calakmul Reserve and after agrarian reform. The community was never officially
given ejido forest rights. It is classified as ‘unclaimed ejido rights’ here since there have been no attempts
to delimit or otherwise manage forest resources.
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Community Level Data
The following section examines the micro-institutional vantage at the community
level and describes the twelve communities surveyed in this study. The description
focuses on the specific characteristics of each community, patterns of forest use, the
impact of the reserve on community-level decisions, and interactions with formal
government authorities. The communities sampled include those both within the buffer
area of the reserve as well as those immediately adjacent.
Figure 23 presents descriptive data on each community. Data is organized into
three broad sections, general information about each community, social characteristics,
and forest management. The year each community had been settled is included in order
to illustrate the recent migration into the area and the relative length of time a community
existed. This varied from the earliest, La Guadalupe, settled during was of the first waves
of migration to the south in1970, to a new community, El Sacrificio, composed of those
re-settled outside of the reserve in 1999. The table indicates whether a community has
received formal ejido title and is recognized as an ejido by the Mexican government.
Most communities expected eventual ejido recognition. Those that did not have formal
title included; Centauros del Norte, which was in the process of finalizing ejido
recognition, Dos Lagunas Sur, that contains a majority of territory within the reserve area
and is still in the process of negotiating official status, and El Sacrificio, which was
created after the end of agrarian reforms, and while composed of ejido communities from
within the reserve area, were not given full ejido rights. Ejido recognition did not
determine whether a community had created a forest reserve or not, although it does
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1980
1978
1986
1982
1980
1982

Ley de Formento
Agropecuario

Los Alacranes

Ninos Heroes

Nueva Morelia 1

Once de Mayo

Ricardo Payro
Jene

Formal title
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Population
585

292

338

247

143

215

311

367

195

243

254

251

% Pop from
another state 2
59

53

44

38

38

60

54

68

43

32

76

37

Total area (ha)
5,063

4,300

2,400

2,200

1,686

4,360

4,271

2,120

2,062

4,445

10,024

3,017

Land within
reserve area
N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

No. of ejido right
holders

100

55

48

35

22

44

84

99

42

47

79

43

-0.52

1.26

-0.48

-0.46

-0.28

1.12

-0.28

2.19

-0.92

-1.08

0.12

-0.67

Heterogeneity
index

0.00

12.08

2.86

3.53

4.55

10.07

2.82

26.87

1.28

0.06

6.07

2.27

Dedicated forest
area
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Forest Management

200

0

480

-

470

400

985

0

1,000

1,200

950

210

0

-

417

150

73

1,000

119

0

0

190

170

90

22

75

98

74

52

82

79

n/a

82

97

92

91

Percent forest
cover 4

Unclaimed
ejido

Private
parcel

Privatized
common

Private
parcel

Common
property

Common
property

Common
property

Unclaimed
ejido

Unclaimed
ejido

Unclaimed
ejido

Common
property

Common
property

Pseudo-name given to protect anonymity. 2 Data for % population from another state from census (INEGI, 2001). 3 Data on sale value for private rights
based on estimates on average sale and size of forested area. 4 Estimates of forest cover were derived from land cover classification produced by ECOSUR
(2000).
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of collective
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General Information
Max individual
sale (p) 3

Figure 23: Community Data

Property right
system

determine whether timber sales were possible from the reserve and whether a community
received technical assistance and subsidies designated for community forestry.
Population data includes both the total size of the community (143 to 585
members) as well as an indicator of the migration history of the community in the
percent of the population from outside the state of Campeche (from a minimum of 32%
to maximum 76%). The total land area within each community ranged from 1,686
hectares to a maximum of about 10,024 hectares. Whether the ejido contains any land
within the reserve is indicated in the last column under general information.
Social characteristics include the number of ejido right holders within each
community, the index representing heterogeneity, and the final index representing the
overall community collective action costs. The number of ejido right holders generally
represents the number of families. Others include those who are temporary migrates
providing agricultural labor, and new households that have not yet received ejido rights
from the community. The measure of heterogeneity reported here is that of the index
calculated in the methodology chapter. It represents potential social divisions within a
community along social, political and economic dimensions. The most homogenous
community was Dos Lagunas Sur, where all community members came from the same
state of origin, spoke one language, there was a single political party and one dominate
church in the community. The most heterogeneous community was that of El Sacrificio,
the new community composed out of those re-settled outside the reserve area. It was
composed of migrants from three different states, had all four major languages spoken
within the community, had four different churches and members in two of the national
political parties (refer to Appendix 3). Community size and heterogeneity were
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combined in a simple linear index and normalized to represented the total costs of
collective action at the community level. This was meant to represent the relative
difficulty or ease of overcoming collective action problems within a community. El
Sacrificio, with a relatively large number of right-holders and extremely high measure of
heterogeneity, had the highest overall costs of collective action. Ricardo Payro Jehe, a
large community with a low heterogeneity score and Dos Lagunas Sur, a small
community with a very low heterogeneity score has the lowest overall collective action
costs.
Forest management characteristics included whether a community had an
officially designated forest reserve area and the size of the area. In order to legally make
timber sales from an ejido each community is required to designate a forest area, generate
a forest management plan in consultation with a professional forester, and obtain a permit
specifying the type and amount of timber that can be harvested. The largest reserve
among the communities sampled was 1,200 hectares, and the around smallest 200. A
number of very large forest reserves designated solely for ejido timber production are
located in the core area of the reserve. The value of forest reserve areas was estimated
using the value of timber sales to each individual ejido member. In cases of common
property value sale are shared equally among all ejido members. In those cases of private
rights the maximum individual sale amount was used. Timber sale values are not
accurate as absolute values, but represent relative monetary forest value. As a rough
estimate of forest scarcity within each ejido, calculations of the percent of forested land
area in each ejido was calculated using a land cover classification derived from satellite
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images. The final column in Figure 23 associates the property right system with each
ejido.

Community Description

The following section provides a short description of each of the communities
examined in this study. It focuses on characteristics of the history of settlement, resource
use and relationship to external enforcement agents unique to each case and important for
the later comparative case analysis.

Arroyo Negro was established during one of the last waves of migration into the region.
By then there was little valuable timber remaining in the land they were assigned.
Nevertheless they had established a small forest reserve area and manage it according to
ejido common property rights and receipts from timber sales are distributed evenly
among all ejido right holders. Overall it was one of the most homogenous communities
sampled, a result of its’ late founding and few new migrants to the community.

Centauros del Norte was the largest ejido in terms of physical size with 10,000 hectares
of land area. While portions of their land are located in the core area of the CBR, through
a long series of negotiations with the reserve administrators they managed to avoid the
expropriation of any land. Prior to establishing the reserve, they actively harvested
timber from the adjacent national lands where the reserve now stands. They are generally
regarded as one of the wealthier ejidos in the region and have an abundance of land.
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They had established a large forest reserve area and made a number of timber cuts, but
had their timber permit revoked in 1998 for an infraction.

Dos Lagunas Sur was in the process of obtaining formal title when the CBR was
established. There were some households relocated out of the core area and the ejido’s
territorial boundaries were redrawn. They are situated directly on an area that until
recently was disputed territory between the states of Campeche and Quintana Roo. There
are currently two ejido governance structures within the community, one for state
officials from Campeche, the second for Quintana Roo. While Quintana Roo has partially
recognized the ejido land claim and begun formalization, Campeche has not. Formal
registry as an ejido gains access to a variety of government subsidies and programs. Both
states provide government services to the community. Since it does not have formally
recognized title, it is not possible to legally harvest timber, although there have been a
number of illicit sales.

Dos Naciones was one of the oldest communities surveyed. While there was a large
forest reserve area accounting for half the ejido’s territory, this was primarily for the sake
of permission to harvest from individual parcels, and there was no active management of
the forest reserve. No timber sales from either individual or common land had yet
occurred and none was planned. The value of forested area was regarded as low, and
rather than being viewed as permanent forest, it was regarded as an area for future
agricultural expansion.
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El Sacrificio was formed in 1999 from communities relocated out of the core area of the
reserve. The land allocated to the new community was without a natural water source
and rainwater is currently the main source of water. The community has been promised
piped water since relocation by state authorities. During dry periods water is purchased.
After established, a forest engineer was hired to examine whether the timber resources
was sufficient to include in the Bosque Modelo program. Since the community was
established after Agrarian Reforms, only private agricultural rights were given. A
number of households who had ejido rights within the reserve area are no longer eligible
for agricultural subsidies and have moved back into the core area of the reserve in the
hope that land claims there will eventually be recognized. Because of the artificial nature
of the community, it is the most heterogeneous, with a normalized cost of collective
action index higher than any other community by almost double.

La Guadalupe established in 1970, was one of the oldest communities sampled. It was
involved in negotiations over land and resource rights soon after the establishment of the
reserve area. The community was concerned about relocation and participated in a
protest that closed the main highway and a second in the capital of Campeche that
resulted in direct negotiations with the state governor. Official recognition as an ejido
followed along with a guarantee that no relocation would occur. A number of timber
harvests have occurred and receipts are shared equally among all ejido right holders in a
common property system.
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Ley de Formento Agropecuario had an active timber management plan for the last
twenty years. Both individual parcels and the common property forest reserve area was
harvested. The community reported the highest valued harvest among all communities
sampled, at about 1,000 pesos per ejidario for the last harvest. In 1999 the community
exceeded its timber harvest limit and the harvesting permit was revoked. The confiscated
tropic hardwood currently rest at the community entrance. Revenues from forest reserve
harvests were shared equally among all ejido right holders, while those from individual
parcels are kept as private. The community also reported problems with timber thief
from groups from across the border in Guatemala prior to the arrival of local government
official. About 15 years prior they had posted their own guards in the forest reserve area
to protect against theft. The uncertainly regarding new regulations of tropical timber and
losses from the confiscated harvest were high enough that community leaders reported
that there are no future harvests planned.

Los Alacranes had established a forest reserve area at the urging of municipal officials,
although the community recognized the rationale of setting aside a small forest reserve
areas before all land was converted to agriculture. The community has the smallest area
of extant forest based on remote sensing imagery (see Figure 23 – Community Data).
The largest timber sale occurred soon after the community was settled. The area had
been heavily exploited prior to the community being established and forest resource had
little value. It was reported that timber sales have not been profitable, although there is
continued forest management. The value of sales was the lowest of any community
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sampled. Revenues are shared equally among all ejido right holders in a common
property system.

Ninos Heroes had established a forest reserve prior to the protected area, but the forest
reserve was expropriated into the protected area’s boundaries. The population center was
also moved outside of reserve area boundaries, although still within the ejido’s original
territory. While no monetary compensation was given, housing material was provided at
no charge. In spite of the relocation, they reported the quality of life had improved due
to road access and new electric lines. Timber resources were deemed as being low value,
and there is no timber management on common lands. Some small timber harvesting
occurs on private parcels. Currently the community’s only use of land is agricultural
cultivation, and there is a plan to expand the agricultural area by purchasing adjacent
land.

Nueva Morelia the name of this community has been changed to protect its’ anonymity.
The community was established in the early 1980’s and it maintains medium-sized forest
reserve. Formally, the ejido sells timber according to ejido common property forest
rights. However, in actuality the system functions as a form of privatized commons
which is formally illegal With each timber sale receipts were divided only among a
subset of ejido right holders, rather than the legally proscribed method of dispersal among
all ejido members. The system of private rights was begun in 1995 when the community
forest reserve area was divided into individual units of various sizes (10, 20, 15 hectares)
among the original 30 ejidarios founders. Other ejido right holders maintain agricultural
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rights, but do not receive forest rights. Since forests are not allowed to be privatized
under ejido law, the current practice of private forest rights is informal. This form of
property rights to forest resource was unique among the sampled communities. The
community was also the location of a well-known conflict with forestry officials that
resulted in the death of one environmental agency official. The details and significance
are discussed in later in this chapter.

Once de Mayo is currently situated within the reserve boundaries. The community was
initial concerned about relocation, although through a series of negotiations with the
governor and a direct petition to the President, the community has maintained most of its
territory. There are both individual private agricultural parcels and communal
agricultural lands. While there was a forested area, it is not actively managed and
reportedly sits in an area of frequent flooding that inhibits any alternative use. The only
harvested timber is generated from individual parcels and private rights.

Ricardo Payro Jene had both a communal and private right system. Private timber
rights were associated with individual parcels, while harvesting construction material for
community projects was allowed in the common forest area. Timber sales had not been
made from either private or common forests, and the value of forest resources was
regarded as low. The establishment of the reserve area only impacted the community
resource base minimally, since had been some agricultural activities within the reserve
boundary.
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Testing the Hypotheses
The following section evaluates each of the hypotheses presented in Chapter 4.
All quantitative data is presented in detail in Figure 23 and Appendix 3. The analysis
begins by exploring the effect of the value of the resource on the type of property right.
It proceeds to examine the impact of the size of the group of right holders and the
heterogeneity of the community as measures of the cost of collective action at the
community level. It then examines the impact of the two variables when combined into a
single index representing the cost of collective action. The subsequent section focuses on
the impact of resource value and collective action costs as nested within the broader cost
structure. It then focuses on how third-party enforcement activity influences the overall
cost of producing an institution and the form of property rights that results. The final
section links the model to the cases in a narrative account of changes to property right
institutions in the study area.
The underlying theory is that there are three level of enforcement activity that can
produce effective property right institutions; the individual level, the community of rightholders, and by government in the form of third-party enforcement. There are three sets
of hypotheses related to each type of enforcement activity and its effect on property right
institutions. One examines the individual incentive for institutional production, two
examine the impact of community structure on institutional production, and three test the
influence of third-party bureaucratic activity on property rights institutions. These are
presented in three sections, the impact of the value of the resource on institutional
production, the effect of community structure, and influence of third-party bureaucratic
enforcement.
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Value of the resource and institutional production
The analysis begins by examining the basic relationship between the type of
property right institution and the value of a resource to which the right has been assigned.
Most theorists begin with the assumption that property rights institutions are a means of
delineating rights to the value derived from the use of a resource. Since the theory,
private property has often been associated with higher valued resources and common
property associated with lower valued resources. The fundamental relationship being that
as resource value increases individuals will invest more resources into delineating and
enforcing rights. The expectation following this logic is that as resource value increases
there will be a higher association with private rights. However, more recent work has
shown that while the value of the resource is related to the amount of investment that will
go into enforcing rights, it says nothing about what types of rights those may include.
The type of property right structure appropriate for any particular circumstance will
depend on a host of other variables besides value. While it does not assist in
differentiating when common property or private property rights will be present, it does
help explain the under-production of property right institutions.

Hypothesis 1: When the value of the resource is very low, no property rights enforcement
will occur at either the individual or community level.

Figure 24 illustrates the relationship between the property right institution and the value
of the resource in this study. Along the vertical axis communities have been grouped
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according to the type of property right institution. The horizontal axis plots cases
according the reported value of the resource right.

Unclaimed
Ejido Rights

Common
Property

Privatized
Common PropertyPrivate Parcels

Figure 24: Property Right Institutions and Value of the Resource

Value (per right holder)
Note: Once de Mayo is not presented in the above diagram since data was not available on the value of
past sales. Once de Mayo has a system of private parcels rights.

Resource value was measured as the average value of all recent timber sales to
each individual ejido right holder. The value of forest sales varied from no revenue to a
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maximum of 1,000 pesos ($P). Those that have received no revenues from forest
resources were principally unclaimed ejido rights (Dos Naciones, El Sacrificio). Low
value resources (< 100) were associated primarily with common (Los Alacranes) rights.
The situation of medium value resources (100-400 $P) is associated with both unclaimed
ejido rights (Dos Lagunas Sur, Ricardo Payro Jene), common property (Arroyo Negro,
La Guadalupe, Centauros del Norte) and private property rights (Ninos Heros). In the
two cases where a sale had been made in a system classified as unclaimed ejido rights
(Ricardo Payro Jeno, Dos Lagunas Sur), the sale was a one-time sale, without any
management input, and no further sales are planned. High value resources (>400 $P)
were only associated with privatized common property (Nueva Morelia) and common
property (Ley de Formento).
The simple scatter plot provides some minimal support for the general hypothesis
that the institutional production of property rights is related to the value of the resource.
When a resource has low value, it was typically associated with either unclaimed ejido
rights, or the default system of common property ejido rights. Among the communities
where there was little value associated with forest resources, two cases were common
property systems and two had unclaimed ejido rights.
However once the resource took on even low values (~100 $P) the type of
associated property right structure was impossible to predict and it included common,
private and privatized common property systems. Lower valued resources (<200) were
either unclaimed ejido rights or common property. Higher valued resources (>200) were
either under a common system or some form of private property. Importantly, increased
value did not necessarily mean moving toward individually-specified rights. Indeed, the
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highest valued resources, as well as the greatest variation in the effect of value are
associated with common property regimes. This is partially a result of the fact that any
recognized ejido community is given common forest property by default, but is
illustrative nonetheless. What can be stated based on the evidence is that property rights
are indeed a means of delineating the value of a resource, but the exact form of these
rights, whether private or common, is dependent on other factors.

The Effect of Community Structure
The analysis now looks at the impact of the ability of a community to overcome
collective action problems and produce effective property rights. The expected
relationship between the costs of collective action at the community level and the
structure of property rights is that as the cost of collective action increases individual
right holders within a community will have a greater incentive to rely on private rights
rather than common property. When communities face high costs of property rights
production, there will be a tendency toward private rights or simply no recognized right
system, since coordination and reaching a common agreement will be too costly. Small,
relatively homogenous communities have lower collective action costs than larger,
heterogeneous communities and should have a higher probability of having common
property structures. If property right institutions are a function of collective action costs,
then two relationships should be observed:

Hypothesis 2a: When there are high costs to overcoming collective action at the
community level, private property rights will be more prevalent.
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and the corollary hypothesis,

Hypothesis 2b: When there are low costs to overcoming collective action at the
community level, common property rights will be more prevalent.

The analysis first looks individually at the variables known to influence the cost of
collective action; group size and heterogeneity. It then examines their impact as
combined in a composite index of community collective action costs. Figure 25 plots the
sampled communities according to number of ejido right holders against the
heterogeneity index developed in Chapter 5.
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Number of ejido right holders
Small
Large

Figure 25: Community Size, Heterogeneity and Property Right Arrangement

Low

High
Heterogeneity Index
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The property right system corresponding to each case is indicated by the indicated
symbol. Among the four largest communities (>60 members), one was never given
forest rights (El Sacrificio), a second did not have sufficient forest land to justify
designing a right system (Richardo Payro Jene), and two had common property forest
rights (La Guadalupe, Centauros del Norte). Among small-sized communities (<60
members), the entire range of property rights systems are present. The size of the
community of right holders on its own has no obvious impact on the type of property
right institution among the cases examined here.
The community heterogeneity index was derived according to the method
outlined in Chapter 5. Just as community size has no obvious relationship to the structure
of property rights, there is no direct relationship between the type of property right
institution and the degree of heterogeneity in a community. The most heterogeneous
community had not been given formal ejido rights (El Sacrificio), among the two second
highest, one was private (Once de Mayo) and the second common property (Ley de
Formento). The other property right systems have no obvious relationship to the
heterogeneity of the group of right holders.
The lack of a direct relationship between the type of property right arrangement
within a community and either size or community heterogeneity is unsurprising since
they are at best only a partial measure of collective action costs. The size and
heterogeneity of a group needs to be understood in broader theoretical terms of how they
influence the costs of producing an institution in order to understand how they may
influence the type of property right used to delineate forest resources. Each has a
different effect in terms of the overall governance costs. Heterogeneity affects the
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potential level of conflict in a community and difficulty in reaching common agreement
on rules-in-use. The size of the community on the other hand is primarily an issue of
coordination costs. Each potentially raises collective action costs, but in very different
ways and there is an expected interaction when both occur together. In order to examine
the combined effect, an index was created following the methods outlined in Chapter 5
that allows for interaction effects between group size and heterogeneity in order to
measure the total costs of community collective action. Figure 26 examines each
community according to the property right system and the cost of community collective
action.
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Unclaimed
Ejido Rights

Common
Property

Privatized
Common Property

Private Parcels

Figure 26: Cost of Collective Action and Property Right Institution

Normalized Cost of Collective Action Index
Low

High

Note: * The case of El Sacrificio is not included in the above graphic. Since it is a community composed
of re-settled communities from inside the reserve area it represents an outlier with an extremely high
measure of collective action costs (26.87).
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On the vertical axis communities are organized according to the four types of
property right institutions. Along the horizontal axis is the index measuring the cost of
collective action. Communities are plotted according to the normalized index with a
range from 0 to 12.5, where 0 representing the case of relative homogeneity and small
size, and 12.5 a large community with high heterogeneity. The index is relative to the
sample studied here and has no substantive meaning outside the relative relationship to
other communities in the sample.
Scores are divided into two simple categories based on the mid-point of the index
to represent cases of low and high collective action costs. The three cases of the lowest
collective action costs (Dos Lagunas Sur, Richardo Payro Jene, Dos Naciones) all
correspond to the property rights structure of unclaimed ejido rights. Unfortunately, this
cluster of association between low collective action costs with unclaimed ejido rights is
simply due to recognition of the very low value of the initial resource stock when these
particular communities were settled. All three communities reported the forest area as
having very little value and therefore was not worth investment in management or other
inputs. The eight remaining cases illustrate more interesting patterns.
Among those with low collective action costs, three communities (Los Alacranes,
La Guadalupe, Arroyo Negro) have communal ejido forest rights. One community with a
moderate level (Centauros del Norte) and one with a high level of heterogeneity (Ley de
Formento Agropecuario) also have common property system. The only case of
privatized common property rights (Nueva Morelia) has a relatively low collective action
score. The two cases of private forest rights (Ninos Heroes, Once de Mayo) represent
both ends of variation in collective action costs.
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Communities with the lowest costs of collective action were those with unclaimed
ejido rights. Those with medium levels were associated with a wide variety of property
right systems, from common property, to private and privatized common property.
Among the communities with the three highest costs of collective action one was private
while two were common property systems. There is no direct evidence supporting the
hypothesis that common property is more likely in situations of low collective action
costs, or that private rights tend to dominate when collective action costs are high. But
this analysis only looks at the costs of producing property right institutions and says little
about the benefits. A better formulation is to examine the relationship between the costs
of local collective action and the benefits received from having a property right structure
in place. The next section addresses the relationship of the value of the right to the costs
of enforcement.

Interactions between Group Size, Heterogeneity and Resource Value
While the costs of producing property right institutions at the community level
can be represented by the costs of overcoming collective action problems, the benefits of
having the institution in place is a function of the value of the resource. Figure 27 uses
the theoretical relationship outlined in Chapter 4 and arranges the individual cases
according to the empirical data. Communities were plotted according to the same
categories used earlier, where large group size including communities with greater than
60 ejido right holders, and high heterogeneity was any community with a heterogeneity
index greater than 0.5. Resource value was categorized as high if the value of sales was
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greater than 70 $P per right holder and low if less. The classification of each community
into simple high/low categories was based directly on the data.

Figure 27: Interactions between Group Size, Heterogeneity and Resource Value
Group Size

Small

Large
Heterogeneity

Low

High

Low

High
Low

Resource value
(per unit for each right holder)

Ley de Formento
(Common property)
Nueva Morelia
(Privatived common)

High

Centauros del Norte
(Common property)

Dos Lagunas Sur
(Unclaimed)
Ninos Heros
(Private parcels)
Arroyo Negro
(Common property)

Richardo Payro Jene
(Unclaimed)

Dos Naciones
(Unclaimed)

La Guadalupe
(Common property)

Los Alacranes
(Common property)

low

El Sacrificio
(Unclaimed)

medium
Costs of collective action

high

The sampled communities are distributed according to group size, level of heterogeneity
and the value of the resource as reflected in the amount received per each right holder.
Low collective action costs can occur due to either low intra-group heterogeneity or small
group size. Those cases on the far left of the diagram are small communities with low
heterogeneity therefore having the lowest collective action costs. Communities with low
heterogeneity, but large group size (Centauros del Norte, La Guadalupe, Richardo Payro
Jene) or small group size and high heterogeneity (Once de Mayo, Ley de Formento) have
a medium level of collective action costs. Where group size is large and heterogeneity
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high (El Sacrificio) collective action costs are highest. Following the figure, collective
action costs increase moving from the left toward the right on the diagram. The costs of
collective action represent the difficulty of locally producing property rights institutions.
The benefits from institutional production are represented by the value of the
resource to individual right holders. They are measured here as the amount a right
holders received from the last timber sale or expected to receive from future sales.
Communities represented along the lower half of the diagram are those cases where little
to no value was perceived in holding rights to timber resources. Those in the upper half
of the diagram are cases of medium to high value.
Whether property rights will be locally produced should be based on the ratio of
the costs to the benefits. In the sample examined here, variation between the cases can
only partially be explained by community-level variables. The one cases of private rights
with associated data on resource value (Ninos Heros), and the one case of a privatized
commons (Nueva Morelia) are both associated with low to medium collective action
costs and high resource value. Unclaimed ejido rights are present across the different
levels of collective action costs and resource value. Common property is associated with
low to medium collective action costs. Neither group size nor heterogeneity has any
obvious differential impact on the type of property right, even when taking into account
resource value. Likewise, there is no obvious relationship when the two variables are
combined as an overall measure of collective action costs. Moving from left to right in
the figure, there should be an increase in the number of communities using private rights
as the costs of collective action increases. When resource value is low, the pattern should
show a shift from common property to unclaimed right as community conflict and
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coordination costs become too high. Likewise, among communities with high resource
value, there should be a gradual shift from effective common property among those with
low collective action costs toward private rights as collective action costs increase.
However, the pattern actually illustrates just the opposite effect. Among the cases with
high value resources there are a greater number of private right systems associated with
low collective action costs and one case of common property as the costs of collective
action increases. Among low resource value communities, common property prevails
across all levels of collective action costs.
At this point, there is evidence that some type of effective property right
institution will be associated with higher value resources, but no support hypotheses 2a or
2b, that the type of property right institution will depend solely on the structure of
community collective action. Accounting for the difference among these cases requires
examining the impact of government action on institutional production.

The Effects of Bureaucratic Third-Party Enforcement
The activities of formal government; the creation of laws, regulations and
sanctions, are only meaningful in terms of how the actions of bureaucratic representatives
in the field influence individual decision-making. Without effective implementation,
legal and regulatory changes are irrelevant to the incentives individuals face. The
primary agents of implementation are the bureaucratic representatives of government. In
terms of property right institutions, the effect of government action requires explicitly
outlining how the actions of bureaucratic agents influence the costs of enforcing a right.
Measures of bureaucratic enforcement activity were determined using a combination of
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travel distance from administrative centers and interview information. Those most
distant were considered as having little contact with outside enforcement agents, and for
this analysis are associated with no external enforcement (N). This corresponds to
interview data. Many communities existed for decades without any formal recognition or
interaction with government. Eventually, requests for formally ejido titles were
submitted in order to obtain the benefits of government programs, but required a trip to
the state capital and could take many years to process. Up to the early 1990’s property
right enforcement occurred primarily at the community level, and rights were either
individually or community-enforced, since no state actors were present.
The harvesting of tropical hardwoods was unsustainable and by the mid-1980’s
most of the valuable species had been removed (Ericson, Boege, & Freudenberger, 1998).
Families that settled into the region during the 1980’s often inherited worthless timber
resources. Additionally, prior to the arrival of representatives of formal government, the
little remaining valuable timber was subject to theft. Reportedly, armed groups from
Guatemala would cross the border with equipment and remove the most valuable species.
A number of communities interviewed reported this as a problem in the past and a few
had even posted guards. There were no reported incidences of inter-community theft,
probably due to the lack of equipment necessary for timber harvesting. Additionally, up
to the mid-1980’s highway robbery was not uncommon. With the establishment of
military posts along the road, park staff, and a municipal government both timber theft
and highway robbery stopped. A basic level of property rights security was established
through the presence of effective third-party enforcement.
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However, the incentives of third party agents are not simply to uniformly enforce
a formal legal structure. Those vested with the authority to enforce a right have
individual incentives that may deviate from official duties. Enforcement agents may
require side-payments or other informal incentives in order to act. While the increased
presence of state actors reduced the worse cases of theft, it brought with it the occasional
cost of paying side-payments for the use of government enforcement. The early period
prior to the arrival of government represented a the situation of no third-party
enforcement (N). The most isolated communities still exist with little contact with
government representatives. The increased presence of bureaucratic agents brought in
two types of third-party enforcement activity, certain (C) and uncertain (U) enforcement.
For the most part communities have taken advantage of the presence of third-party
enforcement to alleviate the most egregious examples of property right insecurity such as
timber theft and highway robbery. In contrast with other areas of Mexico, where
government authorities are viewed with suspicion at best, most communities reported few
problems with external authorities representing the case situation of certain (C) external
enforcement.
There is one important exception. There was a notorious case in the late 1980’s
of a conflict between inspectors representing the environmental agency SEMARNAP and
an ejido community that resulted in the shooting death of one of the inspectors. The
exact nature of the conflict is not clear, with the government stating that the attack was
unprovoked, while some community members report that officials were demanding a
bribe that they were unwilling to pay. The incident is well-known and is discussed in
both Azuela (2002) and Boege and Fuentes (2000). The community involved in the
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incident was also the only community in this sample that had privatized its communal
forests. The hypothesis presented here is that this interaction between right holders and
third-party enforcers fundamentally determined the type of property right institution that
resulted.
The distinction between whether a community received uncertain (U) and certain
(C) external enforcement activity was made using interview data. If a community
reported any tension with local authorities over property rights, contending claims or the
need to use large side-payments it was considered subject to uncertain third-party
enforcement (U). Otherwise it was classified as certain enforcement (C). Certain
enforcement does not necessarily mean the application of abstract rule-of-law without the
need for any side-payment, only that the side payments is relatively small and mutually
understood by all parties, and that existing right structures are commonly recognized.
Few communities in the sample reported any type of tension with external authorities and
every community surveyed reported being willing to use external enforcement in cases of
recalcitrant rule-breakers within the community.22
The impact of third-party enforcement is conceptualized in this framework as
important in terms of how it influences the incentive to enforce a right. This only matters
in relationship to the ability to self-produce a property right either by the individual rightholder or a community of right-holders. In order to understand the overall impact, it
needs to be viewed as it interacts with other potential forms of enforcement. The fact that
the earlier hypothesized relationships were not supported is not surprising given the
interactive nature of enforcement activity.
22

Detailed data was collected on the willingness to use external enforcement agents and an early hypothesis
was that the use of external enforcement would vary according to the effectiveness of community
enforcement mechanisms. However, preliminary analysis found no relationship.
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Figure 28 presents each of the sampled communities labeled with its associated
property right system and arranged according to the value of the resource, the cost of
local collective action, and the type of third-party enforcement present. The top axis
indicates whether a resource was high or low value. The axis second from the top
indicates whether a community was categorized as facing high or low collective action
costs. Along the left axis communities are distributed according to the three types of
external enforcement; no third-party enforcement (N), certain enforcement (C), and
uncertain enforcement (U). The expected property right institution corresponds to those
presented in figure 18. The particular outcome under each cost structure is numbered (1-

12) for the purpose of discussion. The hypothesized outcomes for each combination of
costs and benefit of institutional production are presented in bold, while the individual
case and the associated property right structure are indicated directly below.
In order to focus on the active production of rights, those cases of unclaimed ejido
rights are not included. Only those cases with activity property right systems are plotted.
The reasons for not managing a commons or investing resources toward the production of
effective rights are too diverse to be accurately captured here. These include very low
initial resource endowments that either lead to no value assigned to forest resources, a
one-time harvest of valuable timber with no management inputs, and a costly regulatory
environment with uncertain harvesting restrictions and a high risk of large sanctions or
confiscation of a harvest. These cases are discussed in the overview at the end of this
chapter.
Following the model presented in Chapter 4, under situations of no external
enforcement (N) all property right institutions will be determined by the value of the
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resource and the local collective action costs. When certain enforcement (C) is present it
will generally lower the costs of producing property rights institutions to both individual
right-holders as well as a community of right-holders. When only uncertain enforcement
(U) is present, it raises the cost of enforcement by the amount of the side-payment as well
as adding an additional element of uncertainty regarding the outcome when using a thirdparty enforcer.
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Figure 28: Cost of Local Production and Impact of Third-party Enforcement

Individual enforcement
Low resource value
Cost of Collective
Action

High resource value

Low collective
action costs

High collective
action costs

Low
collective
action costs

High
collective
action costs

Common

Unclaimed

Private /
Common

Private

None

Type of bureaucratic third-party enforcement

* Arroyo Negro
(Common)
(1)

(2)

Certain

(3)

(4)

Common

Private

Private

Private

* La Guadalupe
(Common)

– Centauros del
Norte
(Common)

– Los Alacranes
(Common)

– Ley de
Formento
(Common)

– Dos Naciones
(Unclaimed)

* Ninos Heroes
(Private)

– Dos Lagunas
Sur (Unclaimed)
– Richardo
Payro Jene
(Unclaimed)
(5)

Uncertain

Unclaimed /
Common

(9)

(6)

(7)

Unclaimed

(8)

Common

Private

– Nueva
Morelia
(Privatized
Common)
(10)

(11)

(12)

(*) Indicates correctly predicted, (–) Indicates incorrectly predicted.
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With a sample of this size, some of the potential outcomes are not represented by
empirical cases. Considering the broad scope of the model this is not surprising. Two
cases are omitted from the typology. One case (Once de Mayo) is omitted because data
on the value of resources on individual parcels was not reliable. A second case (El
Sacrificio) is omitted due to the fact that it has extremely high collective action costs, low
resource value, and does not have the legal ejido status that would permit it be recognized
as having a community forest reserve area. It represents an extreme outlier in a number
of ways. Ten of the twelve communities sampled are represented in the typology in
Figure 28. Two of these are cases where the perceived local resource value was zero
(Dos Lagunas Sur, Richardo Payro Jene). Since the model assumes there is some local
value to producing property rights these cases are primarily included here for
consistency. In both cases, there was no effective local enforcement. In one case (Dos
Naciones), there had been only one timber harvest, and forest resources were perceived to
have very low value and no future management or harvest were planned and the case was
classified as unclaimed ejido rights.
Of those cases where was locally perceived value to forest resources and local
enforcement action toward property right structures, the predicted effect of the
combination of community structure and third-party enforcement correctly accounts for
three of the seven cases. The cases that are not predicted by the model are fully discussed
in the subsequent comparative case analysis. The important idiosyncrasies of these
individual cases and the reasons they are not correctly predicted by the model underscore
the complexity of property right institutions and the multiple factor influencing the type
of property right structure. The one case of private rights (Ninos Heroes) is correctly
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predicted by the model. Two cases of common property (Arroyo Negro, La Guadalupe)
are correctly predicted. Two other cases of effective common property (Centauros del
Norte, Los Alacranes) and the one case of privatized common property (Nueva Morelia)
are not correctly predicted. The nested enforcement structure allows a closer
examination of hypothesized relationship between property right institutions and the
effect of third-party enforcement.

Hypothesis 3a: In the absence of effective bureaucratic third-party enforcement, the type
of property right observed will depend on the resource value and cost of community
collective action.

The situation of no third-party enforcement (top row of Figure 28) represents the
control case against which to compare the effects of third-party enforcement. In the one
empirical case presented here (Arroyo Negro), where there was no active third-party
enforcement and community representatives reported very infrequent contact with
officials representing government. The community is very isolated and operates
relatively autonomously from the formal state (refer to Figure 19). At the same time, it is
a relatively homogenous community with low value forest resources. Based on the costs
of property right enforcement at the community level and the value of the resource as
outlined in Chapter 4, it corresponds to the predicted outcome of a common property
system (1). The situations of certain and uncertain third-party enforcement can be used
to examine the effect of active third-party enforcement.
The easiest way to understand the influence of third-party enforcement is to
compare the hypothesized outcomes according to similar levels of collective action costs
and resource value across the first, second and third row of Figure 28 as they correspond
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to the different levels of third-party enforcement. For example, under all situations of
high collective action costs and high resource value (4, 8, 12), the impact of third party
enforcement is not expected to influence the type of property right structure.
Enforcement costs are borne primarily by the individual right holder without the need to
rely on either community or third-party enforcement. Whereas under situations of high
resource value and low collective action costs (3, 7, 11) the type of third-party
enforcement fundamentally influences whether the property right arrangement is private
or common. Using Figure 28 the effect of each type of third-party enforcement activity
can be examined in detail.
The influence of certain third-party enforcement can be illustrated by comparing
the hypothesized outcomes in the top row of Figure 28 to that of the middle row. Under
conditions of high resource value and low collective action costs, the impact of certain
enforcement is to induce private property over common property systems (3 to 7).
Individual right holders can rely on third-party agents to provide enforcement rather than
on community structures. According to the specification of the model certain
enforcement then induces private rights (6, 7), except in the case of low value resources
and a low cost of collective action (5), where is it expected common property systems
will be more likely.
The effect of having access to certain third-party enforcement is to lower the
individual cost of enforcing a right. Being able to use external enforcement lowers the
cost of enforcement activities to individual right-holders. Local collective action costs
remain the same, although the cost of effective common property right, as long as
recognized as legitimate. In the specification of the costs used here, certain enforcement
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makes both private and common property less costly, although the overall impact is
greater on private rights.

Hypothesis 3b: In the presence of certain bureaucratic third-party enforcement in
combination with low value resources, common property will be associated with low
communities facing low collective action costs, while private rights will be associated
with communities facing high collective action costs.

Under situations of low value resources and relatively low collective action costs
(5) it is expected that common property would continue to dominate, since common
property rights are officially recognized and having access to outside enforcement can
help offset high collective action costs. The corresponding empirical case (La

Guadalupe) supports the model. In the situation of high resource value and high costs of
collective action (8), private rights were expected, since high collective action costs make
common property difficult to maintain. Again, the empirical case (Once de Mayo)
supports the model. The three cases of unclaimed ejido rights (Dos Naciones, Dos
Lagunas, Richardo Payro Jene) do not correspond to the prediction, but as discussed
earlier, there are all cases of not only low value resources, but cases where the
community representative reported no value to forest resources.
The situation of high collective action costs and low resource value (6) was
expected to correspond to private property rights. Certain enforcement lowers the overall
cost of enforcement, but high collective action costs make private rights more likely than
common. The empirical case (Centauros del Norte) did not correspond to the theoretical
prediction and has a system of common property rather than private. Again, this was a
case of direct intervention from government after the creation of the reserve. The
original forest reserve area allocated to the ejido was lost once the new biosphere reserve
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boundaries were established. New agricultural lands were given to the community,
reducing competition for common agricultural areas, and a smaller, lower value forest
reserve remained. The value of the forest resources were the lowest of the communities
investigated in this study. The expansion of the agricultural area removed pressure on the
use of forest reserve area for agriculture. The property right structure prior to the
reserve’s creation was simply maintained to manage a lower valued resource. This case
not corresponding to the predicted right structure suggests there are additional factors that
need to be considered.

Hypothesis 3c: In the presence of certain bureaucratic third-party enforcement in
combination with high value resources, private rights are more likely.

This theoretical prediction only partially corresponds to the model predictions,
with one of the two empirical cases correctly predicted. Of the three cases corresponding
to those conditions (7 & 8), two cases are situations of low collective action costs (Los
Alacranes, Ninos Heros) and one is a community predicted to have high collective action
costs (Ley de Formento). Only one of the three cases is correctly predicted as a private
right system (Ninos Heros), the other two are both common property systems. The two
communities with low collective action costs both have a small number of right-holders
and are relatively homogenous. The primary difference is that the community which
currently maintains private rights to forest resources (Ninos Heroes) had its common
forest land expropriated to create the reserve and new land rights did not include
significant forested area, prior to that the community maintained a common property
system. The empirical example does then correspond to the model predictions, except for
the case of outright expropriation and top-down reallocation of rights.
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The one community with high collective action costs (Ley de Formento) likewise
did not correspond to the prediction. Under situations of high collective action costs
private parcel forest rights were expected to prevail. The presence of a common property
system where private rights were expect is not completely surprising since this analysis
does not account for the presence or absence of institutional mechanisms within the
community that allow it to successfully overcome collective action problems. Property
right institutions occur in association with other types of community governance
arrangements. While the focus of this work is on the effect of external enforcement,
there are a multitude of internal community institutions that serve to lower the costs of
producing effective rights. Once established, and commonly understood by the members
of a community, institutions that serve to resolve internal conflict, allocate the benefits
from resource use, and distribute the costs of managing a resource can be relatively easy
to maintain. The hypothesized relationship is that all things constant, larger and more
heterogeneous communities would be less likely to have effective common property
systems. Of course it is impossible to hold all things constant with a small sample, and
there is a large literature on the ability of some communities to design institutions that
permit them to overcome collective action problems. Once institutions are in place for
one type of collective action problem, the overall cost of resolving collective action
problems is likely to be lower regarding other types of social dilemmas as well.
The effect of uncertain third-party enforcement is represented in the bottom row
of Figure 28. The hypothesis is that uncertain third-party enforcement will increase the
individual cost of enforcing a right. This was expected to have a number of effects. To
visualize the impact, it is easiest to compare the change in property right arrangements
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when shifting from the case of no third-party enforcement (upper row), to uncertain
enforcement (lower row) with all other conditions constant. With low collective action
costs and high resource value and no external enforcement (3) either private or common
property is likely. When there is certain enforcement, private rights are more likely (7).
However, when there is uncertain enforcement, common property dominates (11). When
uncertain third-party enforcement is present the use of external enforcement agents
increases the cost to all right holders, however it is particularly high for right holder
relying solely on individual enforcement. The presence of community enforcement
mechanisms becomes more attractive, even when they are costly since when other
options are not available or incur greater cost. For situations of low valued resources, the
using third-party enforcement makes any right structure too costly and uncertain
enforcement simply crowds out effective rights (9, 10). Since there was only one case of
uncertain third-party enforcement the hypothesis examines the correspondence of the
empirical case to the configuration of enforcement.

Hypothesis 3d: In the presence of uncertain bureaucratic third-party enforcement in
combination with high value resources, common property rights become more likely.

There was only one empirical case of a community subject to uncertain
enforcement and it corresponds to the property right system of privatized common
property. The expected property right institution was common property and a privatized
commons does not completely support the hypothesized model. Where the cost of using
of external enforcement is higher, there is the question of why private rights would
necessarily reduce the reliance on external enforcement better than common property in a
situation of low collective action costs. In this case, the impact of uncertain third-party
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enforcement created the expectation of high side-payments and increased the overall cost
of producing property rights institutions. Right holders reacted strategically in
anticipation of these increased costs and moved to avoid the formal system that would
potentially require third-party enforcement. Since common property was the formal
system, they changed to an informal private system. Additional answers come from the
details of the specific case. The community was founding in 1982 and came into conflict
with bureaucratic representatives around 1987. At the time, there were still only a few
founding families. It was these founders who made private claims to common forest.
Because the group was small and relatively homogenous there were few distributional
conflicts over the new right structure and it has remained the final right structure for the
community. Had it been a heterogeneous or large community of right-holders, it would
be expected that uncertain enforcement would have crowded out any effective property
right structure.
The overall pattern is that under situations of costly property rights production;
whether due to high cost of collective action or uncertain third-party enforcement, right
holders tend to rely on private property systems. Where communities had low collective
action costs and/or right holders were able to access certain third-party enforcement,
further lowering the costs of institutional production, communities tended to have
common property systems. Where the value of the resource was considered very low,
there was no effort made at the community or individual level to enforce rights. The
patterns of association between enforcement costs and specific property right institutions
are only discernable when viewing rights as a system of co-production across multiple
social agents.
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Comparative Case Analysis
The complexity of property right institutions as a result of characteristics of the
resource, of the community of right-holders, and the impact of formal government action
means that no single factor provides a satisfactory explanation of property right variation.
In some cases, the value of initial forest resource endowments were low, resulting in
either no active management, or common property, when collective action costs were
relatively low. When ejido communities were allocated high value forest resources, the
individual effort toward producing enforcement to make rights meaningful was made
with consideration of both the expected effort by peers as well as that of formal
government.
There have been a number of regulations implemented in the region that have also
influenced the value of the resource to right-holders. One of the most important was the
requirement that any ejido that wished to sell timber must first establish a community
forest reserve, have the area recognized as an ejido forest, a professional forester must
visit the site and conduct an assessment of the health of the forest and provide a formal
report of the tree species and amount that can be harvested. This requirement adds an
additional cost to harvesting. Based on data from this study, timber sales providing only
between from 70 - 1,000$p [at about 9.4 $P to $US] per right holder. One study
calculated that farmers in the Calakmul area should be willing to contribute only about 3
days of labor toward community forestry based on other economic activities (Casey,
2003). The additional regulatory requirement of a formal inspection has forced has some
communities out of the legal timber market.
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There is an additional impact of regulations in the area stemming from uncertainly
about the exact formal requirements. Few in the area, even among forestry and
environmental professionals, knew the full array of national environmental and forestry
laws, local park regulations, and state and local government restrictions on forest use.
This uncertainly added to the cost of direct sanctioning by government officials.
Inspections of harvested timber occurs regularly and when amounts exceed that permitted
by quota set in the management plan, there can be a substantial fine or confiscation of the
entire harvest and equipment used. The overall effect of uncertainty about the legal
requirements to harvest timber is to further increase the costs of deriving value from a
property right. The value of the resource needs to exceed the local enforcement costs,
plus the probable costs if an attempted harvest is confiscated or a fine incurred. The size
of penalties varies from small fines to a complete loss of all inputs, including physical
investment; and time spent monitoring, enforcing and obtaining a permit. When the fine
or the probability of confiscation is high enough, it reduces the expected value of the
right to zero.
In all cases where ejidos communities were actively receiving benefits from
timber rights there were complaints about the high costs of the local regulatory
framework. Among the communities sampled, eight had made legal timber sales, and
three (Centauros del Norte, Nueva Morelia, Ley de Formento) had paid some type of fine
for harvesting over the amount legally permitted by the government. Fines ranged from
6,500 $P to 16,000 $P and have been assessed against both individuals and communities.
In most cases the payment of a community fine is split equally among ejido right holders.
Among the cases that had faced a fine, two were common property systems and one was
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the case of privatized common property. In one case, the management costs were
prohibitive and the community was no longer planning to harvest timber. In another (Ley
de Formento) the community reported that the confiscation of an entire truckload of
tropical hardwood lead to that harvest being a complete loss. They reported no plans for
future harvests and had been sanctioned-out of the legal timber market, effectively
reducing the value of the property right to zero.
While the overall pattern of property right production is based on the relationship
between the benefit the resource provides against the costs of making rights effective, the
specific factors influencing this relationship are quite diverse among the communities
sampled. Figure 29 summarizes the principle factor impacting the type of property right
arrangement observed in each case. Each community is grouped according to the type of
property right institution. The first column indicates whether community leaders
perceived the initial value of forest resource endowments as too low to justify producing
management and enforcement institutions. The second column specifies the relative cost
of collective action within the community. The two factors interact in important ways to
influence the type of right structure. In cases were there were no high valued forest
resource, communities either maintained a minimally managed common property system
(Arroyo Negro, Los Alacranes), or when value was very low (Dos Naciones, Richardo
Payro Jene) had no locally enforced rights. In one case (Once de Mayo), with low
resource value and high collective action costs, ejido right-holders simply choose to
manage timber resources on private parcels rather than attempt to organize timber
management on common property.
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Common Property
Private
Parcels
Privatized
Commons

Once de Mayo

Forest reserve expropriated into
reserve area

X

Low value resource endowment
X

X
X
X

Heavily sanctioned from
environmental regulations, High
value forest resources
Low value resource endowment

Ninos Heroes
X

Common forest reserve expropriated
into reserve area
Low value community forest, High
collective action costs

Nueva
Morelia

Low collective action costs, high
costs to using external enforcement

Dos Lagunas
Sur

Unclaimed

Property right arrangement

X

Ley de
Formento
Agropecuario
Los Alacranes

Description

Low value resource endowment

Centauros del
Norte
La Guadalupe

Reduced forest value
from regulation

X

Appropriation of forest
resources

Arroyo Negro

High collective action
costs

Community

Low initial endowment

Figure 29: Principle Factors influencing Property Rights Arrangements

X

No legal forest rights due to location
within reserve area, established
community reserve without active
management

Dos Naciones

X

Low value community and private
forest

Richardo
Payro Jene

X

Low value community and private
forest

El Sacrificio

X

X
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No legal forest rights due to location
within reserve area, no attempts to
establish community forest

In some of the ejido communities, it was government activity that had reduced
the value of forest resources rights. The third column indicates those cases where
communities had ejido forest reserve areas expropriated and incorporated into the
protected area. In some cases new forest areas were provided as compensation, although
these were typically smaller and contained lower value species (for example Centauros
del Norte and Ninos Heros). In the case of a community located within the protected area
(Dos Lagunas Sur), it was subject to the uncertainly of not gaining formal recognition
and the continued threat of possible relocation. The community had established a forest
reserve area as a means of emphasizing their land claim, however no legal timber sale
had taken place and no resources were dedicated to management or enforcement. The
community that had been relocated outside the protected area boundaries (El Sacrificio)
was never formally given ejido status since it was created after agrarian reforms. There is
an extant forest area in the community that currently serves as common agricultural land
that could be designated as a forest reserve; however resources were assessed as low
value.
The one case that does not correspond to general set of circumstances that have
influenced property right institutions is an important exception. For Nueva Morelia it
was the impact of the high cost of using external enforcement that ultimately influenced
the structure of forest rights. Since community collective action costs were low and
resource value relatively high, the expectation was to observe effective common
property. Instead, a system of informally privatized commons exists. The high costs of
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using external enforcement led to a reassignment of enforcement costs to individuals and
toward informal private rights rather than the formal common property resource.
There are a diverse array of factors influencing the relative costs and benefits of
property right production to forest resources in each community. In some cases, the
benefits provided by forest resources were initially too low to justify greater enforcement
by right holders leading to either unclaimed or common property systems. In others, this
low value was a result of a re-allocation of forest rights after the creation of the protected
area, and the additional costs of legally harvesting timber from environmental restrictions
accompanying the reserve. In a number of cases these additional costs were high enough
to crowd-out the value of the resource. The local cost of producing effective informal
property right institutions was also a factor. It is more difficult in large and
heterogeneous communities to develop and maintain local institutional solutions than in
smaller, homogenous communities. Finally, the actions of external enforcement agents
can fundamentally alter the relative costs of enforcement. In most cases, the increased
presence of external enforcement made both common and private rights easier. However,
when external enforcement is uncertain and include the possibility of high side payment,
the effect is to add to the overall costs of producing effective property rights..

Pathways to Property Rights at the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve
The overall pattern of property relations in the area can be presented as a narrative
analysis. During the early period of settlement (up to 1970) communities were settled in
the area without interference or support from formal representatives of the state. Formal
applications for ejido status were made in order to secure formal title and various state
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benefits directed toward the rural sector. As the area became part of an active
government settlement plan, new land allocations were handed out by the state.
However, new communities were also settled informally by squatting on government
land and eventually applying for ejido title. During this settlement period (1970-1990s)
there were few formal representatives of the state physically present in the area and
communities operated self-sufficiently. All property right enforcement came from either
individual right-holders and at the community level. Because land was abundant, there
were no disputed between communities, but enforcement against outside resource use
was difficult, and the area was plagued by highway robbery and timber theft on ejido
land.
When the Calakmul reserve was initially established, government officials were
surprised to find large squatter settlements within the boundaries. This began a series of
negotiations over redefining new boundaries and a number of communities were resettled
outside the area and territories were redrawn for others. In one case, El Sacrificio, a new
community was created from a number of settlements within the reserve boundaries. In
another case, Ninos Heroes, land within the reserve was simply expropriated. Another
community that was in the process of applying for formal ejido title, Dos Lagunas Sur,
has since been left in the legally uncertain status of not having official ejido status, but
neither being given private land rights under new agrarian reforms.
At about the same time as the establishment of the reserve, the presence of the
state was increasing in other areas. A military checkpoint, and later a base, was built to
control arms and drug trafficking over the Guatemala border. This had the secondary
effect of stopping large-scale timber theft as well as highway robbery. A number of
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communities reported having stopped posting guards in forest areas after the base was
established.
The presence of the government increased in other ways as well, including
staffing for the reserve and growth in the municipal government in the early 1990’s. This
had the effect of increasing the regulation of environmental resources deemed important
for the reserve, such as forest cover. While early state presence made the enforcement of
property rights easier, the increased regulation of resources according to formal
environmental law reduced the incentive for local enforcement among some
communities. Two communities, Centauros del Norte and Ley de Formento, reported
paying large fines for timber harvests above their quota, and had no plans to make future
timber sales. Other communities with small forest reserve areas commented on the high
price of hiring a professional forester as one of the reasons for not obtaining a legal
permit for timber harvests.
The increased presence of government enforcement has had a number of effects,
not all of which are captured in the model. The initial base level enforcement offered by
road patrols eased the burden of all enforcement activity falling on individual right
holders and communities. However, this accompanied cases of rent-seeking and an
increased regulatory hurdle in managing ejido forest areas for the legal timber market.
Where the increased regulatory costs were high enough, it effectively crowded-out the
value to individual right-holder in effectively enforcing local right. Rent-seeking by
external enforcers lead to an increase in the cost of enforcing rights and a strategic
reaction to the additional cost by reallocating rights to individuals. Third party
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enforcement effectively crowded-out common property arrangements, replacing it with a
privatized commons.

Summary
While the empirical results are not conclusive, there is some support for the
theoretical framework presented here in accounting for property right diversity. The
actions by government officials in the level and type of enforcement can fundamentally
affect the specific local institutional arrangements. The ability to nest local property right
arrangements within broader institutional structures better explains the variation in
property right institutions than does focusing on either individual incentives or
community-level variables alone. When effective certain third-party enforcement is
present, this lowers the costs of local and individual enforcement crowding-in local
arrangements governing resources whose value would otherwise be too low to justify
governance costs. However, this naively assumes a benign government actor, and it is
just as likely that official representatives will be pursuing rent-seeking behavior. When a
third-party bureaucratic actor is uncertain, this will increase the cost of local governance
and induce very different types of property arrangements.
Adding the actions of government officials into the formulation of the cost
calculus local right-holders face can assist in explaining a great deal of the institutional
diversity. Most importantly, it suggests some important avenues for future research. The
final chapter discusses the theoretical implications of the research for understanding the
diversity of property rights arrangements, and the application to a range of policy issues.
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Chapter 7 – Conclusions and Implications
In a recent review of the literature on common pool resources, one author
comments that the focus of research has tended to be on the impact of various
institutional arrangements “rather than their source and reasons for their variation”. As
he states, "on the whole, analyses focus mainly on the application of rules and not much
on their selection" (Faysse, 2005: 257). Similarly, another points out that there has not
been nearly enough attention paid to the relationship between different levels of
governance. The author reports that one of the principle remaining areas of research is
"…the nature of local-state relations...", and that researchers “…have often ignored how
what is local is often created in conjunction with the external and non-local environment”
(Agrawal, 2002: 28). In the same volume, a panel of CPR scholars identified the
question of how multiple levels of institutions affected CPR performance as one of the
principle unanswered questions (Ostrom, Dietz, Dolsak, et al., 2002: 15). This research
attempts to address a small piece of that puzzle by exploring the interactions of formal
and informal enforcement on property right institutions.
This chapter discusses the contribution of this work to property right theory in
general and examines the policy implications of the research across three areas; the comanagement of natural protected areas, the creation of new markets for environmental
goods and services, and understanding the success and failure of property right reforms.
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Theoretical Contributions
By examining property rights as a result of interactions across formal enforcement
by government representatives, and both formal and informal enforcement at the
community and individual level, this project contributes to two broad bodies of research.
The first is a long tradition examining institutional supply and the source of rules. This
body of literature includes research on the co-production of public goods and the role of
citizens and communities in designing and designing effective institutional rules
(Oakerson, 1999; Ostrom, 1990, 1996a; Ostrom, V., 1971; Ostrom, V. & Ostrom, 1977;
Ostrom, V., Tiebout, & Warren, 1961). The second body of research is a relatively new
focus on the interaction between formal and informal institutions. This includes work
within comparative politics (Helmke, 2004; Tsebelis, 1990), comparative public policy
(Auer, 2004; Scharpf, 1997), and institutional analysis of natural resource management
(Banana & Gombya-Ssembajjwe, 2000; Gibson, Williams, & Ostrom, 2005; Hayes &
Ostrom, 2005; Ostrom & Schlager, 1996). While much of the current work emphasizes
the importance of monitoring, sanctioning and enforcement rules, this project
concentrates on how the source of those rules matters, and how the interaction across
different enforcement influence the type of institutions that result.
Additionally, it contributes to the broader theoretical understanding of what
makes property rights effective. With the rise of modern political economy the focus on
government as the source of property rights institutions has generally been abandoned in
favor of an understanding of rights as resulting from negotiations among individual
economic actors. However, recently research on the role of government actors in
property rights formation and maintenance has re-emerged. Part of this has been due to a
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renewed interest among political economists in re-examining the assumptions of classical
political philosophers. Some of this renewed interest is due to the empirical challenges
posed to current theories in explaining the differential success in reforms in Eastern
European economies. This work, rather than naively vesting the production of effective
rights in the hands of representatives of government, examines the subtle interactions
between community-enforced systems and the effects of different types of formal
enforcement on local incentives.
The application of property rights theory in the use of market-based instruments
to areas typically reserved for government has likewise demanded a reexamination of
how researchers understand the source of effective property rights. The creation of new
types of property rights; such as pollution permits, payment for ecological services, and
the allocation of private rights to public lands, requires a very explicit understanding of
the impact of government action in securing and insecuring, allocating and appropriating,
and delineating and obscuring property rights. This has lead a number of scholars to call
for a more explicit examination of the role of government in making property rights
effective and facilitating markets (Shleifer, 1994a; Wank, 1999; Williamson, 1994).
This renewed interest in the political economy of property has created a division
between research focusing on the role of formal government against those concerned with
how communities and individual right-holders can design, manage and enforce effective
property rights systems without the need of external intervention. However rather than
understanding these as competing explanations, the real challenge is to integrate how the
actions by state actors may influence the incentive individuals and communities face in
designing and governing effective property right systems. These include the broad
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exercise of powers of a state to control the use of resources and the ability of individual
right holders to make investment and production decisions. Incentives are nested within
the broader framework of community and government rather than isolated from the social
and political environment. These results begin to show that it is this interaction between
different enforcement agents that determines the variety of institutional forms governing
resources.

Property rights institutions as co-production
This work attempts to bridge this theoretical tension in the literature between the
role government, community and individual incentives by using the idea of coproduction. It understands the maintenance of an institution, such as a property right, as
requiring active production inputs in the form of monitoring, sanctioning and
enforcement. By presenting a framework that understands property right institutions as
an output of co-production by individual right-holders, the community of right-holders
and bureaucratic enforcement agents, it allows examining how these different levels may
interact to produce specific property arrangements. The importance is not only in the
level of institutional production, but specifying the precise mechanisms that links the
different enforcement agents.
An important result from this project is the observation that similar institutional
forms can result from different combinations of actions by very different social agents.
Private rights can rely solely on enforcement activity from effective third-party or
individual enforcement. Common property always relies on some level of community
enforcement, but can be strengthened or weakened by bureaucratic third-party actions.
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The type of policy intervention to induce a specific property arrangement; whether
community or private, will then depend on the existing levels and types of enforcement
activity. The solutions to making any particular property right effective may involve
counter-intuitive interventions. In some situations, strengthening community rights
systems may mean reform at level of formal government. In others, private property
rights may best be supported by focusing on the system of peer-enforcement at the
community level, rather than on the individual right-holder.
The model I present to account for variation in property rights as a result of the
actions of various enforcement agents has outcomes that converge – where the dependent
variable under study can results from different inputs from different independent
variables. Models of convergence create a fundamental methodological challenge that
this work does not resolve. The problem of convergent phenomena has typically been
dealt with by process analysis. However, in a recent work, Tilly (2003) suggests that a
better method is to identify the specific mechanisms that lead to similar outcomes even
when they occur due to widely divergent circumstances. This work adds to that
methodological debate by focusing on the specific mechanisms of enforcement and the
flow of benefits from a right, rather than relying on broad categorizations of property
rights systems.

Policy Implications
The simple categories of public verses private rights often fails to provide
appropriate solutions to the multiple types of public good dilemmas. The assignment of
property rights as a policy intervention toward improving the management of natural
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resources requires looking at a much broader range of property right arrangements to
include the variety of mixed property right regimes. The focus of research needs to move
beyond simplistic discussions of private versus public rights, and concentrate on what
rights matter in specific situations, and the precise mechanism that makes a right
effective. The below section examines some direct policy applications of this work.

Property rights and Parks: the co-management model
The last twenty years has witnessed a revolution in the way protected areas are
designed and managed. In the past, natural reserve areas were expected to be public
lands managed exclusively by government. They now involve a variety of public and
private entities assigned a mix of rights and responsibilities. These new approaches to
the management of natural areas are essentially new property right arrangements. In the
case examined here, these new include a mix of right and responsibilities to use and
manage forest resources by both communities and individuals within a nationallydesignated protected area.
The key challenge to designing mixed-right systems for protected area
management is in understanding how to assign rights and responsibilities in a manner that
produces both the private benefit along with the public good. Habitat preservation is a
particularly complex type of environmental good, providing a mix of joint and private
benefits, some of which are complementary, others directly compete with the overall goal
of habitat conservation. Assigning rights assumes that right-holders will use resources in
ways that are aligned with the overall production of the public good in question. This
implicitly assumes there are incentives for local resource management that allows
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sustainable use within a conservation area and that private use will, at a minimum not
degrade, and hopefully complement, the production of environmental public goods.
However, many environmental resources have low value as individual resource
units, and there are often unrealistic assumptions regarding the value of the right that has
been assigned and the incentive of local right-holders to conserve those resources. Largescale devolution of rights, as has often occurred with co-managed protected areas, is
likely to grant rights to resources that have little local value and provide few incentives to
conserve. Incentives need to be made more explicit in order to make co-management
function as an active management strategy, rather than a default system when faced with
developing large-scale conservation areas with existing land holdings.
Of course, the benefit from holding the right to use a resource is only one
component of a property right system. The second is the cost of making that right
effective at the local level. While there may be value to new property rights, there are
also associated costs in enforcing those rights. Enforcement activity typically occurs
from three sources, the individual right-holder, the community of right-holders, and
representatives of government. Action at any of these three levels can fundamentally
change the relative value of a right. When the costs of enforcement are high enough, the
benefit from holding a right is reduced, and some rights may become worthless.
Likewise, the incentive to protect low value resource rights may increase when other
social agents are active in enforcement. Effective resource rights can both be crowdingin and crowded-out by the actions of different enforcement agents.
In the case examined here, forest rights have been granted to a variety of
communities surrounding the reserve area. From the top-down view of reserve design,
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the core area is public land, while the surrounding areas are various forms of ejido
community-owned forest. However, there is an enormous amount of diversity within the
ejido forest right arrangements. In some cases, the formal system of ejido community
tenure has been maintained. In others, there have been effective private systems of forest
management, either through division of common lands or forest management on
individual parcels. There has also been the abandonment of claims to forested areas
deemed of little value. Forest areas that are actively managed and protected for
sustainable resource use follow the intent of the co-management design. Forest rights
with little value may resemble areas under active conservation; although this is due to
neglect, not active management. In these cases, if the value of associated resources, such
as land or agricultural production increases, there is likely to be rapid conversion of land
use to activities that contradict the purpose of the reserve.
Understanding rights as a function of the benefits and costs of producing
enforcement also has important implications for what types of conservation policies can
be implemented and how they are likely to perform. For example, a number of
conservation instruments are being experimented with in the areas surround the reserve.
Conservation easements, a type of property rights arrangement typically associated with
the private property situation in the US, is being applied to the community right situation
of Mexico. It has had some limited success, with the best regional example being the
effort of a private conservation group, Friends of Calakmul, entering into an easement
agreement with the ejido of Xcupil-Cacab. The ejido retains ownership and the right of
exit from the agreement at any time and the organization agrees to provide payments for
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the forgone right of resource exploitation. Payments are made to the ejido community
and distributed according to formal ejido common property rules.
However the broader use of conservation easements is likely to have limited
impact on the area. Foremost, because those right-holders most likely to enter into
agreements are those who have the least to lose from foregone timber harvests. Payments
from conservation easements are likely to be associated with forest resources that had the
lowest value and faced the smallest probably of over-exploitation and land use change.
Second, because right systems are ultimately informal, and conservation easements rely
on formal tenure, it may be difficult linking the payment directly to the right-holder who
has management responsibly over a resource. In rights systems that are effectively
private, but formally recognized as ejido community rights, then payments at the
community level will do little to change individual behavior. Finally, all property rights
systems rely to some extent on community enforcement, whether a formal community
tenure system or peer-enforcement among right-holders. The ability of a community to
overcome collective action problems will then ultimately determines the cost of
implementing an easement program and influence the incentives to conserve a resource.
A second conservation tool used in the region are the various programs designed
to encourage production and active management of tropical hardwoods toward increasing
the value of local forests. These include the Plan Piloto Forestal and Bosque Modelo.
They are generally aimed at large communal forest lands under the assumption that these
are managed according to formal ejido tenure systems. While it makes senses to target
the larger forest areas for sustainable development projects, smaller homogenous
communities are likely to have more effective common property. Indeed, there has been
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infighting within some of the larger communities that has prevented effective
implementation (Bray, 2001). There is a tradeoff in targeting smaller communities that
are better able to sustainably manage smaller forest areas, rather larger communities
where infighting is more likely. In the former case, there is the additional transaction
cost of dealing with many small communities with effective rights structures, rather than
fewer larger communities, but more contentious internal governance and the increased
probability of failure. However, closer examination of the type of functioning rights and
more explicit attention to the structure of community governance would help better
understand the right type of policy intervention necessary to foster sustainable resource
use.

Creating New Markets: Property rights to environmental goods and services
This conceptualization of property rights as emerging from multiple levels of
enforcement also has implications for the design and implementation of market-based
policies to solve environmental dilemmas. As market mechanisms are increasingly
applied to policy areas where the value of the good is difficult to ascertain, such as
environmental resources, or where value is created fundamentally by direct government
intervention; as in the case of regulatory rights and voucher programs, then understanding
the full array of mechanisms that secure property rights is critical to understanding how
these new markets will function.
For example, payment for ecological service programs require an effective
property right system to link the incentive provided by payments to the right-holder.
That incentive is based on the benefit the direct payment provides to the right-holder.
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Typically these are viewed in terms of the value of an alternative use of the resource
against the value of the payment. A payment might be based on the difference between
having land in agricultural production verse forestry. Although a better designed
incentive program might be to base the incentive on the value of holding the right to the
payment against the cost of enforcing it. When the right to an ecological service payment
has full recognition and support by the full array of enforcement agents, then the overall
cost of enforcement is low for the individual right-holder, and the right takes on greater
value. However, if enforcement only occurs at the individual level, perhaps because the
community does not recognize the new right, or formal representatives of government
cannot be relied on to provide additional enforcement then the value of a payment is
likewise reduced. The additional costs of enforcing the right reduces the incentive the
payment is intended to provide. The ability to implement these types of complex new
rights fundamentally relies on the overall structure of property right governance.

Property Right Reform
Another policy application of this research is in explaining the mixed success of
property rights reforms cross-nationally. Privatization efforts in former communist
countries, Mexico’s Agrarian Reform, and various attempts to create individuallyspecified private rights to common agricultural land, water and forests have met with
very mixed results. The diverse attempts at creating private rights to what were either
state, common or a mix of community-state properties have typically been conducted
under the premise that individually-specified rights would naturally emerge once formal
government impediments to private ownership were removed. However, rather than the
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spontaneous emergence of effective markets and private property, there have often
instead been rapid concentrations of rights in the hands of a few elites and the stubborn
retention of common property systems.
One of the most important insights of this work is that similar property right
systems can be secured and enforced through various mechanisms. In one case secure
private property rights may results from effective sanctioning activity by a combination
of third-party bureaucratic enforcement and individual action. In a second, private rights
may be secured through individual enforcement alone. In a third, it may be community
level peer-enforcement that allows effective individual claims. In all three cases, the
resulting institution is a secure claim to the benefits from a resource, but the production
activities that go into making that right effective come from very different sources and
combinations of enforcement activity.
Most reforms pay little explicit attention to the costs of enforcement. If a private
right structure is implemented without an effective mechanism of peer-enforcement or
access to reliable bureaucratic enforcement, then the costs will be borne by individual
right-holders. Only for those individuals with access to the tools of enforcement; threat
of violence & cohesion, will private rights be meaningful. Thus Russia’s privatization
effort generated oligopolies, rather than effective markets, and a surge in private
enforcement in the form of mafia protection and private security providers. Given the
structure of right enforcement, with little enforcement from third-party bureaucratic
agents and no system of peer-enforcement, this should have been no surprise. Failing to
fully account for the complexity of institutional arrangements underlying effective
property was the principle failure of economic advisors formulating reforms in post-
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communist economies (see discussions in Benham & Benham, 1997; Nelson, 1990;
Ostrom, 2000b, 2001, 2003; Shleifer, 1994b; Williamson, 1994).
Many policy reformers have also been surprised by the persistence of common
property systems. For example, some former state-farms in post-communist societies
have resisted privatization efforts and been reformed as farmer coops and maintained
collective organization. Likewise, the possibility of private rights offered by Mexico’s
1994 Agrarian Reforms to ejido right-holders has only been embraced by about one
percent of ejidos. The reasons for this reluctance are again based on the structure of
enforcement. For those communities who have overcome collective action problems the
current system provides a better guarantee of property right security than the option of
using the formal police and court systems to ensure private rights, even if there are high
governance costs to the current arrangements. In cases where there are substantial forest
reserves, the loss of forest rights represents a significant loss of income, and the value
from forest resources offsets the additional costs of negotiating and enforcing community
rights. The seemingly surprising reluctance to privatize is a rational response to the
structure of enforcement and the value those rights included.
It is the broader institutional framework within which rights exist that make a
specific right structure effective. Changing legal rules at the national level, as has
happened with many privatization efforts, does nothing the change the incentives of
bureaucrats to enforce a new right structures, the system of peer-enforcement that already
existing within a community of right-holders, or the individual incentive to enforce or
ignore new rights.
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Future Directions for the Study of Property Right Institutions
This research began with premise that institutions matter. They fundamentally
determine the incentives individuals face and therefore the outcome of political and
economic decision-making. Over thirty years of research on the impact of institutions on
decisions as individually-specific as resource allocation in experimental settings, to those
as large as international negotiations, has removed any serious contestation within the
academic literature. The questions that remain involve understanding the supply of
institutions and the mechanisms make them effective.
With a renewed emphasis on understanding what factors contribute to property
rights production it is increasingly important that researcher develop more robust, multiscaled models that are better able to account to the real empirical variety of property right
institutions we observe. Part of this will include focusing on the type of institutional
arrangements that make governments accountable, able to act when necessary and
restrained from acting when its interference would do more harm than good. This has in
the past been the focus of much of the researcher interested in explaining the
effectiveness of property rights. But an important element missing is the role of the
community of right-holders that exist between the individual right-holders and those who
enact formal rules. In many cases, enforcement activity at this level is the critical factor
that makes rights effective. Government actions only serve to reinforce or hinder local
enforcement. It is understanding the interaction between these various levels of
governance that is most important, rather than the focus on any single level.
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Appendix 1: List of Acronyms and Organizations
ARIC - Rural Collective Interest Association (Asociación Rural de Interés Colectivo)
CAN - National Water Commission (Comisión Nacional de del Agua)
CBR - Calakmul Biosphere Reserve
CNC - National Peasant Confederation (Confederación Nacional Campesina)
CNPR - National Confederation of Rural Producers (Confederación Nacional de
Productores Rurales)
CONANP - National Council for Natural Protected Areas (Comisión Nacional de Áreas
Naturales Protegidas)
CRAX - Regional Council of Agriculture, Forestry and Grazing of Xpujil (Consejo
Regional Agrosilvopastoril de Xpujil)
ECOSUR - El Colegio de la Frontera Sur
EZLN - Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (Zapatista Army of National
Liberation)
GEF - Global Environment Facility
IFE - Instituto Federal Electoral
INAH - Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia (National Institute of Anthropology
and History)
INE - Instituto Nacional de Ecología (National Institute of Ecology).
INEGI - Instituto Nacional de Estadística, Geografía e Informática (National Institute of
Statistics, Geography and Informatics)
INI - Instituto Nacional Indigenista (National Indigenous Institute)
PAN - Partido Acción Nacional (National Action Party)
PPF - Plan Piloto Forestal (Pilot Forestry Plan)
PRD - Partido de la Revolución Democrática (Democratic Revolution Party)
PRI - Partido Revolucionario Institucional (Institutional Revolutionary Party)
PROCAMPO - Programa de Apoyo al Campo (Direct Rural Support Program)
PROCEDE - Programa de Certificación de Derechos Ejidales y Titulación de Solares
(Program for the Certification of Ejido Land Rights and the Titling of Urban House Plots)
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Procuraduría Agraria - Agency of the Secretaría de la Reforma Agraria that grants ejido
rights.
PROFEPA - Procuraduría Federal de Protección al Ambiente (Office of the Attorney
General for Environmental Protection)
PROGRESA - Programa de Educación, Salud y Alimentación (Program of Education,
Health and Nutrition)
PRONARE - Programa Nacional de Reforestación (National reforestation program)
PPY - PRONATURA Peninsula de Yucatán
PT - Partido de Trabajadores (Worker’s Party)
PVEM - Partido Verde Ecologista de Mexico (Green Ecological Party of Mexico)
SARH - Secretaría de Agricultura y Recursos Hidraulicos (Ministry of Agriculture and
Hydrologic Resources)
Secretaría de Ecología - Campeche State Government office
SEDESOL - Secretaría de Desarollo Social (Ministry of Social Development)
SEMARNAP - Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales y Pesca (Ministry of
Environment, Natural Resources and Fisheries)
SRA - Secretaría de la Reforma Agraria (Ministry of Agrarian Reform)
SSS - Sociedad de Solidaridad Social (Social Solidarity Society)
Fondo Mexicana para la Conservación de la Naturaleza - The Mexican Nature
Conservation Fund
TNC - The Nature Conservancy
UAIM - Unidad Agrícola-Industrial de la Mujer (Agro-Industrial Unit for Women)
UGOCM - General Union of Mexican Workers and Peasants (Unión General de Obreros
y Campesinos de México)
WWF - Mexican Forests Program
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Appendix 2: Chronology of Laws, Decrees and Constitutional Provisions influencing
Property Rights
Year (President):

Impact of rule change:

Description:

1915 Presidential
Decree of Jan. 6th.
(Carranza)

Restitution of four categories
of villages, pueblos, rancheros,
congredaciones, and
comunidades. Established
procedures for the distribution
of lands and the agency
responsible for its
implementation.

Allowed formal restitution of
communal and private lands by
expropriation of latifundios.

1917 Article 27 of
the National
Constitutional

Raises the legal support for the
responsibility for the
distribution of land and state
ownership of resources to a
constitutional provision.
Constitutional guarantees
override all subsequent civil
law. Recognizes private,
national and ejido land rights.

Establishes the nation as the
original owner of all land and
water within the national territory.
Allows national interests to
override considerations of private
property. Broadens states ability
to restore and provide lands to
indigenous communities. Sets
limits to land ownership for
private properties.

1922 Agrarian
Regulations
(Obregón)

Allowed land claims by
populations in abandoned
haciendas

Grants land, plot size allocated by
4-6 ha irrigated; 6-8 ha rainfed.
Source of land expropriated
latifundios over 150ha irrigated;
250 ha rainfed; 400 ha other types.

1927 Law of April
23rd (Calles)

All agricultural villages with
more than 25 heads of families
eligible for land grants

Source of land expropriated
latifundios over 150ha irrigated;
250 ha rainfed; 400 ha other types.

1934 Agrarian
Code (Cárdenas)

Hacienda workers given right
to be considered as claimant
for hacienda land

Granted land 4 ha irrigated; 8 ha
rainfed. Source abandoned small
farms if not cultivated. Included
collective, communal and
individual land rights.

1937Decree of
March 1,
(Cárdenas)

Added 25-yr exception for large
cattle ranches (500 head cattle,
300 small stock) from
expropriation.
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Year (President):

Impact of rule change:

Description:

1938
Nationalization of
oil and mineral
resources
(Cárdenas)

Foreign-owned natural resource
industries nationalized.

1971 Agrarian
Reform Law of
(Echeverría)

Exception from appropriation for
cattle ranches of no more that 500
head cattle, 300 small stock.

1992 Ley Forestal
(Salinas)

Deregulates the forest sector and
promotes greater plantation
forestry orientated toward the
export market. Forest technical
services are deregulated toward
the market.

1997 Ley Forestal

Attempts to re-regulations as a
response to perceived high levels
of illegal logging. Accompanied
by two new support programs,
PRODEFOR, providing subsidies
for community forestry, and
PRODEPLAN, subsidizing
plantation forestry.

1992 (Salinas)
Agrarian Reform
Constitutional
Reform to
Article 27.

Attempts to decrease the
involvement of the state in
agricultural production
activities. Formally ends the
distribution of rural lands.
Ejidos may elect to privatize
individual parcels via a
majority vote among members.
May also lease property
interests to individual or offer
land as loan security.

1993 PROCAMPO
(Salinas)

Amendment of Article 27 to allow
individual parcelization of
communal land and right of
alienation outside community.
Ends the prohibition of
organizations (private and civil) to
become owners of rural
agricultural land. Allows
increased autonomy of ejido sector
via a reorganization of conflict
resolution mechanisms of agrarian
sector.
Agricultural subsidy created to
compensate rural farmers for
expected negative effects of
NAFTA.

(Sources: Sanderson 1984, Bray 2001, Ibarra-Mendivil 1996).
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Appendix 5 – Survey Instrument
Spanish (English translation)

Feche (Date):

Hora de comenzar (Start time):

Nombre del entrevistador:

Hora de terminar (Finish time):

(Name of interviewer)

Lugar de la entrevista:

Ejido:
(Name of ejido community)

(Place of interview)

Número de la Entrevista:
(Interview number)

Introducción:
La meta de este proyecto es entender cómo la gente que vive alrededor de la Reserva de la
Biosfera de Calakmul maneja y utiliza los recursos naturales. Iniciaremos preguntándoles
acerca de las actividades en el área. Siéntase libre de interrumpir en cualquier momento si
usted tiene algunas preguntas. Tenga por seguro de todo lo que usted diga será absolutamente
confidencial. Esta entrevista esta diseñada dé modo que lo identifica no será divulgada.
(The purpose of this project is to understand how people living around the Calakmul Biosphere
Reserve manage and use their natural resources. We would like to begin with some questions about
general activities in the area. We guarantee that everything you say will be keep absolutely
confidential. The interview form is designed to protect your anonymity.)
1. Su Nombre por favor: (Please give your name)
______________________________________________________________
2. Su posición en el ejido: (What is your official position in the ejido)
______________________________________________________________
3. Edad: (Age) ____________________________________________________
4. Cuantos años vive acá? (How many years have you lived here?)
______________________________________________________________
5. De dónde es usted y su familiar originalmente?
(Where are you and your family from originally?)
______________________________________________________________
6. Tiene usted alguna dirección en donde se puede comunicar?
(Do you have an address where we can contact you? )
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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Spanish (English translation)
Número de la Entrevista: (Interview number)
1) Quisiéramos saber cual es la historia de este pueblo y como se creo?

(We would like to know something about the history of this community and how it was
created)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
2) ¿En que año fue establecido este ejido? (What year was it established?) _____________.
3) ¿Tiene reconocimiento como un ejido oficial? (Has it been formally recognized as an
ejido?) ¿En que año? (In what year?) __________________.
4) ¿En total, cuantos habitantes hay en este ejido? (How many people live here in total?)

_____________________________.
5) ¿Cuantos ejidatarios son? (How many are ejidatarios?) _________________.
6) ¿Cuantos pobladores son? (How many are pobladores?) _________________.
7) ¿En que origen es ustedes? (What are the origins of the people here?)

Estado:
(State)
Campeche:

Si/No:

Cual pueblo(s): (which city?)

Cuantos personas:
(How many people)

Yucatán:
Quintana Roo:
Tabasco:
Chiapas:
Oaxaca:
Veracruz:
Otro lugares:

8) ¿Hay algunas casas fuera de esta comunidad? Donde están? Explique por que? (Are

there cases of households that live outside the community? Where? Please explain
why?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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9) Alguna de estas religiones existe en esta comunidad? En que año fue establecido? (Are

any of these churches in this community? What year were they established?)
Iglesia: (Church)
Católicas (Catholic)
Pentecostés (Pentecostal)
Bautistas (Baptist)
Sabatistas (Adventists)
Otro: (other) ____________________________________

Si / No:

Año:

10) Como se relacionan las personas en las diferentes religiones? (How are relationships
between members of the different religions?)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
11) Este ejido, en cual miembro existe, en el pasado?
(Did this ejido belong to any of the below organizations?)
Organización:
Unión de Ejidos Forestales (1973)
Unión de Ejidos Pueblo Maya (1979)
Consejo Regional Agrosivopecurio y de Servicios de Xpujil (1992)
Otro: (Other)

Si / No:

12) Cuales son las organizaciones o programas que existe en este ejido ahora?
(What are the organizations or programs that exist in the ejido today?)
Plan Piloto
Si / No:
Bosque Modelo
Apicultura
PRONASOL
PROCAMPO
Hay un Otro: (Other) ____________________________________
13) Cuáles son los idiomas mas común en este ejido?
(Which languages are most common in this ejido?)
Idioma: (Language)

# des familias quien habla:
(number of families who speak it)

Español único (Spanish only)
Maya (Yucatan Mayan)
Chol (Chol Mayan)
Tzotzil (Tzotzil Mayan)
Tzeltal (Tzeltal Mayan)
Otro: (Others) ________________________________
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14) Cuál son los partidos mas activo en este ejido?
(Which political parties are active in this ejido?)
Partido:

Si / no

# Número de personas:
(number of members)

Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI)
Partido de la Revolución Democrática (PRD)
Partido Acción Nacional (PAN)
Partido de Trabajadores (PT)
Partido Popular Socialista (PPS)
Partido Frente Cardenista de Reconstrucción (PFCRN)
Partido Auténtico de la Revolución Mexicana (PARM)
Otro: _________________________________________

15) En cada comunidad hay conflictos. En esta comunidad cuales son los conflictos?
(In every community there are some social conflicts. In this community what types of
conflicts are most common?)
a) Religioso (Religious)
b) Étnica (Ethnic)
c) Político (Political)
d) Entre Familias (Between families)
e) Otro: (Other) ______________________________________
16) Explique por que? (Explain)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
17) Cual de estas tiene este ejido? (Which of the following does this ejido have?)
a) Ampiaciones Forestales Ejidales?
Si / Non
(Ejido Forest Extension)
b) Proyecto de Ampliacion Ejidal o Dotación Ejidal? Si / Non
(Ejido Extension)
c) Propiedad Privada?
Si / Non
(Privatized parcels?)
d) Reserva del Bosque?
Si / Non
(Forest reserve?)
18) Tiene mapas de su propiedad o tierras? Podremos verla?
(Are there maps of your property or land? Can we please view them?)
a) Si
b) Non
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19) Este ejido tiene otro tipo de bosque? Que es y donde esta?
(Does this ejido have any other type of forest? What type and where is it located?)
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

20) Cual es el área que tiene cada uno de estos. Por favor, indicalo en esta mapa?
(What is the size of each of the following. Also, please indicate where it is located on the
map.)
a) Ampiaciones Forestales Ejidales?
________________________
b) Proyecto de Ampliacion Ejidal o Dotación Ejidal? ________________________
c) Propiedad Privada?
________________________
d) Terreno Parcelario?
________________________
e) Reserva del Bosque?
________________________
f) Tierra comunal?
________________________
g) Zona urbana?
________________________
21) Que es el área como promedio des milpas en este ejido? ______________________

(What is the average area of milpas in this ejido?)
22) Que es la milpa mas grande en este ejido? ______________________

(What is the largest milpa in this ejido?)
23) Que es la milpa mas pequeño en este ejido? ______________________

(What is the smallest milpa in this ejido?)
24) Que es el uso mas importante por el bosque en este ejido?
(What is the most important forest use in this ejido?)
__________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
25) Se gana dinero? (Do you earn money from the forest?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
26) Exactamente cuales son los recursos? (Exactly what forest resources do you use?)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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27) En cual de estos años se gano mas?

(In which of the following years did you earn the most from your forest?)
Año:
El año pasado (last year)
Hace 5 años (5 years ago)
Hace 10 años (10 years ago)
Hace 20 años (20 years ago)

Mas

Cuantos gano?

28) En esta ejido, cuantos ejidatarios pueden utilizar algunos de estos recursos?

(In this ejido, how many ejidatarios can use which of the below resources?)
Si
De donde recolectaron? Podría mostrar
/No
sur esta mapa? (descripción de detalles)
(Where do they collect them? Can you show
where on the map (describe the details of the
location)
Usar madera para
construcción
(Wood for construction)
Vender madera preciosa –
Caoba
(Selling timber
- Mahogany)
– Cedro (Cedar)
– Zapote (Sapodilla)
– Pucté
(local tropical hardwood)
– Machiche
(local tropical hardwood)
– Salan
(local tropical hardwood)
Caza (Hunt)
Pastar (Graze)
Otro? (Other activity?)
________
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29) Cual de estos recursos se han cosechado en el año pasado? Sabe el cuantidad o valor?

Cuantidad(10)
(quantity 10 yrs
ago)
Valor(10)
(value 10 yrs ago)

Valor(5)
(value 5 yrs ago)

Cuantidad(5)
(quantity 5 yrs ago)

Valor(1)
(value 1 yr ago)

Cuantidad(1)
(quantity 1 yr ago)

Hace 5 años? Hace 10 años?
(Which of these resources have you harvested in the last year? 5 years ago?
10 years ago?)

Usar madera para construcción
(Wood used for construction)
Vender madera preciosa
(Wood for sale)
– Caoba (Mahogany)
– Cedro (Cedar)
– Zapote (Sapodilla)
– Pucté
(local tropical hardwood)
– Machiche
(local tropical hardwood)
– Salan
(local tropical hardwood)

30) Hay algunos recibos de los cosa se vender?
(Do you have receipts for any of these things?)
a) Sí, puedo verlos? (Yes, can we see them?)
b) No

31) Cuales son las ventajas que tiene para cada uno de los ejidatarios:

(How are sales shared among ejidatarios?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

32) Ha cambiado en los últimos 10 anos? Explique por qué: (Have there been any changes in

how resources are shared in the last 10 years? Explain.)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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33) Hay cambios principales en la cantidad o valor de esos recursos desde hace 20 años?

Explique por favor:
(Have there been any major changes in the quantity or value of forest resources in the last
20 years? Explain please)
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

34) Este ejido vende tierra? Cuantas hectáreas en que año?
(Has this ejido sold any land? How many hectares and in what year?)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
35) Cuántos ejidatarios puedan utilizar…
(How many ejidatarios can use…)
a) Su Ampiaciones Forestales Ejidales:
b) Su Reserva del Bosque:
c) Su Tierra comunal:

________________________
________________________
________________________

36) Cuántos pobladores puedan utilizar…
(How many ejidatarios can use…)
a) Su Ampiaciones Forestales Ejidales:
b) Su Reserva del Bosque:
c) Su Tierra comunal:

________________________
________________________
________________________

37) Aceptaron mas ejidatarios en su comunidad? Sabe cuantos son nuevos en el año pasado?

(Are you accepting more ejido members in this community? How many new members
were accepted in the past year?)
38) Hace 5 año? ________________________________________________________

(In the past 5 years?)
39) Hace 10 año? ________________________________________________________

(In the past 10 years?)
40) Por favor, Explique por qué hay cambios: (Please explain the changes?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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41) Aceptaron mas pobladores en su comunidad? Sabe cuantos son nuevos en el año pasado?

(Are you accepting pobladores [non-ejido right holders] to the community? Do you know
how many are new this past year? ) ______________________
42) Hace 5 año? (5 years ago) ______________________________________________
43) Hace 10 año? (10 years ago) ___________________________________________

44) Por favor, Explique por qué hay cambios: (Please explain why there have been changes)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
******************************************************************************
45) Hay personas quienes utilizan ilegalmente los recursos naturales en este ejido? (Are there

people who use the natural resources of this ejido without permission?)
a) Su Ampiaciones Forestales Ejidales?
________________________
b) Reserva del Bosque?
________________________
c) Tierra comunal?
________________________
46) Si la repuesta es si, quien son esas personas? (If yes, who are these people?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

47) Cual tipos de recursos utilizan? Puede indicar donde sur esta mapa?
(What type of resources do they use? Can you indicate where on the map?)
Si/No Esto ha aumentado o disminuido

en los últimos 10 anos?
(Has this increased or decreased
in the last 10 years?)
a) Aumentado
(increased)
b) Disminuido
(decreased)
c) No sabe (don’t know)
Para cortar madera para construcción
(cutting wood for construction)
Para cortar Caoba para vender
(cutting mahogany to sell)
Para cortar Cedro para vender
(cutting cedar to sell)
Para cortar Zapote para vender
(cutting sapodilla to sell)
Para cortar Pucté para vender
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Para cortar Machiche para vender
Para cortar Salan para vender
Para Cazar (for hunting)
Para Pastar (for grazing)
Otro actividad: (other activity)
48) Elaboralo por favor (elaborate please): ________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

49) Hay casos cuando una persona descubrió utilizado ilegalmente los recursos? Puede usted

explicar por favor la situación y el resultado?
(Are there any cases when a person has been discovered using natural resources without
permission? Please explain the situation and result).
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
50) Fue una multa? (Si / No). Por que: (Was there a fine? Yes/No. Why or why not?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

51) En su opinión, cual es la cosa más valiosa que se da en su bosque? (En your opinion, what
is the most valuable thing in your forest reserve area?)
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

52) Cuanto estima que es el valor actual de la madera en su reserva del bosque?

(How much to you estimate is the value of the timber en your forest reserve area?)
______________________________________________________________________________
53) En su opinión, cual es el uso no-económico más importante del área de la reserva del
bosque? ________________________________________________
(In your opinion, what is the most important non-economic use of your forest reserve area?)
54) Por favor, indique sur esta mapa donde están estos recursos. (Please indicate where those

resources are on this map).
55) Hay agricultura en su área del bosque?

(Is there any agricultura in your forest reserve area?)
a) Si
b) No
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56) Son miembros o no son miembros del ejido? (Are they member of this ejido?)
a) Miembros (Members)
b) No son miembros (Not members)
57) En su opinión, si el área no fuera una reserva, permanecería bosque?

(In your opinión, if this area was not a forest reserve, would it remain forest? )
a) Si (Yes)
b) No (No)
c) No sabe (Don’t know)
58) En su opinión, si el área no fuera una bosque, cuál sería el mejor uso?
(In your opinion, if the area was not forest what would be the best use?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

59) En su opinión, cual es la usa más valiosa por su área del bosque: como un bosque o como
agricultura? Porque?
(In your opinion, what is the most valuable use of the area, as forest or as agriculture? Why?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
60) Este ejido tiene vigilantes para prevenir el acceso no autorizada en su bosque?

(Does this ejido have guards to prevent not authorized access to your forest?)
a) Si (Yes)
b) No (No)
c) No sabe (Don’t know)
61) Cuándo este actividad comenzó? (When did this activity begin?)
_____________________________________________________________________
62) Cuántos gente trabajan como vigilantes? (How many people work as guards?)
______________________________________________________________________________

63) El numero de personas quien trabajan como vigilantes ha cambiado? Explique por favor.

(Has the number of people who work as guards changad? Please explain.)
_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
64) El numero de personas quien trabajan como vigilantes ha cambiado durante los últimos

10 años? Explique por favor.
(Has the number of people who work as guards changad within the last 10 years? Please
explain.)
_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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65) Cual es la forma de pago para los vigilantes? (What is the form of payment for guards?)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
66) Quién paga los vigilantes? (Who pays the guards?)
______________________________________________
67) Quien los eligen? (How are they selected?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
68) Explique por favor más detalladamente: (Please explain in more detail)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
69) Aparte de los vigilantes, hay alguien quien vigile el bosque. (Por ejemplo, persona quien

viven cerca).
Other than the guards, are there others who guard the forest area? (For example, people
who live nearby?)
a) Si, quien: ____________________________________________________________
(Yes, who)
b) No
70) Cuándo comenzó esto? (When did this begin?)
______________________________________________________________________________

71) Paga estos observadores? Si reciben un sueldo, cuánto? (Are these other observers paid?
Do they receive a wage, how much?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
72) Quién paga los observadores? (Who pays these observers?)
____________________________________________
73) Cómo los eligen? (How are they chosen?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
74) Explique más detalladamente por favor: (Please explain in more detail)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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75) Hay una persona en esta ejido quien tiene la autoridad para hacer cumplir y para recoger

multas de la gente que viola las reglas del ejido con respecto al área de la reserva del
bosque?
(Are there people in this ejido who have the authority to collect fines from people who
violate the rules of the ejido regarding the forest reserve area?)
a) Si
b) No
c) No sabe
76) Cuándo comenzó esto? (When did this begin?)
______________________________________________________________________________
77) Cuánta gente estima trabaja en esta actividad?

(How many people work in this activity?)
______________________________________________________________________________

78) Esto ha cambiado? (Has this changed?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
79) Cómo pagan a esta gente? (How are these people paid?)
______________________________________________________________________________
80) Cómo los eligen? (How are they selected?)
______________________________________________________________________________
81) Explique por favor más detalladamente: (Please explain in more detail:)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

82) Qué sucede si una regla de su ejido se ignora por la primera vez?

(What happens if a rule of the ejido is ignored for the first time?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

83) Qué sucede si una regla de su ejido se ignora por la segunda vez?

(What happens if a rule of the ejido is ignored for the second time?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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84) Qué sucede si una regla de su ejido continúa se ignora?

(What happens if a rule of the ejido continues to be ignored?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

85) Si una regla de este ejido ha sido violada, lo mas probable que sucede?

(If a rule of this ejido is violated, what do you think the probability is of the following:)
a) Es muy probable que se imponga una multa.
(It is very likely a fine will be imposed)
b) Es posible que imponer una multa.
(Is is possible a fine will be imposed)
c) Hay menos del 50% de probabilidad de imponer una multa.
(It is less than 50% likely a fine will be imposed)

d) No es probable que se imponer una multa.
(It is unlikely a fine will be imposed)
86) En su opinión, cuando se imponer una multa, cómo es a menudo la multa que se paga?

(In your opinion, when a fine is imposed, how often is it paid?)
a) Casi siempre (Almost always)
b) La mayoría del tiempo (The majority of the time)
c) A veces (Sometimes)
d) Nunca (Never)
87) Explique por favor? (Please explain)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

88) Hay cualquier otro fuente de la información por este ejido sobre qué está sucediendo en el

área de la reserva del bosque? Explique por favor: (Por ejemplo, vía una persona de
SEMARNAT?)
(Is there any other source of information this community uses about what happens in the
forest reserve area? Explain please. For example, do you ever see a person from
SEMARNAT?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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89) Usted piensa que el valor en el bosque dentro de esta área de su reserva del bosque vale la

pena de proteger? Por qué o por qué no?
(Do you think that the value of the forest within the reserve area is worth protecting?
Why or why not?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
90) Usted piensa que el valor en el bosque dentro de este los ejidos que el área de la reserva

del bosque valdría la multa de proteger en 10 años? Por qué o por qué no?
(Do you think the value of the forest within your reserve area will be worth protecting in
10 years? Why or why not?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

91) El costo de protección de esta reserva del bosque ha aumentado o ha disminuido en los

últimos 10 años? Explique por favor:
(Has the cost of protecting your forest reserve increased or decreased in the last 10 years?
Explain please.)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

92) Su ejido tiene un plan formal para manejar su bosque?
(Do your ejido have a formal plan for forest management?)
a) Si
b) No
c) No sabe
93) Cuando se creó? (When was this created?)
________________________________________________________________________
94) Porqué se creó? (Why was it created?)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
95) Qué mecanismo existe para que un miembro exprese su preocupación a un funcionario en

este ejido?
(What mechanisms exist for members of the ejido to express their concerns to a
representative of the ejido?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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96) Describa me por favor, en términos generales, cómo se tomar las decisiones con respecto

al uso de su bosque:
(Please describe, in general terms, how you make decisions about the forest reserve)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
97) Hay algunas áreas dentro su bosque que sería agricultura o ganado antes 1985?

(Where there any areas of your forest area that were cultivated in agriculture or being
grazed before 1985?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

98) Indique por favor las áreas de su bosque que han estado agricultura o el ganado desde el

1985 sur este mapa.
(Please show the areas of forest that were in agriculture or grazed around 1985 on this
map).
99) Hay otros comentarios sobre el manejo de su bosque?

(Are there other comments you have about the management of your forest?)
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Hay persona en este ejido quien ha tenido multas de algunos functionarios porque
utilizaron recursos naturales? (Por ejemplo, de PROFEPA, SEMARNAT,etc.)
(Are there people in this ejido who have been fined by a government official for any
use of natural resources? (For example, from PROFEPA, SEMARNAT, etc.)
a) Si
b) No

100)

101)

En que año y cuantos casos? (In what year and how many cases?)
__________________________________________

Por favor, explique la situación y el resultado:
(Please explain the situation and the final result:)

102)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Este ejido tiene tierra en La Reserva del Biosfera de Calakmul? Si hay, que tipo y
donde?
(Does this ejido have any land in the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve? If there is, what
type of land and where?)
_______________________________________________________________

103)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Cual sería el impacto de La Reserva del biosfera de Calakmul en los miembros de
esto ejido?
(What was the impact of the Calakmul reserve on the members of this ejido?)

104)

_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Fue un impacto económico en los miembros de esto ejido del creación La Reserva de
la Biosfera de Calakmul?
(Was there an economic impact on member of this ejido from the creation of the
Calakmul Biosphere Reserve?)

105)

_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Por favor, explique que paso en este ejido después el creación de la Reserva. Hay
huelgas u otro tipos de manifestaciones
(Please explain what happened to this ejido when the Reserve was created. Where
there any strikes or other types of protests?)

106)

_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Hizo corte de madera legal o ilegal aumentar o reducir inmediatamente después el
creación de la Reserva? Expliqué:
(Did the amount of timber being cut in the area increase or decreased immediately
following the creation of the reserve? Please explain:)

107)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Gracias otra vez por su tiempo. ¿Ahora hay cualquier pregunta sobre esta entrevista?
(Thank you again for your time. Now are there any questions you have about the interview?)
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Después Entrevista (To complete after the interview)
PI1. Hora terminada: (Time finished)

PI2. Durante la entrevista el respondedor era: (During the interview the respondent was:)
a) Muy interesado (Very interested)
b) Un poco interesado (A little interested)
c) No muy interesado (Not very interested)

PI3. En su opinión, cómo juzgaría la honradez de las respuestas?
(In your opinion, judge the honesty of the responses)
a) Muy honrado (Very honest)
b) honrado en la mayoridad (Honest most of the time)
c) Un poco honrado (A little honest)
d) no honrado (Not honest)
PI4. Indique por favor esas preguntas que pudieron haber aparecido ser menos que
completamente honestas:
(Please indicate which questions appeared less than completely honest.)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

PI5. En su opinión, hizo al respondedor entienden todos des preguntas?
(In your opinion, did the respondent understand all the questions?)
a) Si
b) No

PI6. Indique por favor esas preguntas que el respondedor pueda no tener completamente
entender:
(Indicate which questions the respondent did not completely understand)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

PI7. Otros comentarios sobre la calidad de esta entrevista:
(Any other comments about this interview?)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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